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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

Biggest Offigffill Ever Offered
in TV Cathode Roy Tubes !
lir METAL CONE C.R.T.

FAMOUS MAKE

Post

LISTED AT
318

extra.

Width and Linearity Controls, 'each

SPECIAL OFFER. Line Output
Trans.. with width and linearity
controls and deflection coils to
match, pair, 50/-.

Length 17 11/16in. Gives large black
and white picture Ilin. x 14in.
Unused In original cartons. Guaranteed
by us 3 months. Full data, connections
and suggested time bases supplied
with every Tube.

99/6

523.9.10

I

LASKY'S
PRICE

£9 19 6

Carr. & Insur. 22/6 extra.

Masks, Anti -Corona Rings. Bases and Ion Traps
available.

Covers Bands
I & III, London
and Birmingham.

cube, with EY5I winding, 9-14 kV. 25/-.
Deflection Coils, Ferroxcube, 25/-.

Kv. E.H.T., wide angle 70°,

duodecal base, magnetic
focus and deflection.

Complete with
7 Coil Sets, 1
to 5, 8 and 9.

COMPONENTS'
Will match our Min., or any
other wide angle C.R. Tube.
Line Output E.H.T. Trans., Ferrox-

6.3 v. heater. Ion trap, 14

standard 38 m.m. neck,

TURRET " TELETUNER "

WIDE ANGLE T.V.

3/6.

Ion Traps each. 3/..
Deodecal Bases, Paxolin, 9d.
Amphenon, 2/8,

Focus Magnets, with vernier, 17/8.
Frame Output Trans.. 8/6.
Frame or Line blocking osc. Trans.
each. 4/6.

All types of Masks. 14. 16,
rubber or plastic.

BAND 111 CONVERTERS
2 valves and metal rectifier.Metal
case, own power supplies, for A.C.

200/260 v.

12 -CHANNEL TV TUNER

171n.,

Listed at £8. 0.0.

LASKY'S PRICE

79/5.

Valves used :

make. Covers Bands I and ILL Complete
COMPLETE 5 -VALVE
PCC84. R.F. double triode, cascode Famous
valves EF80 and ECC81. Ceramic valveholders,
R.F. amplifier, PCF80 triode pentode with
quality components, Switch and fine tuning.
RADIO CHASSIS
Lc. and mixer. I.F. output 33-38 Mc's finest
output 20-25 Mc/s. Freq. coverage 50/87 Mc/s and Brand new and unused. A.C./D.C.
easily modified to other I.F. outputs. I.F.
175-215 Mc's. Supplied with full details and 741 /6
Full instructions and circuit diagram circuit
200/250 v. I.F. 465 kc/s. A.V.C., 4 Watts
diagram.
Post
3/6.
Knob.
2/9
extra.
wi
output, 3 -station pre-set. frame
supplied.
aerial. fully aligned. chassis 10 x 5lin..
max. height- 5lin. Completely wired
MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD PLEASE
All Types Band III Aerials
and ready for use with the addition
All Channels, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6 -element LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD. of a speaker and output tmnsfbrmer.
outdoor, also indoor and loft types.
Two controls, volume and station
Aerialite. King Pin. Labgear, Belling
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I..
switch. Valves used : 10C1, 10F9 or
Lee Wolsey, etc. Also Diplexes, CrossUF41, mum 10P14, 0404 or UY41.
Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
over Boxes, Co -axial Plugs, Co -axial
suitable as radio receiver for
370,
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9. Ideally
Sockets.
inclusion in a TV set.
LADbroke 4075 and CUNningham 1979.
CO -AXIAL CABLE. 80 ohms semi REDUCED TO/6. 2/6
airspace& 9d. yd.
Open all day!SATURDAY. Half day Thursday.
leNOWvalves.
ss
Post 3
300 ohms Feeder. 9d. yd.

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS

OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME
City

and

(inds

Gauped Certificates

In

Telecommunications :

A.M.Brit.I.I.E.

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing CertIllicatu,

Cenral ladle and Television Courses, Radar, Send Recording, etc. Ain Cense: Is
all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagasofE.M.Ltraining. * The teaching methods are

r-

THE
PRACTICAL WAY.
NEW LEARN

COURSES WITH EQUIPt4ENT

I
I

Nith many °Four courses we supply actual

equipment thus combining theory and
practice in the correct educational
I

sequence. Courses include: Radio, Television, Electronics, Draughtsmanship,
Carpentry, Photography, and Commer-

cial Art, etc

-,-

__

1

planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. * A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.* Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.
Equipment supplied ,
POST THIS COUPON TOOAT
upon enrolment and I

remains your property. I

Courses

from

I
I

15/- per month

Send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I38K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
NAME

issmarmi-ADDRESS

The only Postal College which is part of I
a world-wide Industrial Organisations. I

8/56
SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST....._...__.
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save space power & weight

54.001$

Type:
TPI &
TP2

These long -life transistors in your circuits will save space and power and
incidentally save weight. Exhaustive tests by our unique triple -test process
have proved their reliability over a long period.

Their small size and low consumption permit the design of light, compact

equipment and, since the cases are of metal, there is little danger of
accidental fracture.

Type,
TSI
TS2 &

The BRI MAR TPI and TP2 are point contact n type, germanium transistors.
Type TP1 may be used in control and switching circuits at frequencies up
to 100 Kc/s and will work consistently and reliably within this range.
Type TP2 may be used as an amplifier or oscillator at frequencies up to
2 Mc/s. Collector dissipation 150 mW max. at 20° C. The BR1MAR

TS3

TSI, TS2 and TS3 are p.n.p. alloyed junction transistors intended for use
in low frequency applications up to 500 Kc/s. These transistors are fully
hermetically sealed. They are thus immune from the effects of humidity
and noxious atmospheric conditions. The collector dissipation of these
types is 50 mW at 20° C. The TJI, TJ2 and TJ3 are similar to the TS1,
TS2 and TS3, but have a collector dissipation of 200 mW at 20° C. and
are somewhat larger in size.

Types TI I, TJ2 & T13

Send for data sheets of these transistors to

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT Footscray 3333

For super tropical service

`IMETALPACK'
PAPER CONDENSERS

This range has been developed for operation in high humidities and high
temperatures. Their ability to withstand variation from -4o°C. to -Froo'C.
makes them the obvious choice for the most stringent conditions. Internal construction follows the well -proved T.C.C. technique of winding non -inductively
two or more layers of paper dielectric to each layer of solid aluminium foil, all
impregnated under vacuum, and finally hermetically sealed in aluminium tubes.
Car.
1.t

.005
.01

-02
.05
.1

1
.25
.5
-5

1.0

Wkg. Volts D.C.

Dimns. inches
Type No.

List
Price

At

At

70°C.

100°C.

1,000
1,000
750
500
500
1,000

750

2

650

350

2f

CP45S
CP46S

175
175

2

CP47W
CP48N
CP47N

2/8
3/-

1

CP9 I S

3/10

I

CP91 N

All -

350
500
350

750
600
350
350

350
175

L

D
CP45W
CP45W

I
1

II

CP45U

1

2f
2f
2f

Each

1/10

1/10
1/10

2/I

2/2
2/6

DETAILS OF COMPLETE

RANGES AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
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Televiews
COMMERCIAL TV ADVANCES
that by listening to the radio the driver would not
ACCORDING to Television Audience be concentrating upon the road. Experience has
measurement the number of homes in the found, however, that these fears were unfounded.
I.T.A. areas of London, Lancashire and TV, it is admitted, is in a different category,
the Midlands receiving commercial television is for it would be impossible for a driver to watch a
in excess of 1,500,000, and from the number of television programme and drive with safety at
queries we receive asking for details of con- the same time.

verters, it is apparent that the programmes are
providing healthy competition for the BBC. No
one, however, would suggest that the I.T.A. THE RADIO SHOW
programmes are as yet comparable to those of
readers please note that this and our
the BBC in quality or in content. Every I.T.A. WILL
associated journals together with our full
programme gives one the impression of an almost range of technical books and blueprints will be
indecent haste to get the programme over, and exhibited at our Stand No. 111 on the ground
bearing in mind the high cost of these advertising floor where we shall be pleased to welcome all
programmes it is understandable that the timing readers visiting the show. The technical staff will
must be to the split second. This quite often be available to deal with readers' queries.
destroys dramatic effect, and that is where the
more leisurely style of the BBC scores.
It would equally be wrong to suggest that the DROP IN TV SALES
quality of the I.T.A. transmissions have not ACCORDING to the Board of Trade Journal
improved during the past few months. Whether
the drop in the sale of TV receivers during
advertisers find the somewhat fleeting references the past few months cannot be attributed to the
to their product of value is not yet known. Some raising of the minimum deposit in February, and
of the references indeed are so short that they the drop must, therefore, be attributed to the
could be completely obliterated during a few usual seasonal decline. There can be no doubt,
moments of interference caused by passing cars. however, that the raising of the deposit must
eventually affect sales, because that is what it
TV IN CARS

THE Minister of Transport, no doubt viewing
the shape of things to come, proposes to
incorporate in amendments to the Motor
Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations a
measure making it an offence to use or to install
for use in a motor vehicle a television receiver,
if the screen is partly or wholly, and whether
directly or in a mirror, visible to the driver while
in the driving seat. Furthermore the controls,

apart from a main switch in the sound volume
control, must not be within reach of the driver,
and the set must not be so plated or used as to
cause distraction to other drivers on the road.
Objections were raised to the installation of car

radio in its early days because it was thought

was intended to do. lf, however, it does not affect

sales the minimum deposit should revert to its
original figure to encourage sales.
NEW VOLUME

THIS issue commences Volume 7. Indexes
for Volume 6 are in course of preparation
and will cost ls. 3d. by post. Orders should be
sent to the publishers, address as above.
Previous volumes have commenced in May,
but due to the printers' strike in the early part
of the year, March and April issues were lost,
and thus Volume 6 will cover from June, 1955,
to July, 1956, although still consisting of 12
issues,-F. J. C.
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A NEW SERIES
5.-TRACING THE SIGNALS
THROUGH THE RECEIVER
By

F.

J. Camm

HAVING in the four preceding articlesexplained

we may say that a programme is being radiated
the function of each part of the television on a wavelength of so many metres or we may also
receiver and the system of transmission it say that it is radiated on a frequency of so many
would now be as well to recapitulate and make a cycles per second.
connected ,theme. We have seen that a TV receiver
Whilst the wavelength is high the number of cycles
consists of the aerial, which collects both sound and per second will be low, but when we come to deal
vision signals at the same time and passes them to with the very low wavelengths on which television
the first stage of the televisor. From this stage the two is broadcast definition of the accurate wavelength is
signals are separated into the two channels-sound difficult. The wavelength for Wenvoe, for example, is
and vision-the sound signal passing to the audio 4.63 metres.
It is much easier to express this in
section and the vision signal to the video section.
The sound signal is amplified and passed on to the

loudspeaker. The vision signal, of course separated

terms of frequencies, which is 65 megacycles (1,000,000

cycles x 65), which is abbreviated to 65 Mc/s.

from the sound, is passed to the video section, Band Width
where it is amplified and passed on to the cathode
Now let us consider the question of band width,
ray tube, which consists of a large glass envelope
and in order to do so let us consider the transmission
having on the front a fluorescent screen.
The sound signals are made audible by means of of sound. We know that when a high note on a
the cone of the loudspeaker, and the vision signals
are made visible by a stream of electrons which are
projected on to the end of the screen in the form of a
spot, which is made to trace out the picture elements

piano is struck the string is vibrating at a very high

rate, and a low note is due to a string vibrating

comparatively slowly. In other words, the frequency
of a high note is higher than that of a low note. Now
when we hear a broadcast we must be able to hear all
by means of the deflector coils.
of the notes, the high, medium and low. Unfortunately it is not possible for us to hear all of the notes
The Aerial
There are many types of aerials as we have seen, over the audible frequency range, and so we have to
but in all of them the principle is the same. It receives strike a compromise. In fact those between 5,000 and
cycles are transmitted.
the modulated signal containing both sound and 8,000
It will be obvious from this that the wave transmitvision. The length of the aerial is decided so that
ted from the aerial-that is, the elettro-magnetic wave
it can receive a certain wavelength.
Sometimes the wavelength is expressed in terms of its -must be 4,700 cycles wide so that all of the notes or
frequency, and they are directly related to one another. frequencies we wish to hear are encompassed by it.
We all know that the electro-magnetic wave radiated
Jilt I
Filter gate
from a transmitter is said to have a certain wavefor sound
To
length. If, for example, a radio programme is being
only
ist.,sound
.1§L I
received on 350 metres, this means that the distance
inpurier am
ers
from the top or node of one wave to the top of the
next is 350 metres.

Now the product of wavelength and frequency is
the speed of light, and if we know the wavelength
we have only to divide this into the speed of light,
which is 186,282 miles per second. In other words
the speed of wireless waves is exactly that of light.
Similarly, if you know the frequency, in order to obtain
the wavelength we divide the frequency into 186,282.

From this it will be seen that as the frequency increases the wavelength decreases, although the product
of the two will always be the same, viz., 186,282. Thus

Input stage

First common

KEY

= Carrier wave
151. = Sound signal

1

= Vision signal

furTher
Soturapna-111 sstio-nmv

am

lrkn

Fig. 19.-Block diagram in which the audio and video

signals are traced through a " straight " receiver.
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Filtergate
for sound
only

The sound signal proceeds through the filter and
from thence its course is similar to that as in a radio
receiver (see " The Beginner's Guide to Radio ").
The only difference is that an interference limiter

Tp

Ist.Soupd

fsuorthendr
amplifier ampilifiers

I

Input Stage

is nearly always included which filters away any

interference caused by car ignition or other electrical
apparatus. The carrier conveying the sound is
amplified with the sound until it reaches that part of

Mixer Stage oscillator

Sound trap
is

the circuit where it can take care of itself and it is
here that vision and sound signals are separated;
in other words, at a detector stage. At this point
sound alone is amplified and passes to the loud-

To

further
vision

.

Vision;

amp.,

speaker.
The Video Section

amplifiers

;

Fig. 20.-A block diagram similar to Fig. 19, but
We have seen that the first stage of a TV receiver
relating to a superhet receiver. See also Fig. 21.
is common to vision and sound in most cases, and
It is because of this that we refer to the band width where a straight receiver is concerned, that is, one

of the electro-magnetic wave (it is termed the carrier which amplifies throughout at signal frequency, it is
common practice to make the first amplifying stage
wave), and it is 4,700 cycles wide.
Now with vision a much greater range of frequency common to vision and sound and after separation of
is dealt with, and it must encompass a dead black to the two signals has been effected by means of gate
the whitest white, and in this case a band width of filters and traps referred to earlier the two signals'are
3,000,000 cycles (3 megacycles) is required. It will amplified in separate channels until sound reaches the
be clear from this that if the vision circuit will not speaker and the vision reaches the cathode-ray tube.
Three stages of vision amplification are commonly
permit this wide range of frequencies to pass through
The designer has, employed at signal frequency up to the detector stage
it picture quality will suffer.
however, attended to all this, and it is rare to find at which, as already explained, the vision- signal is
a receiver where the full range of frequencies is not separated from its carrier in a similar manner that
covered. Of course, there are single and double side- of the sound signal. It is passed on to the video

bcrid transmissions, but most. of the TV channels amplifier.

work on a singleside-band.
The input circuit of the receiver obviously has to be

designed so that the band width is wide enough to
include the sound channel as well as the vision. The
first amplifying stage in most cases includes both
signals, but from this point on the audio and video
signals are separated by tuned circuits known as
filters. In some cases the sound is separated at the
input stage, but more often it is separated after the
first amplifier. Occasionally, the signals are not
separated until they reach the output of the second

Between the aerial and the detector four amplifying

stages occur, for it would be almost impossible to

design an amplifier to suit the wide range of frequencies
encompassed by vision and sound. It is for this

reason that a wide band amplifier using single -tuned

couplings between stages which will provide the

necessary degree of amplification is difficult to design,
and to overcome the difficulty stagger tuning is used,

and this is arranged so that each stage amplifies a

certain proportion of the band. By tuning each stage
to its particular band the total result will be a wide
amplifying valve. One of the difficulties which occur band amplified signal which is applied to the detector.
in separation is that it is difficult to rid entirely the
We have, of course, considered the vision signal
sound from the vision circuits, and filters are included as a simple band wave with a frequency extending
in later stages to filter off any traces of sound signal.. from 0 to 3 Mc/s, but, in fact, it is a very complex

affair. The main point is, however, that the video
" beaten " or heterodyned against a frequency signal contains all the picture detail as well as the
generated by a local oscillator. This changes the synchronising pulses which keeps the standing spot
frequency which carries the signal to one of a low in the receiving tube in step with that of the camera.
figure, making it easier to handle. The sound signal is
These pulses are extracted from the video signal
treated in a similar way.
and fed to the timebases where triggering takes place.
This heterodyning or beating together occurs in
We have already noted that this process takes
In the case of a superhet the vision carrier frequency

is

the mixer valve. Unlike other valves, however, this
one does not amplify. Indeed it is often the case
that there is a loss.
The filter to which I have referred is, in reality, a

place in the detector stage, which thus performs the

double function of separating the video from its carrier

and the sync pulses from the picture.
The timebase must trigger the oscillators and the
pulses must be free from " picture intelligence," for
if the pulses contain the latter any change in scene
from light to dark would give rise to a spurious pulse

coil or inductance and capacitates tuned to the sound
channel. It acts as a vent, permitting sound only to
pass through.
Similarly, in the video stage a coil and condenser and the timebase oscillators would not function
comprise a trap or rejector and indeed it is termed a correctly. With the result that the picture would be
sound rejector or sound trap.
broken up.
ItInterference

PP

From 1st

FSt

Signal with

carrier
J'L

_}

without
ySignal
carrier
JAL

1.1S

Gate limiting interference

1Stw,_,

fls_

zound amp.
2 -SOUND AMP

DETECTOR

LIMITER

IseAUDIO

FINAL AUDIO

LOUDSPEAKER

Fig. 21.-Block diagram of the path of the sound channel from the final stage of Fig. 20.
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The Video Valve
fast to deceive the eye into thinking that it is viewing
The purpose of the video valve is to amplify the a continuously present picture instead of only .a spot.
entire frequency range from 0 to 3 Mc/s. To obtain
A vital point is the number of sections into which
the maximum gain from the stage it is possible to the picture must, be broken up for good reproduction,
make the anode load resistor 20 per cent. higher than or what we now term definition. In the Baifd 30 that called for in the design and also to increase the line system the number was approximately 1,000,
value of the coupling condenser. This, however, is which we now know to be totally inadequate. The

always accompanied by an adverse effect on the quality

optimum number of sections, which in turn deter-

of the picture, but in the fringe areas the extra gain is mines the number of lines, is still a matter of conprobably worth some sacrifice of picture quality.
jecture, but it certainly cannot be less than 50,000, and
it can be said that any increase above 1,000,000 is not
The Television Camera
justified by any improvement in definition which is
Although many different types of television camera perceptible to the human eye.
are used today they differ in the matter of design and
In the standard BBC system the picture is broken
lens arrangement, and their differences are mechanical up into approximately 200,000 elements, and it is the
and optical rather than fundamental. Each of them duty of the television camera to scan the picture at
is based upon the principles first laid down by every instant to produce an output current which is
Campbell Swinton more than 40 years ago. The proportional to the intensity of the light falling upon
Emitron camera and the Super-Emitron with their the camera at that instant. The picture being telelater improvements are chiefly in use in great Britain, vised is scanned in zig-zag lines from left to right.
whilst America uses the Iconoscope and the Orthi- The start of each line is below that of its predecessor

conoscope or Orthicon, and the Image Orthicon by a distance equal to twice its own thickness or
which perhaps is more used in America than any depth. When 2021 lines have been covered, the
other type.
scanning spot returns to the top of the picture and
Before we can understand the television camera it is
necessary to have a knowledge of certain fundamentals.

We have seen earlier that in both sound and vision

systems the received signal is made up of one or more
periodic wave forms. They are waves of air pressure

in the case of sound, and variations of strain in the
ether in the case of vision. In both it is necessary to
transmit amplitude (strength or intensity), frequency
(pitch or colour), phase (the relationship in time
between one component wave form and another), and
spatial distribution. The latter is of great importance
in television, but only of slight importance in sound.
In television reproduction it would be purposeless to

indicate the strength of a light impulse or even its
colour unless it is related to the exact point where it
fits into the picture as a whole. At any one instant
the output from one photocell can only convey one
single item of information, so to speak, and it will

scans the lines which have been missed out during
the first half of the process, making 405 lines in all.
The whole process is then repeated 25 times every
second, which is fast enough to take full advantage
of the well-known persistence of vision effect in the
eye. As a parallel, it will be recalled that in film
production a similar device is used ; although only,
24 frames pass through the projector every second,'
each frame is actually viewed twice, giving the same
smoothness as if the frame, frequency were 48. The,
equivalent television frequency is increased to 50 toi
take advantage of the controlled grid supply in this
country.

With sequential scanning, one difficulty which;

immediately arises is that of getting adequate sensi-,
tivity, bearing in mind that each individual section is

only viewed for roughly one two -hundred -thousandth,
part of the duration of each picture, which
produce exactly the same current whether it is looking in any case only lasts for one twenty-fifth of a second
at a chequerboard of black and white or at a scene itself. Camera -minded readers will appreciate the
which is uniformly grey. The problem admits of problem of exposure times in the order of 0.0000002
two solutions. The system may consist of a number second ! It is this problem of combining a sensitivity

of separate channels each confined to one small

section of the picture. That, however, is impracticable.

The system, therefore, must confine itself to one
section at any time covering the whole scene in an
orderly sequence known as scanning, and then
repeating the whole operation at a rate sufficiently

high enough to overcome the inevitable background
noises with the demand for a high rate of scanning,
and therefore a short duration of coverage on each
individual section, that has determined the characteristics of the teleSision camera as we know it today.
(To be continued.)

Smaller TV Sets
U.S.

television

receiver be fitted in such.a position
set

manufac-

turers are putting on a big
competitive drive to sell smaller

ODDS AND ENDS!

that the screen cannot be seen

wholly or partly by the driver, and

that the only controls permitted
within reach of the driver are a
sets at the present time. This is
part of the industry's general pro- brought out a 9 -inch set that is main switch and a sound control.
gramme of selling its customers priced at under $100.
Danish TV
who already have large sets in the
house a second receiver.

TV Receivers in Cars

third television

Radio Corp. of U.S.A. has on IN the additions and amendments DENMARK'S
station, which cost £130,000,
the market a set with an 8k -inch
to the Motor Vehicles (Con- was opened in May at Aarhus.
screen that sells for $125. Admiral struction and Use) Regulations it The State Radio began its teleCorporation has begun production is proposed to include a paragraph vision broadcasts in 1953 and
of a 10 -inch set which is priced at concerning the installation of tele- there are now over 25,000 viewers,
from $90 to $120, according to vision receivers in cars. This will with 60 per cent. of the country
model. General Electric has just make it compulsory that the covered by transmissions.
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AN INEXPENSIVE EHT SUPPLY FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

ONE of the problems which faces the experimenter

mmIuII

mil

u

poorly regulated supply the voltage falls rapidly

is that of a suitable supply of EHT. Where a with increase of current.
The variation of voltage with supply of current has
small 6in. C.R.T. of the ex -Govt. type, such
as the VCR97, is used, then the usual EHT source some advantages and some disadvantages.
The main disadvantage of a poorly regulated supply
is from a 50 -cycle mains supply with its attendant
problems of too good a regulation, and the expensive- is that peak whites tend to defocus. This is the case
ness of good quality EHT mains transformers. with most television receivers which employ the line
Although the VCR97 and kindred tubes take a flyback for supply of EHT. Such a source has poor
fair EHT current (comparatively !) other methods regulation and it will be noticed that the white parts
of supplying the necessary high voltages are available. of the picture do not focus correctly ; they come
A common method is by means of an R.F. circuit out of focus and cause two defects. First, the
where an oscillator functions at very high frequencies, defocusing causes the lines to thicken with resultant
distortion of the picture, and second the thickening
and the other is by the ringing choke.

The R.F. oscillator type of EHT supply is quite process makes the lines appear to interlace incorrectly.

efficient for normal use, but is a rather difficult type

Close examination of the screen of practically any

to get the necessary current from the circuit.
The regulation of the R.F. supply is rather poor ;
it is too poor for many requirements.

defocusing that the interference which would normally
appear as small white spots, is turned into large blobs

of circuit for the novice to get going efficiently ; commercial television receiver which employs such
moreover, where electrostatic tubes are employed methods of EHT provision will reveal these defects.
with their necessary bleeder networks feeding the
Another defect is that ignition interference which
different tube elements, then quite often it is difficult drives the tube beyond peak whites causes such

EHT Regulation

spreading over several lines.

The employment of interference suppression circuits

materially assists in cutting down this effect and it
When dealing with supply of EHT voltages the is not now such a nuisance as in the earlier days of
question of the regulaticin of the supply must come television.
A major advantage of poor regulation is that as
into the picture.
Without becoming too technical we can say that the voltage drops considerably as the load is increased,
by regulation we mean the ability of the supply to it becomes rather safer to handle such an EHT
maintain its normal voltage under varying conditions source. Where accidental contact is made with the
hands,

of load.

for instance, then the applied

voltage

well -regulated supply the actual voltage drops immediately and beyond the initial "kick" no
remains constant over a fair range of current. In a damage is done. A well -regulated 50 -cycle supply,
In a
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Fig. 4.-Complete circuit as referred to on page 9.
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however, tends to retain the original applied voltage,
and great care must be exercised when handling such
supplies.
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Second, the inductance in the output circuit

must be highly insulated or breakdown is liable

between windings of adjacent turns.
An EHT supply obtained from an R.F. oscillator
Third, it is important that the pulse producing
can supply very high voltages, and this method is the high voltages at the anode is in the correct phase
employed on most projection systems. For moderate
EHT, such as the experimenters' VCR97 type of tube,

so that positive voltages are produced and not negative

ones which would be liable to damage the valve.
the " ringing choke " method of supply will be Therefore the input to the valve must be such that the

found to effect a good compromise between a well - flyback is in the negative direction at the grid, and

therefore positive at the anode.

H.T.

§Choke

Input

63

Fig. 1.-Ringing choke output circuit.

The Choke

The value of the choke should be in the region of
0.2 Henries. This need not cause any difficulty,
as it is quite easy to make a choke approximately
this value, at home.
The choke is wound on a piece of dowel rod'
diameter and about I lin. long. Cheeks can be fitted
at the ends so as to retain the windings, the cheeks
being made of stiff cardboard or plywood (Fig. 2).
The wire to be used is 38 s.w.g. enamelled wire
and about Db. will be required.
Each layer of windings should be separated by a
layer of waxed paper, and that from an old paper
condenser can be used.
The wire is wound on in as even layers as possible
with a layer of waxed paper between each layer of
wire. A total of 7,000 turns are necessary.
When completed the choke can be bolted to the
chassis by running a bolt down through the centre
of the dowelling. This makes a neater job than trying
to use a wood screw from underneath the chassis.

regulated, but expensive, mains supply and the
not -so -well regulated R.F. supply.

The voltage obtained from this system can be
as being of the safe " type yet the

classified

regulation is quite good for normal purposes.

Wooden

dowel

-51; dia.

The Ringing Choke

It is well known that any rapid change of current
through an inductance will cause a heavy voltage
change across the inductance. The more rapid the
current change, the greater is the voltage change.
We have an example of this in the output of the line
amplifier. On the flyback, voltages are generated in
the anode circuit of the valve and can be as high as
2,000 volts-sometimes even more.
The sudden drop of current from a very high figure
to zero causes the primary of the output transformer
to " ring " and to produce these high voltages.

Cheeks of .3 ply
or cardboard

3'

Fig. 2. (Left).-The choke former. Fig. 3 (Right).Transformer core.

Heater Transformer

Having overcome the problem of the choke the
next problem is that of the heater supply for the
rectifier valve. If desired an EY51 can be used as a
rectifier the heater being fed either from a transformer

In the televisor arrangements are made for the with highly insulated wiring, or from a separate
output transformer to have some extra windings so winding on the choke. 18 turns of wire should
that the voltage produced is stepped up still further
and it is then rectified and used for EHT.
The same principle applies in the case of a ringing
choke EHT. An amplifying valve is fed with an
impulse type of waveform which produces shock

be sufficient, but this winding must be well insulated
from the remainder of the choke and, if waxed paper

The value of the inductance is chosen so that it tends
to oscillate or " ring " at the frequency of the input.

valve such as the VUI20.

excitation of the inductance in its anode circuit.

is used for insulation, then the choke must not be
allowed to become heated.

A cheaper, though more laborious, method is to
make a heater transformer and to use an ex -Govt.

The transformer need not be at all difficult in
The resultant voltages can then be rectified and construction
and anybody could make a simple
employed in the usual manner (Fig. 1).
When considering the use of ringing choke systems
there are several important points which must not be
overlooked.
First, to produce the best results the current must
change very rapidly : for this reason excitation by
means of a flyback pulse produces very good results.

one of the type about to be described, as it is purely

a heater to heater transformer and requires very

few turns of wire.
The transformer requires an area of about

sq. in.

for the centre limb on to which is to be wound the
windings. The window area should be about tin. by
I jin. to accommodate the windings. (Fig. 3).
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An old loudspeaker transformer can often be used

for this job, or a transformer from an ex -Govt.

9

a suitable input source for the amplifier valve. This
is obtained from VI and V2. VI is a standard form
of Miller oscillator and uses an SP61 valve, while V2

unit with approximately the above dimensions.
If an old transformer is used the stampings should is the paraphase amplifier: The two valves form a
be unbolted then taken apart very carefully noting the " see -saw " arrangement often found in electrostatic
" lay " of them so that they can be re -assembled in the timebases, and could, with slight modifications,

be used for this purpose. However at this point we
are only concerned in getting a sawtooth voltage at
For the primary fresh wire is wound on and 22 line frequency and in correct phase, to the input of

same manner. Having removed the stampings, then
the existing wire should be removed.

s.w.g. enamelled wire should be used. Sixty-five turns

V3, and this circuit will provide that voltage.

The complete circuit has its own power supply
are necessary and the wire should be wound so that
each adjacent turn touches ; this will mean that with a valve rectifier V5; and here once again the

more than one layer is necessary and each layer use of an ex -Govt. valve provides for economy.
should be insulated from the previous one with a The type of valve will depend upon the outputs of the
layer of oiled silk, empire cloth, or good quality mains transformer. In the prototype the mains
insulating tape.

transformer had 6.3 volt supplies for the valves with

Having wound on the primary, several layers of a 5 volt tapped 4 volt for the rectifier, and a 4 -volt
a good insulator should be wound on as the second- rectifier, a VU39, was used as it was to hand.
ary will be at about 2-3 Kv. above the primary.

The best material is undoubtedly oiled silk but
P.V.C. sheeting, several layers of empire tape, or

The 6.3 -volt supply should be at about 2A and the

H.T. should be about 350 volt at about 60 mA
minimum.

similar high insulation material can be used. Waxed Adjustakt
cardboard can often be employed. It is not wise to
circuit should be switched on and after allowuse P.V.C. sheeting alone as, if any heat is generated, ingThe
time for warming up VR2 should be adjusted

the P.V.C. softens and this may be the cause of a for minimum position (slider towards " earthy "
flash -over.
be adjusted
The secondary uses the same type of wire as the end of potentiometer) and VR1isshould
heard. The whistle
primary but only 27 turns are required as the heater so that the well-known whistle
be adjusted so That it is just beyond normal
of the VUI 20 requires only 2 volt. (Note : If a 4 -volt can
limits, if found objectionable.
rectifier is to be used then double the number of hearing
Once set, VR1 should not be disturbed.
turns given above).

A milliammeter should be inserted in the cathode
Having wound the transformer the stampings are
replaced and bolted together firmly. If the stampings of V3, and VR2 is then adjusted until a maximum
current 'of 15mA is obtained. The voltage obtained
are loose then they will vibrate to the mains hum.
can be obtained by checking the current through the
bleeder chain by insertion of a milliammeter in the
The Complete EHT Supply
earthy end. The current reading obtained multiplied
Having settled the problems of the choke and the by the total resistance of the chain will give the
heater supply we can now consider the complete EHT voltage.
circuit.
Once the circuit has been set up it is important to
In Fig. 4 we show a complete unit which will screen the entire unit to avoid interference. A simple
provide an EHT of between 2 and 3 Kv. The whole perforated zinc or other metal screen should be used
unit is very inexpensive as it is made most'y from to enclose the whole unit.
ex -Govt. materials.

The EHT is obtained from the rectifier valve V4,
which is a VU120. The heater is fed from a transformer which is made as described previously. The

output is smoothed by the condenser C7 which,
due to the high frequency of the supply, can be of
this solves the problem of smoothing
condensers for mains -supplied EHT, which are
in rather short supply. A value of 0.001 at& can be
low value ;

used, 2.5 Kv. working minimum.

The output is fed into the bleeder network which
is composed of ten 1 megohm 1 watt resistors. These
resistors should be mounted on ,a well -insulated
paxolin panel in staggered formation to prevent
flashover.

AUGUST ISSUE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
PRICE 1/3
NOW ON SALE
The current issue of our companion paper,
" Practical Wireless," has, as its main feature
this month full constructional details of a small
portable receiver, utilising a normal diode as
detector with two transistors as L.F. amplifiers.

This makes a compact receiver which requires only
a 9 -volt battery as the power source. The receiver
will be found very useful as a bedside or outdoor
model. Another constructional feature deals with
the modification of a standard alarm clock move-

ment for the switching of the mains supply to

V3 is the amplifier which supplies the EHT. The
valve type is not at all critical and one of the inexpensive SP61 valves (VR65) which can be obtained
very cheaply can be used in this position.
The input to the valve, and hence the output of
EHT is controlled by the potentiometer VR2.

control either a radio or any other mains apparatus.
Details cf a simplified mains -operated add on
F.M. tuner also appear, and there is a constructional
feature dealing with an Inexpensive Testmeter.
Further details are given on the 34in. oscilloscope,

obtained from an existing timebase provided that the,
supply is positive going. The output from the normal

A3606; Replacing Test Meter Movements ; Simple
Adjustable Voltage Supplies ; Transmitting Topics ;
Finding Transformer Connections ; Building a
Constant Voltage Transformer ; Using Test In-

The supply for the input to this valve can h:

Miller oscillator as is used in many home constructors'
televisors is negative going, and such a signal must be
reversed in phase before being applied.
In the circuit given in Fig. 4, we have provided for

and amongst the remaining features in this issue
will be found servicing data for the Philco Model

struments and the usual features-Letters from
Readers, Programme Pointers, etc.
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No. 21. THE EKCO TS46, TSC48 AND TSC91

By L. Lawry -Johns

P61 often becomes excessive causing the UU8 to
become overloaded and the fuses to blow, provided

that these are correctly rated at 500 m.A.

These

fuses are not included in the mains supply leads, but
complete the chassis return to each half of the H.T.
secondary winding of the mains transformer. Fig.
shows the actual circuit. Therefore, in the event of
1

frequent fuse failure, replace the UU8 rectifier,
which -is subject to internal shorts, and if the condition
persists remove the cover from the left-hand screening
box and replace the P61.

THE TS46 is a 9in. table model, the TSC91'the
console version, and the. TSC48 is a larger
12in. indirectly viewed' (raised mirror in lid)
with broadcast radio facilities. These notes are based
mainly upon the TS46 as this is the more popular
model.

Points of interest are the R.F. EHT unit .mounted
on the left side of the chassis, the method of wiring
the circuit fuses and the fact that the C.R.T. is grid
modulated.

The R.F. EHT unit contains a P61 oscillator

and U22 EHT rectifier in addition to the transformer
and EHT smoothing capacitors, etc. The P61 is a
frequent cause of fuse failure and internal shorts in
the UU8 rectifier valve. The current 'drawn by the
ilFrame

The disadvantage of providing fuses in the H.T.
line only is that faults occurring in the heater circuit
or, ,rains transformer will not cause these fuses to

blow and disconnect the receiver from the mains.
As an instance of what is meant, one of these receivers

was received with the complaint that smoke was

issuing from the chassis, no sound or vision signals,
and an objectionable smell ! No H.T. shorts were
detected and the mains transformer was suspected
of having shorted turns. However, when the set
was operated it was noticed that the rear R.F. sound
and vision valves were not being heated, although
the 4 volt valves, PEN45, PEN46, etc., were.
The fault was eventually located in the R.F. strip
where a heater lead to a 6F13 valve was found fouled
under the edge of one of the separate screening cases.
A new length of lead, properly
routed, cured the rather ominous
H.T3' symptoms. The point remaining
that under some circumstances a

fault of this nature, where no
mains fuses are included in the
circuit, could have resulted in
more serious damage.

V8

602

Failing H.T.
A small picture, extreme setting
of the focus control and variation

kSync. Sep

in the setting of the line and

frame hold controls indicate low
H.T., probably due to one of the

50pF

500 mA fuses failing. if the
replacement fuse fails, follow

the previous notes in reference
to the UU8 and P61 valves. Do
not be tempted to increase the
fuse rating.
A frequent cause of complaint
is that of intermittent variation
of picture size. This sometimes

gives the impression that the

picture is " breathing," the varia-

tion being regular rather than
Fig. 3.-Diagram showing the Line Timebase Circuit.

intermittent. In nearly all cases

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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this effect is due to the U22 valve, and a
replacement will clear the fault. Intermittent
flashing on the picture is often again due to

the U22. In this case the envelope of the valve
becomes charged and glows blue. This type of valve
is prone to this fault. The replacement U24 is not

so affected, but the valve base must be changed

to international octal if a substitution is to be made.
:In the 9in. models a Mazda CRM92 is employed,
although a few chassis were fitted with Cintel tubes
which involved some circuit alteration and different
type scanning and focus assemblies.
The TSC48 uses a l2in. Mazda CRM121 and on
this model the EHT is slightly increased, necessitating
the voltage rating of the EHT smoothing capacitors
C7I and C72 to be increased from 6 kV to 7 kV.
The tube circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and this covers
all late models. The brilliance circuit of early models

11

TAAW0-7/412

Lawk,
R76

3

FOCUS

Coll

4 '?7.9
t 33K0
HT Co
various

circuits

differed somewhat and V4 was supplied from the
H.T. line via a 4.7 1d2 resistor rather than via the
brilliance circuit as shown. The focus coil is in series
with the H.T. line, with the focus control in series with
a fixed resistor shunted across it. The fixed resistor

(R79) is of 390 fl and is mounted beneath the tube
neck on top of the chassis. It is normal for this to
appear rather burned or discoloured. Quite often the
focus control developes a fault whereby the track
(wire -wound) becomes open circuited. Depending

upon the actual position of the break the control may
be completely inoperative or may be operative over

only part of its travel. This control is referred to as

R80 and is a 2 k2 wire -wound potentiometer. Note
that as the track and wiper arm are at H.T. potential,
it is possible to obtain some types of control where

one, normally the centre, tag is joine4 to the metal
case.

Obviously, this type must not be used for

replacement purposes.
As can be seen from the diagram, the control grid
21[02

pF

00/fiF

Fig. 1.-Diagram showing Mains supply H.T. wiring
and E.H.T. circuit. Heater winding a -b supply sound
valves -V13 and V14 which are susceptible to hum.
of the tube is fed from the anode of the video amplifier.
If a fault develops in V6, therefore, the anode voltage

could rise to that of the H.T. line. The displayed

condition would be that of -no picture with excessive
Therefore excessive brilliance should
brilliance.
direct attention to V6 and its associated circuit. If

no fault is found in the video amplifier stage, as

indicated by a correct anode voltage, attention should
be directed to the brilliance circuit which controls the

H.T. potential applied to the tube cathode. A fault

in V4 stage could cause this voltage to fall as the H.T.
applied to this valve is derived via the brilliance circuit.
R.F. Stages

These. are very straightforward and are of the

tuned radio frequency type (T R.F.). The only troubles
4.711)

Fig. 2.- Video amplifier output, C.R.T. and brilliance
circuit.

likely to be encountered are actual valve failure and

lack of H.T. to any particular stage caused by a

shorted decoupling capacitor. This often causes the
H.T. feed resistor, associated with this capacitor, to
burn out. In the event of an open -circuited resistor
being discovered, the associated decoupling capacitor

12
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should be checked and, if necessary, replaced before and the width is R66. The linearity, mainly on the
the resistor is replaced.
left side of the picture, is controlled by R75 in series
When removing the separate screening covers from with R74 and C62. Any left side distortion which is
10-

Junction

H.T. 4

100/0

P20-R2/

Frame
Amplitude

V6 Cathode

.5pF

22 MO
P24

Frame
Scan
Coils

560ICO

C24

/00IT2

T4/

-

oon

V9

5.61(t2

Pen 45
WO
I

%

Frame

Output

5601(0

22/(12

Frame
OSC.

Line
Timebase
See F10.3

/0Iff2

00l

pF

OpF

21(12

Frame
Hold

n6

Fig. 4.-Frame Timebase and Sync Separator circuit.

the underside of the individual R.F. stages (each not corrected by the control should direct attention to
secured by two 4 BA nuts from above the chassis) the 2.2 k.f2 resistor (R74), which may be open ensure that the wiring is undisturbed so that upon circuited.
replacement, no wiring is likely to be caught under the
The frame timebase is extremely similar in
edge of screens.

operation, a T41 (V9) is the oscillator and a PEN45
(V10) is the frame output.

Timebases

Normally, the PEN45 output stage is comparatively

The line timebase consists of a T41 gas -filled trouble free, picture jumping, intermittent frame hold,
thyratron oscillator and a PEN46 output beam multiple images, etc., usually responding to a change
tetrode. The circuit is very simple and does not of T41. The frame hold R31 (2 kQ) varies the
require much explanation.
cathode potential of this vale, whilst the frame
Most of the troubles which
Pre -amplifier fitted on models suffixed ../1
occur, such as unstable line
hold, picture ragged in a hori-

602

zontal direction, intermittent
picture slip and sometimes poor
width, may be cured by replacing V16 T41.

Insufficient width can be a

6L020

6F13

6F/3

0000
V/3

VI4

Mains Transformer

trifle deceptive, however, since

a failing PEN46 or low H.T.

VI2

U22 (eHr)

'978c:=:3

or)

U2

Q72
C7I

which does not respond to valve
replacement should direct atten-

6FI3

V5

116

0/

V7

0 "C. 0 (11
6D2

Line Output

Transformer

0

Fen 45
UU8

Scan
Coils

O

E.H.T; Unit

T4/

F2

VA
II

I I

I

I

II

I

I

500 mA.
Fuses

c3o0

V/6

VI7
Pen 46

f F/

tion to C58 (25 /cf.) which is

The line hold control is R65

/1O` 0

0/

T

tremely poor linearity and width

the T41 cathode by-pass electrolytic.

V4

P76

screen of this valve could
equally be responsible. Ex-

of the line timebase working

6F/3

V3

P77

applied to the anode and/or

C61 (.5 ickF). A complete upset

1mil a -a 6F/3

heater winding 6F13
wound ont tqo
pane/ of re nsfr

voltage (check fuses and UU8)

should direct attention to the
capacitors C60 (.02 !IF) and

;

VII

Focus
Coil
T41

Tube assembly (raised

Fig. 5.-Top view of the chassis.
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amplitude or height varies the H.T. applied to the V15. Low sound which does not respond to valve
anode. Poor. vertical linearity may be caused by replacement may be caused by one of the several
a defective PEN45 (low emission) or a leaky .5 auF electrolytic capacitors associated with V14 or VI5,
coupling capacitor C28. Although the PEN45 could be becoming open circuited. The H.T. supply to these
responsible for loss of height, the T41 could equally valves is derived from R76.

be responsible. If both are in order check the 100 kf2
/T41 load resistor and the electrolytic cathode
capacitors.

Early Models
Some considerable modification has been carried
On odd occasions R34 (100 12) or C27 (1 pF) out from time to time and the extent of these is too
have been found responsible for complete loss of lengthy to be included in this article. However, if the
frame hold. These are the " charge " components picture is inclined to lose sync, i.e., roll or slip on
change of programme or picture content, R21 may be
which determine the repetition frequency.
found to be 820 9, R24 1 MD and C24 .1 //F.
Changing R21 to 2,350 9, R24 to 2.2 MD and C24
Sync Separation

The sync pulses are derived from the cathode to .5 pF should enable more reliable hold to be

circuit of the V6 video amplifier. These are applied maintained.
to the anodes of a double diode V8 (6D2) which are
strapped. The line sync pulses are taken from one TSC48 Models
After the multi -pin connecting plugs have been
cathode and the frame from the other. The biasing
of the valve removes the picture content (video removed and refitted several times, it often happens
signals) whilst the value of the components -ensures that one or more leads may become disconnected.
that the frame and line pulses are adequately This particularly applies to the screened A.F. cable
separated. See note on early models regarding poor where the inner and more fragile lead may become
detached from its pin or soldering tag.
sync.
These voltage figures are intended as a guide and
some small variation need not indicate a fault.
The Video Amplifier

V6 is a 6F13 loaded " top and bottom," that is,
it has an anode load resistor R22 (3.3 kD) in series

with a correction choke from which the positive
going picture signals are applied to the C.R.T. VI
control grid, whilst the cathode is also loaded by V2
two 4.7 kf2 resistors in parallel R21 (effective V3
resistance 2,350 f2) in addition to the normal cathode
bias resistor of 47 9, R20. The sync pulses are derived

is by one of the diodes of the 6LD20 V14 which

Anode

Screen

Cathode

6F13
6F13

1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7

6F13

212
210
215

V4

6F13

196

212
210
215
196

V5

DI
6Ft3
DI

220

245

42

53
271

271

217
210

217
210

12.5
1.7
1.8

(negative going) from the junction of the two. The V6
screen of the valve is fed from the H.T. line by R19, V7
4.7 kf2, and decoupled to the junction of R20 and V8
V9
R21 by a 2 pF electrolytic capacitor.
The Sound Stages
VII and V12 are two 6F13 R.F. amplifiers transformer coupled and tuned to 41.5 Mc/s. Detection

Valve

VIO

6D2
T4I
PEN45

VII

6FI3

V12
V13
V14
V15
V16

6F13
6D2
6LD20
PEN45

functions as the detector (diode) and A.F. amplifier
(triode). The other diode section is unused and is
wired to chassis. V13 is a -6D2 double diode which VI7
functions as the noise limiter and V15 is the PEN45 V18
sound output valve. Two high value resistors are V20

used in the 6D2 circuit, both 4.7 MD, and sound

T41

PEN46
P61

UU8
CRT CRM92

-58

244
55

345*
350

480 each anode
6kV

----

152

205

-3.1

-

1.3

5.3

4

-

15

382
240

distortion should, direct attention to these resistors.
*High A.C. voltage at PEN46 anode makes testing
If the distortion is not cured by substituting these
resistors, check the insulation of the .1 pF capacitor inadvisable. This also applies to the P61 EHT
which cpuples the A.F. signals to the control grid of generator.

Independent Television in Scotland

obtained. The site will be 900ft. above sea -level, and
the transmitting mast will be 750ft. high. This means
that the aerial array will be 1,650ft. above sea -level,
and a very good.coverage of the Central Scotland area

THE Independent Television Authority has now
completed its negotiations in connection with
the selection of a contractor to supply all the pro- should be possible. The transmitter will have an
grammes from the Authority's station in Central effective radiated power of at least 100 kilowatts, and

Scotland, and has decided to accept, subject to it will serve approximately three -and -a -half million

Those living in Glasgow and Edinburgh
should receive very good signals, and most people
Mr. Roy Thomson, who is also the chairman of The living within the area bounded on the north by a line
Scotsman Publications, Ltd. It plans to include a from Helensburgh to Dundee and on the south by a
line from Prestwick through Biggar to Dunbar should
number of other Scottish interests.
The I.T.A. is about to start the construction of a be able to receive satisfactory signals. The Authority
contract, the application of Scottish Television, Ltd.

people.

This is a new company which will have as its chairman

new television transmitting station at Black Hill hopes to bring the transmitter into operation by
between Airdrie and Bathgate, and the necessary August, 1957, in time for the beginning of the
planning and other permissions have already been Festival of Music and Drama in Edinburgh.
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PRACTICE OF MODERN
4.-THE COLOUR CATHODE RAY TUBE
Colour Picture Display Tubes

THE three previous articles in this series have
dealt with the various methods of producing
a television signal which will satisfactorily
represent a coloured image, but the weakest link in
the whole chain from studio to viewer is undoubtedly

the picture display tube at the receiving end. Much
effort has gone into the design and production of
standard monochrome cathode-ray tubes, and if this

DEALING

WITH

THE

AND

PRINCIPLES

IN COLOUR
By C. Grant Dixon, M.A.

TELEVISION

eye does not see fine detail in red or blue as explained
in the last article. The chief disadvantage of this tube

is its bulk, but it is interesting to note that one of
the new American experimental colour tubes uses

this same transparent plate principle built into a
flat glass bulb.
Colour Strips

The second method, that of dividing up the screen

type of tube could be used in conjunction with a into a series of small colour areas is employed in almost

device to give colour to the white image a successful
system would result, The frame sequential system

with its rotating colour wheel is, in fact, a simple
example of this method. Working along other lines,
several patents have been taken out which describe

Red

Electron beam

P.

crystal " sandwiches " which are stressed electrically

to give a colour filter effect in conjunction with

Polaroid film, but the loss of light in such a system
is very great, and most work has been directed to-

wards the production of a tube the screen of which can
be made to fluoresce in the required colours. It will
be recalled that any colour may be reproduced by the

Green

reproduce these colours it must either consist of a three -

Blue

addition of the three primary colours in the proper
proportions. Therefore, for any screen to be able to
layer arrangement with the front two layers translucent ; or be divided up into a large number of small
areas, such areas being grouped in sets of three. An
example of the first system was Baird's original two;:olour tube on which he was experimenting just before
his death. Fig. 1 shows the three -colour version of this

tube which he called the " Telechrome." The screen
of the tube is viewed from one side only (the picture

is reversed on the other side) and a fully detailed
picture is seen in green. The red and blue pictures

1111

+
{fire grids

4Sl6

(averao?)

Aluminising

i8/4

2.-Showing the
focus action of the wire
Fig;

grids.

Glass faceplate

of tube

Fig. 3.-Verticgt section
through " Chromatron "
screen.

appear through the transparent green screen and are all colour tubes. There is a choice between dividing
limited in definition by the fact that the red or blue into small colour strips, or small colour dots,. and the
screen consists of a series of lines. This is no detriment " Chromatron " invented by Prof. Lawrence uses
provided these lines are small enough, because the a system of colour strips. The phosphors which glow

in the three primary colours are deposited on the

Red phosphor

Green phosphor

screen of the tube in the form of thin strips as shown
in Fig. 2, and a short distance behind the screen is an

accurately positioned double wire grid, Alternate
wires being brought out tb a common connection.
When the wire grids are at the same potential the
Viewed

from
this
side

Blue phosphor

Fig. 1.-The Baird " Telechrome " tube.

electron beam is made to converge towards the green
strips because there is a potential difference of 13.5
kV. between the screen and the wire grids, and this
produces an electron lens effect. If the wires are given
opposite polarities as shown in Fig. 3, then the stream
of negative electrons is attracted towards the positively

charged wires and the beam strikes the red strips.
Reversal of polarity will cause the beam:. to strike
the blue strips. One disadvantage of the tulle is that
the colour presentation must be sequential;nwing to
its novel method of construction it is impossible to
excite all colour phosphor strips at the same time.
Nevertheless, it is possible to use an R.F. switching
voltage and a " dot sequential " display is .produced.
Another disadvantage is the fact that the strips are laid
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Beams now
converging

on point
away from

shadow mask

Shadow
mask

3 Electron guns

generators. A further requirement is that the high voltage
supply of 25,000 volts for the
final anode shall be stabilised

convemng
apertures

the complexity

Beams

of the

shadow
mask

Screen

of a colour

TV receiver and may st.count

for some of the increase in
cost over a monochrome receiver.

Def ector
coils

Fig. 5.-Showing the need for

As mentioned in last

the Y, or
brightness, signal is normally
fed to the cathodes of all

month's article

electron guns and the R -Y,

dynamic convergence correction
with

the line and frame timebase

and special regulator valves
have been developed for
this particular service. All
this adds considerably to

on tie

Deflection
centre

These signals are of a parabolic
wave form and are derived from

B -Y, and G -Y signals are fed

shadow mask tube.

to the grids.

In the latest

horizontally and are 720 in number, this limits the 21 -inch R.C.A. tube there are also separate
vertical definition, and can cause spurious patterning screen electrodes which equalise the beam currents
by a " beat " effect with the scanning lines. On the for all signal levels so that the three guns can be
credit side there is the fact that it is a simple gun tube
and requires much less setting up than the three -gun
colour tubes ; also it requires just the normal deflecting power as the wire grids are only at 4.5 kV. above

adjusted to give a true black -and -white picture when
receiving non -colour transmissions. This type of
phosphor dot tube seems to have stabilised itself in the

13.5 kV. referred to previously.

receiving tube can be found.

American colour TV market and is now being prothe cathode, but despite this it can give a brilliant duced by various firms, although there is still a lot
picture owing to the post deflection acceleration of of research being carried out to see if an even simpler

A screen of phosphor dots is used in the tube

Discs Again ?
A method of receiving colour transmissions which

will appeal to the amateur experimenter is that in
of three, one for each primary colour, and these which the simultaneous colour signal is turned into a
" dot triads " are distributed over the screen in a frame sequential signal by gating the drive to the
developed by R.C.A. The dots are arranged in groups

regular manner. A short distance behind the screen
is a sheet of metal perforated with a large number of
small holes, one hole for each group of phosphor

(Continued on page 36)
Phosphor dots on the
screen

dots, this is the shadow mask and in conjunction
with the three electron guns in the neck of the tube

it ensures that the screen may be caused to fluoresce
in any desired colour. The dot screen is actually produced by using the shadow mask in a photographic
printing process repeated three times, once for each
colour phosphor. The electron guns are so situated
in the neck of the tube that each gun, directing a stream

of electrons at the shadow mask can only cause the

dots of one colour to fluoresce (see Fig. 4). Thus the
three electron guns are responsible for the images in

each of the three primary colours. In practice the
electron beam is wide enough to cover several holes

Dot triad and

0

corresponding
hole in mask

3

0

Crj

and the spot on the screen is caused by the excitation

of several dot triads, thus to the observer who is a
reasonable distance from the screen the apparent
colour spot depends on the relative intensity of the
different colour dots. One of the disadvantages of
this tube is the requirement that the three electron
beams should all converge at a point on the shadow

shadow nark

mask. This is easily arranged if the beams are station-

ary at the centre of the screen, but when they are
deflected to one side of the picture the distance of
the shadow mask from the centre of deflection is
greater, and they must converge at a point farther
away (Fig. 5). This means that the convergence
depends on the position of the spot on the screen
and thus dynamic convergence signals are fed to
special convergence coils on the neck of the tube.

Fig. 4.-The diagram
shows how the shadow
mask enables each

jai

beam to strike one

set

of colour dots
only.

CO
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THE I.T.A. NETWORK
SOME INTERESTING DETAILS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE RELAY SYSTEM

THE elaborate network of vision and sound

circuits set up by the Post Office to enable the

I.T.A. to operate the new independent tele-

vision service has now been extended to Lancashire.

Vision and sound circuits in the London network
radiate from the Post Office Television Control at
Museum Telephone Exchange near Tottenham
Court Road. Television House in Kingsway, which

Manchester and the new transmitter at Rivington accommodates the master control of Associated

Moor are now added to a network which has grown Rediffusion Ltd. and also the Independent Television
rapidly out of the local network of studio links News, is linked by two balanced cables to Museum
provided for the first I.T.A. transmitter in London yielding 10 vision circuits. The master control of
which opened as recently as 22nd September, 1955. Associated Television Ltd. at Foley Street is linked
The network is routed through the main Post Office by two coaxial cables to Museum yielding eight
repeater stations and links the. I.T.A. transmitters vision circuits. Further vision circuits link Museum

at London, Lichfield and Rivington Moor to the

various studios, theatres and master controls of the
programme contractors.

to the London I.T.A. transmitter and to a number

of studios and theatres in London, some as far

distant as Wembley. Vision circuits have also been
(Continued on page 26)

/RIVINGTON
MOOR
I.T.A.
TRANSMITTER

?Way radio circuit

Emi_E;;'\.
MOOR

LTA.

2 Way coaxial cable

circuit

--

TRANSMITTER

MANCHESTER
TELEVISION CONTROL
TELEV/SON HOUSE
ASSOCIATED

GRANADA
LTD.,

QUAY STREET

.5 Circuits on

5 Circuits on

coaxial cable

coaxial cable

BRITISH CINEMAS
(Teleyrson)LTD,,,
CAPITOL. CINEMA
DIDSBURY

V 2 Way coaxial

cable circuit

ASTORIA CINEMA
ASTON
ASSOCIATED
TELEVISON LTD,

and

ASSOCIATED

BRITISH CINEMAS
(Teleyison)LTD,

BIRMINGHAM
TELEVISON CONTROL
.3 Circuits on
coaxial cable

rELEV/SON HOUSE

circuit

Way radio

circuit

WARDOUR STREET

ASSOCIATED

BRITISH CINEMAS
(Teley/son) LTD,

2 Way radio

LICHFIELD
T A.
TRANSMITTER/

2 Way radio

circuit

/ Way coaxial

CIRCUITS TO
OTHER LONDON

cable Circuit

STUDIOS

LON DON
TELEVISON CONTROL
MUSEUM EXCHANGE
FOLEY STREET
ASSOCIATED
TELEVISON
din

LTD,

1 Way coaxial
cable circuits

8 Circuits on,
coaxial cable

cable
C

Diagram showing the various
channels of the 1.T.A. network.

/0 Circuits on
balanced pair

I .T.A .
TEMPORARY
LONDON
TRANSMITTER

TELEVISON HOUSE
KINGSWAY
ASSOCIATED

REDIFFUSION
LTD.,
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re-ampliker
AN INEXPENSIVE PRE -AMPLIFIER
IMPROVING RECEPTION

FOR

bandwidth is quite sufficient to give a really good
improvement in both vision and sound.
By
J.

E.

Tanner

rT1HE water was asked to try to improve the

reception on a friend's TV. After checking
the valves in the R.F. stages, it was decided

that a pre -amp. was necessary, and the one shown here

was built and is proving very successful; there are
no special circuits and everything is quite straightforward. The main feature of it is its small size-only
x 2in. x 3 in. with valve.

The Circuit
The circuit is built up round the well known EF91
valve. This is very common and is readily available
on th.. surplus market at about 7s. 6d. There is a

tined circuit in the anode and grid, and the de -

coupling for the anode is provided by a 4.7k. resistor
and a 500 pF capacitor. The cathode is by-passed
with another 500 pF capacitor. The pre -amp. is very
easy to line up and shows no sign of instability. The
4.71(1)

H.T

W

100pF

Output

2 /vg-1nom 500pF

Fig. 3.-Under-view

of chassis showing

the

layout.

Building the Pre -amp.
First, the chassis should be cut out and bent up :
the material used is not critical, but in the original
ordinary tin-plate was used because the chassis is
sufficiently small to hold itself rigid, and tin-plate is
easy to solder at the corners. No special tools are
necessary : a hammer, a file, a pair of metal shears, a

drill and a soldering iron only were used in the

original. The large hole may cause some difficulty,
and if a chassis cutter is not available a ring of small
holes should be drilled and the edges filed smooth
afterwards, a large drill should not be used because
it tends to tear and stick. All the holes for cables, core
adjustments, etc., should be drilled after clamping the
metal firmly between two pieces of wood. The hole

Input

for the power supplies should be provided with a
grommet. The internal screen should be soldered in

position after mounting the valveholder, and the
screen soldered to pin 3 on it. This eliminates the
need for any wires to pass from one compartment

H.7:-

Fig.

1.-Circuit d

r

6.3v L.r
of amplifier using EF91.

to the other. Any other details regarding the chassis
should be self-explanatory from the drawing (Fig. 2).
When the chassis is completed and the valveholder
and the screen fixed, the coil formers and three-way
tag strip should be fixed in their positions. All is now
ready to wire up the input compartment ; first, wind
the coil (11 -turns for Channel I, London) according
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the nearest point on the screen. From pin 7 take a
500 pF to the same point on the screen as pin 6, and
take a 4.7 k. to the other spare tag on the tag board.

The output coupling coil is wound in an exactly

similar way to the input coil, with the same number
of turns (two). Now connect the three power leads
to the tag board, taking care to note which is which.

Holes for
coax.

Testing and Lining -up
After checking connect aerial (70 ohm co -axial) to

socket -

the input and a co -axial lead from the output to the
aerial of the set. Connect up the power supplies and

Hole

for

B7G
base

switch on. Allow the normal warming -up time to pass,

set the contrast and volume controls for maximum

Ho/es for
coax.

socket

gain, reducing them as the signals get stronger. Using
a knitting needle filed to a screwdriver shape, or any

other similar trimming tool, slowly adjust LI for

maximum vision, then adjust L2 in a similar manner.
The sound signal should be strong enough, but if not

a slight readjustment of the cores will solve the
problem.

Small fixing holes 6BA
Holes A' are 1.4 dia.

Coil former
holes

I
Fig. 2.-Showing drilling and fixing hole details.
to the table.

Power Supplies
The current consumption is small enough to permit

both the H.T. and the L.T. being taken from the
main set. This is permissible in sets with the chassis

Now solder in the cathode resistor isolated from the mains, but in the A.C./D.C. type

and condenser affer having previously twisted them of set a separate power unit is necessary. This can
together. Connect the " earth " ends of the coil and be of standard design and a circuit is given (Fig. 4).
cathode circuit to a common point in the middle of
Coil Winding Table
the screen,(no earthing tag provided-it is possible to
Channel
Turns
solder directly,to-the screen). The aerial input coil is
two turns of abctit 20 gauge P.V.C. insulated cable
11
wound round the aerial coil as near to the centre of
2
10
the coil as possible. It should be wound in the same

direction, and the same end earthed as in the grid

completes the input compartment. For the position
of the bias resistor and capacitor see the drawing of
the component layout (Fig. 3). Now proceed to the
output compartment ; first wire the heater lead from
the tag board to pin 4, then wind the coil with the
same number of turns as the aerial coil. Take one
end to pin 5 and the other to pin 7. Earth pin 6 to
T
MR/

H.T+
250V

561T1

9

3

4

coil ; the other end goes directly to the co -axial input
socket. The other end of the grid coil is wired directly
to the grid pin on the valveholder (pin 1). This

8
8

5

Coupling coils have two turns for all
channels.

However, some sets use a transformer for L.T. only.

In this case the pre -amp. may be used on the
existing power supplies, if the aerial socket is mounted

on a small paxolin sheet and wired up as shown in
dotted lines.

GLASS PROCESS FOR TV EQUIPMENT
LULTIFORM glass, the result of a new method of

L"1
"1 fabrication, originally developed in the United

To Mains
via Mains
SwitCh on

States, is now being produced for the first time in

Britain at the works of James A. Jobling & Co., Ltd.,
of Sunderland, world-famous manufacturers of

6,uF

TV, set

heat -resisting glass.

HI(To chassis
of Pre -amp).

63 V

Fig. 4.-The circuit diagram of the power unit.
MR1-Any metal rectifier or combination of rectifiers giving 250 volts at 15 mA. (2 RM1 in
series.)

T-Mains transformer giving :
(I) 250 volts at approximately 25 mA.
(ii) 6.3 volts at approximately .3 amp.

C-Electrolytic condenser -8 and 16 mfds. 300
volts working.

In this process specially treated glass powders are
compressed in moulds and subsequently fused to form
a uniform opaque glass, destined in the main for the
electronics industry, where high -precision glass parts

are required for television tubes and mounting
electrodes.
By the new method the existing difficulty of making

small and accurately dimensioned articles on long

production runs is eliminated, for Multiform glass can
be controlled to one -thousandth of an inch.
Production is being initially confined to television
gun -mount rods and to small beads which are being
manufactured for glass -to -metal seals in order to
speed up certain classes of production in the electronics
field.
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TELETRON BAND III CONVERTER

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

For London, Midland and Northern Trans-

giving a 25% boost on secondary.
10/61 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.3 v., 10/6 ; 10.8 v.,

Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superhet.

Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 :1.25

10,6;' 13.3 v., 10/6.
Ditto with mains primaries. 12/6 each.
Type B. Maine Input 220/240 volts. Multi
Output 2, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Input
has two taps which Increase output volts by
25°;,, and 50% respectively. Low capacity,
suitable for most Cathode Ray Tubes. With
each.
Tag Panel,
Type C. Low capacity wound transformer for
use with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
Input 220/240 volts. Output 2.421-21-3
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel. 17/6 each.
NOTE. -It is essential to use inains primary
types with. T.V. receivers having eeriesconnected heaters.

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 50, 70 pt., ild.

100 pf

150 pt., 1/3; 250 pt., 1/6; 500 pf., 750 pt., 11.
RESISTORS. All values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.
1 w.. 4d. ; 1 w. , lid. ; I w., Sd. : 2 w., 1/-.

HIGH STABILITY. 1 w., 1%, 2/.. Preferred values
100 ohms to 1(1 meg.
1/3
5 watt
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
1/6
10 watt 25 ohms -10,000 oh ms
2;15 watt
15,000 ohms -50,000 ohms, 5 w., 1/9; 10 w. Vt.
KNOBS. GOLD ENGRAVED.-Walout or Ivory,
If in. diam.. 111 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.

missions.

Ready wound coils, two EF80 valves, all
components, punched chassis, circuit diagram,
wiring plans. COMPLETE KIT for mains
operation 200-250 v. A.C. 13.10.0.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
LATEST MULLARD
S.W. 16 m.-50 m.
M.W. 200 m.-5511 m. ECH42, EF41, EBC41,
EL41, E240.
L.W. 802 m.-2,000 in.

12 month Guarantee.

reels.

Brand new, boxed, 17/6.

Spools 5' metal 1/6, r plastic 4/3.
OP TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 50 ma., 4/6.

tin. FORMERS with Cans and Core.
If in. and fin. sq. x 211n., 31- ea.

R.C.S. SCOOP

*

Collard Auto -changer BC531 for 78 r.p.m. 10in. and
121n. records. Brand new in maker's boxes I High
impedance lightweight Pick-up with sapphire needle,
will match any Amplifier or Radio. Leas than half
price. £5.19.6. Carr. and ins.. 5/6.

Pill. M.R. 2.5 k. or 2 k. field, tapped O.P. traxisf., 84/6.
CRYSTAL DIODE. G.E.C., 2/.. Crystal Book, 1/..
GEE34, 41.; 40 11 mint.. for Germanium Diodes, 3/11.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms. 17/6 pr.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos, precision
engineered. Size only 11 x 3/161n. Bargain
Price 6/9. No transformer required.

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, '4/3 tin.

VALVES

1115

ITS

155
3/44

3Y4
5114

6AM6
6AT6

6J7
6K9

0A1.1

111,2

BP. -0

2'6

2E2

Equip.

161148

SP41

EB34
3/9

tiPit

EF02
7/6
611E0

306

6.15

6E6
6K7G
EB91
AVIV?

6116M(near)
7'6

716

6/111-6

(06(.1

EL31

6$117

6E6

6714

HVIV2A

EBC33

611.70T

6X5

091.7

610GT

PEN25

U22
EF50
6K73,1
VP23
strIv.Red 121(8, 12Q7, 12K7, 351.6, 3524
EF91
007
E F30

pec ial Price -37/6 -The Set.

EF80
EL41
EZ40

PL81
PY81
EY51
6Q7

X79

DITTO Inc,

-.

TUBULAR
TUBULAR
/275 V. 8/. 100/25 V.
8/-

/430 v.
4/450 v.

£7-19-6

v.

Post Free.

Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Autoshanger Mixer

Unit for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi
Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus.
Plays 4,000 records. Spring mounting. BaseXtal

Height 5iin.
board reenired 15l n 12in.
Depth tin. Super Quality. 200;250 v. A.C.

Walnut Veneered Playing Desk oat out ready
for Plessey, only sold complete with Changer
1018 extra.
AMPLION.

3 -speed

Single

Record

unit

B.S.R. MONARCH.

3 -speed Motor and Turn-

r.p.m. records. 100-120 v. and 200-250 v. A.C.
50 cps. Also B.S.R. MONARCH Lightweight
Pick-up with Acos Xtal turnover head, separate
Sapphire stylus for L.P. and Standard records.

SPECIAL OFFER. THE TWO ! 84.15.8, post 2 /6.

CAN TYPES
V. 615
81-16/507E8
$/$ 8+8/500 v. 4/6 18 + 16/450 v. 5/8

2/- 16+16/500 v.
5/9 8

88/i4550:

16+24/350 v. 4/6
y:/.. 32+32/350 v, 4/6
32+32/450 v. es
6$1. 84+120/275 v. 7/5

18/430 v. 3/8 Clip.
16;500 v. 4;- 16;450 v.
3/11 64+120/330 v. 11/6
4/- 100+200/275 v.
32/500 v. 6/6 32/350 v.
12/6
25/25 v, 1/9 80/350 v.
5/6
8/. 1,000+1.000/6 v.
50'25 v. 1/9 500/12 v.
6/6
50/50 v. 2/- 8+16/450 v. 5/Screw Base Type 512. 81500 v 8/- ; 16/500 v.
SW/TERCEL RECITPIERIL R.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. 83/23 2 kV., 41 ; K3/40 3.2
kV., 6 - ; K3'45, 3.6 kV.. 6;6; K3/50 4 kV.. 7'3;
K3,100 8 kV. 12/6 ; MAINS TYPE, ItMl. 125 v..
60 mA., 4'.; RM2, 100 niA., 4,9; B113, 120 mA.
5!9; 2104, 250 v. 275 mA., 16'..
G.E.C. Neon Osglim. M.B.C. 180 v. .5 mA., 816.
COILS Wearite, .*P" type, Al. each. Osmor Midget

"Q" type ad). dust core, 4/- each. All tang..
TELETRON, L. & Med., with re.action, 8/6.
H.F. CHOKES, iron cored. 14 MX., 8/- each.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. undrilled.
With 4 sides, riveted corners and lattice fixing
holes, 211n. sides. 7 x 41n., 4/6 ; 9 x tin., 5/9 :
10/1);
11 x 7in., 619 ; 13 a 91n., 8;6; 14 x
15 x 141n., 121 ; 18 x 16 x 3in., 16;6.

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

2, 6 or 12 v. 11 amp.. Sill; 2 a.. 11/3: 4 a., 171.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 210);

250 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v., 11 amp., 18/6
4 amp., 211 AU BERNARDS books in stock.

VALVE MANUALS I & II, 5I- ea. part.
Tunable
T.V. PRE -AMP. (MeNICHAEL).
Channels 1 to 5. (Will Amplify Output of your
Band 3 Converter.) Midget else, High Gain
Fringe Model, B.V.A. Valve, Full instructions.
Ready for use. (H.T. 200 v., L.T. 6.3 v., .3
amp. required.) BRAND NEW, 25/- each.
SPECIAL MAINS POWER PACE for above,
25/- extra.

KT3.3t.;

MU14

113.

465 Refs Sing tuning Miniature Can. Shin.
tin. x fin. High Q and good bandwidth.
By Pie Radio. Data sheet supplied.
NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

table with selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78

12AT7
EBC41
EBF8O
ECH35
EC1.80
EC1142
EF41

T.C.C., 5;6. Ditto, 20 kV., 9/11; 100 pf. to 500 pf.
Miens, 64. ; Tubular 500 v..0(11 to .01 rutd., dd. :
.05, .1, 1/. .22. 1/6 ; .5 1/9 ; .1/350 v., 91. ; .1/600
v., 1/3 ; .1 mfd. 2,500 volts 5/6.
CERAMIC COEDS., 500 v., .3 pf. to .01 mfd., 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10%. 5 pf. to 500

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair

with Acos 37 Turnover Head, each Sapphire
Stylus plays 2.000 records. Starting Switch
pi. midget, less
midget with trimmers,
places Pick-up on records, 7in..
trimmers, 6f6: .0002 Standard size with trimmers Automatically
10in. or 12in. Auto Stop. Bamplate 12 x SIM.
and feet, il/-; less trimmers, 8/. ; ditto, soiled, Et.
Height 2/ in. Depth llin. Price 67.15.6, post tree.
SPEAKER FRET. Woven Plastic TYOAN. Walnut
tone. 12in. wide, 8,'. per foot. - Expanded metal,
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK3
New 8; Guaranteed
AU Boxed
118
EA50
10/6
5,6
8/6
954
mo,
5Z4

Pots. 231n. Spindle.

Values, 100 ohms to 50 K., 6/8; 100 K., 5,6.
New stock. .001 mfd. 7 kV.
CONDENSERS.

1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9: 515 pf. to 1,000 pf.,

TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. .005 mfd.

(told 94 x Win.. Silver. 151in. x 9tin.. 2/- each.

WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT.

pt. 1,-: 600 pf. to 3,000 pf.,

104.

5in. Goodman. 17/6. 71n. x 4in. Goodman., 21/Sin. Elec. 28/6.
51in. square Ela,
10in. R. & A. Wt..
611n. Goodman!, 181.
llin. Plessey 311/-.
0,41n. ditto w/Trans., 51/-.

COAX

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. 80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1,-. 80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 8 WATT. Pre -Set MM.
T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to 30 K., 3/- ea.
(Carbon 50 K. to 2 m., 3/-1
50 K.,

8in., 19/6; 10in., 25/-: 12in., 30,-.

fin. sq. x

LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 100
ohms per foot, 2 way, 6d. per foot, 3 -way, N. per foot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM.

GABLE

riembalr spaced Polythene insulated, 41n. dia.,
10,000 ohms .to 2 Meg. Stranded core. CU
No 8w. B.P.elw. D.P. Ow. Losses cut 50% aMs yd.
IA
STANDARD
4/4/9
3/.
VW* yd.
Ext. Spkr. Type, 3/-. tin. Coax.
DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1/3
COAX PLUGS ... 1,'OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6
... 1/SOCKETS

MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS

10 x 41in. horizontal or vertical available.
2. Pilot Lamps, Four Knobs, Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calibted. Chau& isolated from
mains. 10
Carr. & Ins., 46.

4 v. 4 a., 2i v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 250.0-250, 21/-.
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 200,250 v. 6.3 v.
11 amp.. 716 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 11 amp., 8/6
VCR97 TESTED FULL PICTURE, Et
COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. t x 131n. push
fitting, 3/- doz. p. & p. 1,...

TIANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/220 v. or
14'11. Solon Midget Iron, 24/-.
MIKE =ANSI,. Ratio 50 : 1. 3/9 ea.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3 x 11in. Adj. Sliders, .3
amp. 750 ohm., 41. .2 amp.. 1,000 ohms. 4/3.

Volume Controls 80
Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year. All values

Mai t !ratio, push -put I, 13/11. Tapped small pentode, 3/9.
ma.,
;
L.F. CHOKES 13/10 H. 60/65
10 11. 120 ma., 10/6; 15 H. 150 mA., 12/11.
MAINS TRANS. 330.0.350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. tapped

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, tin., 841. ;

.

A.C. 200;250 v. 4 -way Switch ; Short -Medium Long -Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback.
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 a 51 a 21in. Glass Dial

PURETONE RECORDING TAPE

1,200 ft. on standard fitting 7' Plastic

FIVE VALVES

THREE WAVEBANDS

As ABOVE less POWER PACK. Requires
200 v. 20 mA. H.T. 5.3 v..6 a. L.T. 22.5.0.
Mains Transformer to above Spec.
10/6
... 8/6
Min. Westinghouse Rect. ditto
... 7/6
crow,over malt
S.B.C.
8/9
Punched and drilled chtussia
...
Larger chassis for Mains Model
Teletron Collect with plans
...
15/ 611.
Full plans and circuit details ...

P.M. TUNER COIL KIT. 88/6. H.F. coil,
Aerial coil, Oscillator Coll, two I.F. Transformers 10.7 Me is. Detector transformer and
heater choke. With circuit and component
list, using four GAMS. Chassis and Dial, 19,0.

VALVE and TV TUBE equivalent's book, 5/-.
ACID HYDROMETER. New Ex Govt. Unbreakable. Packed in metal case
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.

7 x 11in. dia., 4/5.

6/6
...
2 D. 2 -way. 8 p. 2 -way, short spindle
2 D. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3'6
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle
VALVEHOLDFXS. Pax. Int. Oct. 4d., EFS°, EA50,

5 p. 4 -way 2 water, long spindle

6d. B12A, CRT, 113. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6. 7 and
9 pin, 1/-. MOULDED Muds and Int. Oct. 84.

B70, WA, B80, B9A, 9d., 870 with tan 1,0.

VCR97 2'8, B9A with can 2,8.
CERAMIC, EF50, B7G, BOA, Int. Oet. 1/-, B70 with
can 1/9.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3/-

We have no connection with any other firm. Please address all Mail Orders correctly as below.

307 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. 1 p.m.) 10 page list 3d.
P. & P., 1/-. £2 orders postrree. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1/6
Service.
Tel. THO 1665, Buses 133 or 63 pass door. 411 -hour postal
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BAND I FILTER

ATTENUATOR

I

Rejects
BBC
from
ITA aerial and im-

Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of
controls. The Osmor is the only variable attenuator that will reduce the signal
exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted -just plug in. Reduction ratios variable
2-I to IC -I. An Essential with all types of Band Ill Converters.

proves picture. Suitable
for all makes.
inc. instructions.
Fitted in two minutes.

lOr

IS/-. From your Dealer -or direct.

ITA CONVERTERS

LONDON LICHFIELD MANCHESTER

A very efficient Band III Converter for all TV sets of any age (including TRF). Approximately one hour to build ! Guaranteed no breakthrough of Band I. Will convert any
Band III Channel to any Band I Channel. Station switching. A.C. or A.C./D.C. Size

4gin. x 21in. x

Sin.

Circuit; Wiring

Complete Kit

full
constructional
information, ready to fit inside your TV
Diagrams

and

Completely wired

cabinet.

FREE

We keep right up to date

in building the latest circuits
published in " Practical Wireless," " Wireless
World " and " Radio Constructor " and we stock
the components specified. Send 71d. in stamps

for circuits, fully descriptive litefature together
with coil and coilpack leaflets, component lists,
chassis drawings and templates.

ITA Band III
CONVERTER KIT
Complete with all components, including power unit,

for construction of an efficient Band III converter.
Nothing else to buy.
Circuit, wiring diagram,
chassis templates and complete instructions, £6.19.0.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

419 Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Surrey.
Croydon 5148-9

(LEEDS)
LTD.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1 - extra under 10;-;
1;6 extra under 21 ; 2'- under 63. Open to callers 9 n.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m.
S.A.E. Kith enquiries, please. Full list 6d.; Trade list 5E1.

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS

Fully Guaranteed.
Interleaved and impregnated.
Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 e s screened
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2a

350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2a
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
350-0350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3a
350-0-350v100 ma, 6.3v 4 a.5 v 3a

...

16,9
... 18,9
... 23/9
... 23,9
... 29;9

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT

250-0-250 v, 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
Midget type, 21-3-3in.
... ...... 2619
17;6
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a
for R1335 Conversion ...
3123C0-0-300 v IGO ma,6.3 v 4 a, 5v 3a
... 26/9
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a
... 23 9

350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3 a ... 31i6

425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v

4a,C.T.,5 v3 a
...49/9
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 cis Primaries : 6.3 v
1.5 a, 5,9 : 6.3 v 2 a. 7 8: 0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 719:
12 v 1 a, 7 11 ; 6.3 v3a.8 11 : 6.3 v6 a, 17,9.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS

202-250 v0-9-15 v11 as 11 6 :I 0-9-15 v 3 a,16'9;
0-9-15 v 5 a, 19 9 ; 0-9-15 v 6 a. 22:9.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 419
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms...
... 3;9
IF:JET. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v.

2,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a
for VCR97,,VCR517
36,6

STIOOTHING CHOKES
250 ma 5h 50 ohms ...
100 ma 10h 250 ohms
60 ma 10 h 350 ohms
60 mai° h 400 ohms

...
...

...1119
9/9
5

411
' SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
G.E.C. 300 v 250 ma, 12'9 ; 120 v 40 ma, 319 :
6;12v 1 a F.W.,
: 240 v 50 ma, 5,9.. 6,12

2a F.W..84): 612v 4

ma. 7.9:6'12v 6 a F.W..19.9
29;9.

250 v80
6;12v10 a.

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
All parts for converting any normal type

of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
50 c,s. Supplies 120v 90v or 60v at 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 vat 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit

49 9. Or ready for use, 9:9 extra.

ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY

ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal -case
5l-41-2in.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 15 v. Fully
smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 c s mains.
Price, inc. point-to-point wiring diaagtraoms9..

39,9.

Or assembled and lasted

R.S.C. TA1 HIGH QUALITY TAPE
DECK AMPLIFIER. For ALL Tape
Decks with High Impedance. Playback
and Erase Heads, such as Lane, Truvox.
Adjustment to type of deck Ready for
made by alteration of a Use ONLY
resistor.
For A.C. Mains
230-250 v. 50 c,cs. Positive
GNS
compensated identification of
recording level given by Magic
Eye. Recording facilities for 15, 71 or

3fin. per sec. Automatic equalisation at
the turn of a knob. Linear frequency

response of -± 3db, 50-11-000 c.p.s. Negative feed -back equalisation. Minimum
microphony and hum. High output with
cOmpletely effective erasure and dis-

tortionless reproduction. Sensitivity is
15 millivolts so that any kind of crystal
microphone is suitable. Provision is
made for feeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit
can also be used as a gram -amplifier
requiring input of 0.75 v R.M.S. Carriage
79. Illustrated leaflet 6d.
EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1.-Brand new.
cartoned.
Complete with 14 valves.
including 5Z4G. Also mains trans. L.P.
choke rectifier, etc., etc.
Only 28;9.
Carr. 7,9.

65/80/-

Dept., N.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANST.
Removed from New Ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0-200-230-250 v Secs 250-0-

250 v 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
Size 31x 41 x 3 fn.
CO -AXIAL CABLE lin.
75 ohms 14.36
...
9d. :4d.
Twin -screened Feeder ..
11d. y El.
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES. -

100 ma 10 h 250 ohms Tropicalised ... 3 11
150 ma 6-10h 150 ohms ...... 6 9
150 mai° h 150 ohms
...
11 9
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms
149

E.II.7'. SMOOTHERS
.5 mid 2,500 v Blocks (ex -Govt.), 211.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS. -Consisting of attractive Green Crackle Case.
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier. Fuse. Fuse holder, Tag strip. Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200-230-250 v 50 cis, 6 v 2 a,
25/9; 6 v orl2v,2a.31.11: 6 vor12 v, 4a,
49/9. Any type assembled and tested for

6/9 extra.
R.S.C. 6 v or 12 v
BATTERY ClIARG ER

For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230-250 v 50 c's.

Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaran-

teed for 12 trionths.
TV. CABINETS
Handsome well -constructed with walnut
veneer finish. Size 113in. high. 20in. wide,
13in. deep. Size of aperture 171n. 131ins.
Fitted Doors. For 15in. or hiss. Tube.
Limited number at only
Plus 7/6
7/6 carr.
Mode1,412in. Tube. 29/9. 51- team
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains
200-250 v 50 c: s. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
25/9. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.
ewe. Carr. 2 6.
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CIRCUIT EFFECTS AT HIGH F
THE

EQ UENCIES

EFFECTS OF STRAY CAPACITANCES

By C. H. Banthorpe
This resistor will damp the input circuit and this may

Decoupling

undesirable as too much damping may occur.
IT is not always appreciated by the experimenter be
A simplified explanation of how this resistance appears
how important are the effects of stray capacitance

and inductance which inevitably become added is as follows.
Assume that at the frequency considered the
to a circuit when it is made up from a circuit diagram.
These " strays " explain many cases where circuits cathode circuit is effectively an inductance, `:L." This
which appear to be good on paper are disappointing is due to the actual length of leads from the real
in practice, where wide differences occur between the cathode of the valve to the external circuit and to the
performance of the same circuit made up by different
/0
a
Stand-off
constructors and, something which must have
7

happened to us all at wine time, the difference
between the performance of a" breadboard " circuit

S

and the cleaned -up edition.
One danger point is inductance which occurs in the
leads of capacitors. For instance, it is important that

3

decoupling capacitors should not only be of a suitable capacity but also of a suitable physical construction. At high frequencies the impedance of the
inductance of the leads to a capacitor may be so great
that the capacitpr will be quite ineffective for decoupling purposes. 1f the value of a capacitor is chosen to
form, with its lead inductance, a series resonant circuit at the operating frequency, then the decoupling
effect can be actually improved. Fig. I shows two
most interesting curves. It will be seen that the capacitor used as a standoff and with a 0.5 cm. lead has a
lower impedance over the band 10 mc/s to 75 mc/s,

'---connection
05 cm. lead

6

LateMniats of

a0/

capacitor used as a feed -through or than the theoretical
1,500 pF. If the lead cannot be reduced below
0.5 cm. then a smaller value capacitor would provide
better decoupling or it should be feed -through
connected.
a
de Sometimes

Feed -through
connection

,

g
E

7

_

4

2

3

if\`

...

2-

approximately, than that of a 1,500 pF. capacitor
with no series inductance. Above 75 mc/s, however,
the combination becomes much worse than the same

ILI

1

2

0./
/0

Theoretical `,
impedance
/500pF

Limits of
Banc/ I
I

I

2

3

4 S 6 7 89

40

70 /00

2

200
Frequency-Mc/s

3

4

S 6 789/

/000

Fig. 1.-Set of curves for a Dubilier stand-off insulator,
reproduced by courtesy of Messrs. Dubilier.

inductance of the leads of the decoupling capacitor,

coupled point has two etc. This assumption is true up to some high frequency,

capacitors, e.g., a 0.1 pF the actual frequency depending upon the type of valve,
and a 0.001 tiF in parallel components and length of wiring. Fig. 2 shows the
between it and the point circuit with the input capacity of the valve shown as
to which it is coupled, "C'
To show that an effective resistor appears across the
chassis, cathode, etc. The
object is to provide a low input, it is only necessary to prove that the input
impedance at lower fre- voltage is no longer lagging the input current by 90
quencies by means of the deg., as it would be if there were no impedance
larger capacitor and a low between the cathode and earth, when " C " would be

impedance at high fre- directly across the input which would, therefore,

quencies by the small appear to be purely capacitive to the external
capacitor, it being as- circuit.
Fig. 3 shows the vectors of the circuit, the
sumed that the inductance
of the large capacitor various current and voltages also being marked as
prevents it being effective on Fig. 2.
An input current lin flows through " C " and
at high frequencies. What

is not always remem- " L " and causes a voltage Vc and VI L, respectively,
2.-Grid-cathode cap- bered, however, is that to appear across each of them, the two voltages being
the small capacitor may .180 deg. out of phase because the current through a
form a parallel resonant circuit with the effective capacitor leads the voltage across it while the reverse
inductance of the larger capacitor and at some is true in the case of an inductor. The voltage
acity (C) and circuit constants.

frequency practically no decoupling at all will be developed across " C " by ItN is the grid/cathode
voltage of the valve, and this causes an anode and
present.
If the cathode circuit of a valve is not properly cathode current IA in phase with Vc. There are thus
decoupled at high frequencies an effective resistor two currents flowing through " L," one, 11N, produces
can appear between the grid of the valve and earth. a voltage V1L which leads IEN by 90 deg. and a
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second, IA, which produces a voltage V21, which
leads IA by 90 deg. When these two voltages are
added together vectorially they produce V3L. V31..
and_Vc ,added together vectorially produce VIN.

f/N
V3L

V24

It will be seen that -Vast is not lagging Ins by 90 deg.

as it would be if the input was purely capacitive
L"=0) but is less than 90 deg.
This is the same so far as the input circuit is

ss

concerned, as if theInput consisted of a pure capacitor
and a pure resistor across Vin. The magnitude of the

resistance depends; among other things, upon the
value of the inductor in the cathode circuit. It will

he seen that extra damping occurs in the input.cirduit
if the cathode circuit of the valveis inductive. Other
somewhat -unexpected effects which occur in circuits
VS.
Vc
la
and valves at high frequencies Will be discussed in
Fig. 3.-Circuit constants of Fig. 2 shown in vector form. later articles.

New Safety Aid

in

London Power Station

The complete unit is mounted on a carriage which

is designed to project the nose of the periscope
through a 4 in. diameter aperture in the furnace
wall, or to retract the unit from the furnace when

it is not required to view the interior. The carriage
NEW type of periscopic television unit, incor- is power -operated by compressed air, and is
AA porating Marconi industrial TV equipment, remotely controlled.
Specially -designed entrance
has been installed at Barking"C" power station mechanisms ensure that " blow -back ' from the
for the remote observation of the interior of a boiler furnace cannot occur during the operation, while a
furnace.
full complement of safety interlocks guard against
With furnaces of the latest type, such as are failure
cooling water or blast airaupplies.
installed at Barking " C," it is essential that the jet The periscope -unit it normally used only when
injected pulverised fuel remains ignited at all burners, lighting-up operations are in progress. When the
otherwise a serious explosion might result. This has furnace is - operating- under stable conditions, the
hitherto been ensured by constant observation unit is withdrawn and monitoring is takeaoier by a
through small inspection doors, but modern boilers photo -electric cell. Should the overall brightness of

have now become so tall that a complete tour of the furnace decrease, the photo -electric- cell operates
inspection could take half an hour and involve climbing more than 100ft. of galleries and ladders.
The new periscopic TV unit solves this problem by
enabling all burners to be observed by one television

camera, the resultant picture being displayed on

an alarm on the control panel ; at the same time the

periscope nose is automatically advanced into the
furnace, and a picture obtained to show'which burner
has been extinguished.

The unit has been developed by Babcock and
Wilcox Lid., in conjunction with the British Iron and
the power station. The comprehensive view Steel Research' Association, the Foster Instrument
obtained is far greater than is possible by direct Co. Ltd., and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
visual examination through any one inspection Co. Ltd.
a monitor screen, or screens, at any convenient points
in

door.
Basically, the unit consists of two
main assemblies, namely the panor-

amic periscope and the industrial

TV camera.
The periscope is completely water-

cooled, with an incorporated air -

blast to keep fly ash from settling on

the lens windows. Twin -entrance
apertures are used, with lenses and

prisms so arranged that the two
fields of view are combined in
panoramic form, with a dividing
line at,the centre of the picture. A
field of 90 deg. in one plane and
45 deg. in the other can easily be
resolved.

The camera,, which forms part of
standard Marconi industrial
equipment, measures only Slin. by
4in. by 8fin. and weighs only 4I1b.
the

The output from it is fed to a
Control Unit and thence to the

monitor screens, which may be up
to 2,000ft. away from the camera

itself.

The new Mareeni camera initallation at Barking Power Station.

1
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SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

WITH the commissioning of further ITA

stations on Band III, the matter of con-

By G. T. Layton
operator on test card C. It follows that in general
due, to the difficulty of recording the true setting

verters for reception of this band is receiving on all controls when changing from one band to the
the attention of amateurs in all districts, and from other, most of such receivers will not be set correctly

the articles in this journal and also the various pieces
of commercial equipment available several methods
of approaching this problem are possible. First
with existing five -channel receivers such as the later
commercial versions, the simplest addition is that of a
superhet converter which changes the Band III signal

by the average householder and only passable results

will normally be obtained. Apart from this it must
be remembered that these turret switches are opera-

ting a very high frequency, and, as such, dirt and wear

on these switches will in due course cause trouble,
particularly when one considers that they may be
into a Band I signal and feeds into the front end of switched to and fro several times in an evening. There
the existing receiver.
are obvious reasons why this method is used comThis is not a particularly good method because mercially, but it does not follow that this is the best
there is always the danger of the signals being super-

imposed to a certain extent on each other from set
pickup, and there are two oscillators that can drift,
although with appropriate rejector coils the former

trouble can be overcome. Alternatively with the same
type of receiver a better method is to convert the Band

HI signal to the existing intermediate frequency of
the receiver by removing the first valves and plugging
into these valve bases. Although this is much improved
it still suffers from the disadvantage that the I.F. has a
rather low frequency as compared with the incoming
frequency. If the existing receiver employs a T.R.F.
circuit this form of converter using Band I frequency

Diode

Fig. 2.-Video bias from
diode valve.

Valve

602
/0K0

0-6V

.002

output will cause interference to others when the
converter is in action.
The later type of commercial receiver with the 13 -

for an amateur to adopt. In the case of an
channel turret has a 38 Mc/s I.F. band, is a single method
he is only interested at present in the reception
superhet, and this particular I.F. band has been amateur
two stations, but they should be receivable in a
carefully chosen by the of
perfectly adjusted state and the other members of
manufacturers
because
of
6CH6
household should be able to change by the operaSW
its freedom from various the
or
tion of one simple switch giving immediate results.
similar

troubles.

Again this

method has its disadvantages, and they are that it

does not give a pre-set
switchable receiver, in that
on changing from one

Preferable Arrangement
Given an existing set which is a T.R.F. of the type
so popular amongst amateurs such as the Viewmaster,
the obvious course is to convert the existing set to an

band to the other a fine I.F. strip on the 38 Mc/s band similar to the destrimmer on the oscillator scription in this journal some months ago. As a
always needs to be ad- matter of interest there are one or two modifications

justed, and also the signal
strength on each band
will inevitably be different
and thus the contrast and
brilliance will need to be
readjusted. In most cases
the functioning of this
Fig. 12. -,-Video output with trimmer is quite critical
variable bias and variable and can only be set

4

#.1F

screen volts.

incorporated in addition to those mentioned in this
article. For example, the replacing of the coils as

suggested makes a fairly extensive alteration and it is
worth while to replace the EF5Os by modern
miniatures such as 6F12 as shown, 6CH6 as a video
output valve and EL84 as a sound valve. At the same

time provision of bias by a diode rectifying the
heater current is a more convenient method of

supplying the bias to the video output valve than the

right by an experienced original Viewinaster (see Figs. 2 and 12). In inserting
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the new modern miniature valves blanks need to be perfectly as possible before proceeding to the next stage.
cut to fill the existing holes, with smaller holes cut for
the
miniature The Converters
valves, and then
On the market

a small tinplate at the moment
screen can be
soldered in to

make the necessary screen beween anode and

grid
LSOeras

the

(which

is

underside
view of this
chassis). Having
completed t h e
1.F. strip it is

one can purchase
simple sets of
coils and chassis
as supplied by
Creton Radio, of
Portsmouth, and

one of the types
is arranged for
a cascode

valve

first
followed

by a frequency

highly desirable changer, the cir-

to line this up cuit beingas conFig. 3.-hows the overall response as accurately as ventionally used Fig. 5.-The' overall response on
of the I.F. unit.
possible by feed- in most conBand HI.
ing in signals verters.
The
around the 35-40 Mc/s band. The writer used a chassis, is already punched and is quite small. The
Televet instrument which very conveniently combines units are designed to be coupled in front of existing
a signal generator and oscilloscope with which the five -channel receivers for use when receiving Band III
output curve can be thrown up on the screen of the
oscilloscope tube as in Fig. 3. in this figure the
3 Mc/s frequenCy has been marked on. The aligging
can, however, be carried on with any good calibrated
signal generator. In
this case signals of the

and to be disconnected when reverting to Band I.

On building up one exactly as suggested to the
circuit of Fig. 4, the signal could be fed into any
existing receiver to check that this converter is

various frequencies

H7:+ 200 V

0

would need to be fed
in and the A.C. volt-

meter could be connected across the video

load resistance so that

the voltage could be

read at each frequency

and the characteristic
curve could be drawn

after this.
It is, as
previously mentioned,
very desirable to be

quite certain that the

1.F. amplifier is
functioning

as

near

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram of the Band III converter.
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functioning as designed.
However, it is necessary to
make certain modifications

due to the fact that in the
I.F. strip, following normal

H.

0
OUTPUT

-LO

R5

practice, the sound frequency is arranged to be

above the vision frequency
whereas on the transmission

the sound frequency is below the vision frequency
(see Fig. 5). Thus with the
oscillator running at a frequency above the incoming

r-raoo vo

S.!

R/0

CI

V2

signal the necessary reversal

3.

will take place to give the
desired characteristic. The
oscillator coil as supplied
by this firm consists of

about eight turns of wire,
whereas, in fact, only three
are required at 1/16th spac-

ing. It is well worth while
experimenting with the num-

R//

ber of turns and spacing

CS

finally required, because if
this coil is made just right
size, as the iron slug is
screwed on there will be a
Very slow change in fre-

8

quency and thus the adjustment will be less critical

0

than if a close -wound coil
is used in its stead. The
Fig. 6.-Circuit diagram of the Band I converter.
ideal size of this coil is
such that with the end of the iron slug entering to required, as from Fig. 6 it will be seen that
about the centre -line of the coil the right frequency is an ordinary R.F. valve is used in this case, plus a
achieved. As regards the output coil of this design this frequency changer, as there is not much point at
will without alteration comfortably cover the 38 Mc/s these frequencies in using a cascode stage. The
band. Having made this up completely it can then extra coils that need to be made are perfectly normal
be connected to the I.F. unit and tested on Band 111 and very similar to the original first coils in a View signals. It will be noted that a low value of pre-set master receiver. Having completely wired this, it
contrast control is used to give easy operation, and a can be added to the.I.F. unit and tested for Band 1
further fixed resistance could be inserted in series if signals.
required.
In the continued article we will give details on the
connecting up of the two units as described in these
The Second Unit
Similarly another unit can be made up in a slightly pages, and also further information on the alignment
different fashion to convert the Band I signal to 38 of these converters.
(To he continued)
Mc/s. In this case not all of the coils in the kit are
.

TABLE OF VALUES
w. with the exception of RIO which is 1 w.
MINICOIL COILSET. LI-Blue Spot. L2-Resonant Coil. L3-Green Spot. L 4-Black Spot. L5-Red Spot.
BAND 111 UNIT
BAND 1 UNIT
V2-ECF82
RI -471(Q
L2 -12t
1-GF12
L3 -14t -2t
2-ECF82
R2-10 k
CI, C11-10 pF
L4 --6t spaced
R 1-4.7 k
C2-2 pF
R3-1 k pot.
Cl- 75 pF
R 2-220k9
C3, C4, C6, C9, CIO,
R4-100 9
C2-2-10 pF
R 3-50
C13-1,000 pF
R5, R9-22k9
C3-10 pF
R 4-11(Q
C4-5 pF
C5-100 pF
116- 1 k
R 5-4.7 k 12
C5-1-5 pF
R 6-1 k pot.
C7-2,000 pF
R7-220 k Q
Other Condensers -R 7-4.7 k Q
C8-25 pF
R8-6809
1,000 pF
R 8-680 Q
C12-3 pF
RIO- 10k9
(L3 Minicoil C Red
R 9-3.3 k Q
T1-2-10 pF
R11- 3.3k9
R10-10 k(l w.)
Spot)
(14 Minicoil C Black
RII-22
C14-1-5 pF
VI-ECC84
Spot)
L1-1!it-13t
411 Resistors

.1
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provided to sites on high ground at Kensington and spanned without the aid of intermediate amplifiers.
The opening of the Independent Television service
Highgate which serve as radio reception points for
the longer distance outside broadcasts. With the on 17th February, in Birmingham, necessitated the
exception of the circuit to the London I.T.A. trans- provision of vision and sound circuits from Museum
mitter, all of the studio vision circuits have been to the Post Office Television Control at Telephone
provided on standard coaxial cables containing House, Birmingham. This in turn was extended to
coaxial tubes of diameter iin. The vision signals on the new transmitter at Lichfield, and to the master
the shorter circuits are transmitted directly in the control of the two programme companies at the
Additional circuits in
video frequency spectrum 0-3 Mc/s ; but, on the Astoria Cinema, Aston.
longer circuits, vestigial sideband carrier transmission London were also provided for Associated British
is used, the vision signals being translated into the Cinemas (Television) Ltd.-week-end contractors
carrier spectrum 3-7 Mc/s. The circuit to the London for Birmingham. The London -Birmingham vision
transmitter also operates in this spectrum. The link consists of a two-way radio circuit operating
cable, however, is a low -loss type containing coaxial at 900 Mc/s. Later this year, the link will be retubes of diameter . 0.975in. which enables the inforced by the addition of a second vision circuit
distance of approximately nine miles to be working in the north -going direction.

Experimental Closed Circuit TV System
QO far
S

India

perhaps
visitors to

has no television service, and
the greatest attraction for many
the recent Indian Industries Fair

Which concluded in New Delhi in December, 1955,

was TV demonstrated by American, Dutch and

frame timebases,

but

satisfactory

results

were

obtained from the 20 kc/s blocking oscillator for
line -scan sync, and 50 -cycle power -supply for frame
sync, so several tubes were saved. A 2 -valve 50 -cycle
frame timebase is incorporated in the Loran indicator

After witnessing radio and (right -rear) and a similar 2 -valve unit with modified
closed-circuit TV, also large -screen television for R -C constants was built as a line timebase (see small
the first time, I decided to see what I could do to box in centre of table). The TV raster can be adjusted
rig up quickly a simple low-cost experimental TV for sequential scans up to 400 lines. The timebases
system using ex -radar equipment throughout. The are common to both transmitting and receiving
C.R.T.s. The 5FP7 magnetic tube uses a 6SN7
results have been very promising.
A 5FP7 flying -spot C.R.T. in an AN/APS3 (with both sections in parallel) as a frame -coil driver,
Russian organisations.

deflection and focus -coil housing (see front centre of

illustration) scans a slide or film transparency, and

and an 807 line -coil driver. In both cases low -power
audio modulation -transformers were used for

the resulting light impulses are picked up by a coupling to the deflection coils.
A 6AC7 amplifier with cathode -

The power -supply portion of the Loran receiver
(see illustration right front) is arranged to supply

video amplification (3 Mc/s bandwidth) boosts the
signals, which are then applied, via co -ax. cable, to
the grid of a 5CP1 receiving C.R.T. unit (see

equipment, with the exception of the video amplifier,
which has an independent 50 -cycle mains -operated
power unit. As the 5FP7 C.R.T. requires an

931A PM phototube as in wartime radar -video mapping systems.

coupled output followed by five stages of 6AC7 low, medium and high tension voltages to the who!e
respectively extreme left, and right rear of illustration). L.F. compensation is provided in the anode
circuits of the amplifier, and there is an H.F. peaker
in the third stage.

It was originally intended to use the 100 kc/s

step-down counter chain of a
Loran indicator (AN /APN4) to trigger the line and

crystal -controlled

accelerating

potential of 6 kv, a second Loran

3,000 volt high tension unit, in series, makes up the
difference. This is housed in a safety wooden box
(see rear centre of picture). An input power source of
115 volts 400 cycles is required for the Loran equipment so all unnecessary valves were removed from

their sockets in order to conserve power, and to
ensure that only a few minor wiring
modifications are
Loran units.

required

in the

Valve Complement
Power Supply : 1-5U4 for H.T. and
2-2X2 for EHT (also 2-2X2 for second

EHT unit).
C.R.T. Indicator Unit : 1-6SN7 20

kc/s blocking oscillator, 1-6SJ7 frame
sweep generator, 1-6SN7 frame sweep
inverter and input sync, 1-6H6 C.R.T.
D.C. restorer, 1-5CP1 C.R.T.
Line Timebase : 1-6SJ7 sweep generator, 1-6SN7 sweep inverter and
input sync.
Flying -spot Scanner and Driver
Unit :1-6SN7 frame -scan driver, 1-807

driver, 1-5FP7 C.R.T.
Video Amplifier and Pick-up unit :
6-GAC7 TV pentodes, 1-931A photomultiplier.-C. M. SWEET.
line -scan

The experimental layout referred to by Mr. Sweet.
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Simplified Fault Finding
IMPROVISED METHODS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

By B. L. Morley

(Continued from page 535 July Issue)

AN interesting point to note is that if there is a or howl should be heard in the loudspeaker if the
serious discrepancy in the components so stages are functioning.
that the frequency is above 50 c.p.s. then this
It is a little more difficult to test the I.F. or R.F.

will be revealed by the pitch of the tone produced.
The frame oscillation can be traced through the

amplifier circuit to the scan coils or the deflector
plates themselves but the precaution of disconnecting
the EHT should always be taken.
As with the line circuit it is advisable to disconnect
the aerial or to take out the sync separator valve.

Our simple test instrument can also be used for

checking infiltration of line oscillations into the

frame circuit by simply taking out the frame oscillator
valve and listening for the line whistle. Similarly a
check can be made for infiltration of the frame oscillations into the line circuit by taking out the line valve.
Note that in electromagnetic circuits some induction takes place between the two sets of scan coils
and it is possible to detect infiltration in the outputs

to a certain extent.
Sync Faults

A rough check on the operation of the sync
circuits can be made and the sync pulse examined.
A typical sync separator as used in many receivers
is shown in Fig. 8. This particular example is again
taken from the PRACTICAL TELEVISION Simplex
televisor.

Using the test instrument as before with the test
lead on point " A " it should be possible to hear the
composite video signal ; this will indicate that the
signals are actually reaching the sync valve.

stages, but a rough check can be made by connecting

the phones across the L/S output and tapping the
detector input with the blade of a screwdriver. A
distinct click should be heard if all is well.
The screwdriver blade can be used to make a
rough check of the R.F./I.F. stages working from
the grid of the valve nearest to the detector to the
grid of the valve nearest the aerial.
Finally a short-circuit tapped across the aerial
should be heard in the phones.

As each stage amplifies then the clicks should
become louder as the aerial circuit is approached.
If, for example, a click is heard at the last 1.F. or
R.F. stage and a fainter click is received from the
next stage nearest the aerial then weak amplification
in the intervening stage is suspected.

The " click " test will prove that the circuit

is

alive " and through, but no more ; it will not prove
that the coils are tuned correctly, for example, but
nevertheless will provide a good method of making
a check when the receiver seems dead.
Vision Receiver

The vision receiver can be roughly checked in a
similar manner to the sound receiver. The phones
can be connected between the anode of the video
valve and chassis (including the condenser in the
circuit to act as a D.C. block). A more sensitive

arrangement is to insert the phones without the

The next step is to take out the line oscillator
directly between the anode of the video
valve and the frame oscillator valve, it should then condenser
and the load resistor.
be possible to hear the line sync pulses at "B" and valve
The video valve can be tested by tapping the grid
at " C," and the frame pulses at " D." The point and
a click should be received if all is well. The
" E " occurs before the integrator circuit and will test can
then proceed by tapping the input of the
not give a true representation of the frame sync
pulses.

Note that the oscillator valves must be removed
or the oscillations produced by them will mask the
sounds produced by the sync pulses.
Note also that because of the small value of the

condenser " C " the line sync pulses will sound
rather on the faint side. in this case it is often helpful
to connect the testing point to the pick-up sockets
of a broadcast receiver.
Sound Receiver Faults

So far as the audio side of the sound receiver is
concerned, normal audio technique can be employed.
The earphone tester will, however, prove quite useful
in enabling the sound to be traced.

The usual form of supplying sound is by tapping
the R.F. or 1.F. from the vision stages at some point,

providing a further stage or stages of R.F. or I.F.
amplification followed by detector. noise limiter,
first sound amplifier and finally sound output.
With the phones tester, tests can be made from
the loudspeaker back to the dectector. A simple and
rapid check of the audio stages is to tap the grid of

the first audio valve with the finger and a " plop"

Fig. 8.-A typical sync circuit.
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detector valve, then the grid of the last R.F. or 1.F.
valve and so on up to the aerial circuit.
In the case of a superhet tuned to a suitable intermediate frequency, such as 13 Mc/s, a useful check

more. If the article to be tested (say a loudspeaker

transformer) is connected in series with the condenser, H.T. and chassis, then the condenser will

charge up. If the condenser is disconnected and then

is to attach a tenth of wire to the grid of the first short circuited a spark should be obtained if the

I.F. valve. If this is done, stations operating at the item tested was continuous.
Fig. 9 shows the method to be employed.
same frequency as the I.F. tuning should be heard
A useful method of tuning in the signal in a weak
in the phones.

If the EHT is discohnected the video signal can
be traced right through to the grid or cathode of the
C.R.T. and the circuit proved right through.

area where it is thought that the coils may possibly

should be disconnected when attempting to receive
the picture on the tube. At the worst condition the
signal will be severely attenuated so far as the tube
is concerned, so that it will not produce a picture ;
at the best the resultant picture will be of very poor
quality and difficult to identify.

the sound detector from the audio input and to

An important point to note is that the phones

be wrongly wound is to use the audio side of the
sound section of the televisor.
All that is necessary is to disconnect the output of
connect, in its place, the output of the video detector.
A useful increase in amplification is obtained which
will enable a weak signal to be detected.

In some cases, where picking up of the signal

proves very difficult it is helpful to make use of the
sound I.F. or R.F. stages. In this case the output
from the last vision R.F. or I.F. valve is taken to the
Checking the Video Signal
input of the first sound I.F. or R.F. stage, the existing
As we have indicated in the foregoing section, it is coupling between the two stages being disconnected.
possible to check the video signal right through to the
This method has some danger in it as the circuits
C.R.T. It is quite easy to identify as it sounds like a are liable to break into oscillation. It can, however,
rather rough mains hum mixed up with motor -boating prove very useful on many occasions.
and which varies in pitch, up and down.
One of the difficult things to check without
There are two points which should be observed instruments is the functioning of an oscillator. It is
about this signal. First, it sounds similar to the very useful to know if a valve is oscillating or not
frame oscillator and can sometimes be mistaken for in the case of a superhet and it is possible, in some
it. This is especially true where, due to lay -out or cases, to employ a simple bulb tester.
stray wiring, etc., indution exists between the
The basic tester is shown in Fig. 10 and is very
receiving circuits and the timebases. If the frame simple to construct. A two -turn coil is made which

oscillations get into the sound section it makes a should be of sufficient diameter to go over the
noise like vision on sound which cannot be tuned oscillator coil without actually touching it. Ideally
out ; if it gets into the vision stages it may be mis- a tin. gap should be between the two coils (the
taken for the vision signal.
oscillator coil and the testing coil) all round.
A second important point is that it is possible to
The turns of the coil should be separated by about
receive the sound signal through the vision stages. sin. The wire should be of heavy gauge (preferably '
This is often a useful check that the stages are working,

but confusion is liable to arise when both signals,

sound and vision, are received together.
This is particularly noticeable with wide -band
straight receivers, especially where a VCR97 tube is
employed. The VCR97 is much less sensitive than
commercial magnetic tubes and quite a large volume

of about 10 s.w.g.) and should be insulated.
The two ends of the coil are taken directly to a low
consumption bulb, a rear -lamp cycle bulb of about

0.04 amp. rating, or a peanut bulb should do the
trick.

If the coil of the tester is closely coupled to an
oscillating circuit the bulb will light up. If the
allowable before the picture oscillations are very weak the bulb will only light
becomes affected. The main point is to keep the dimly or will not light at all.
sound as low as possible by correct adjustment
Confirmation that the bulb is lighting due to the
of rejector coils and it should be quite practicable to oscillator functioning can be verified easily by
keep it low enough so as not to trip the sync or to temporarily short-circuiting the oscillator grid to
produce bands on the screen.
chassis, whereupon the bulb should go out.
Leaky condensers are one of the bugbears of the
constructor who employs ex -Govt. parts and only
Other Simple Checks
Our simple little tester in Fig. 1 can be used to careful testing will show the good ones.

of sound signal

is

make a rough check of the aerial system. If a folded

HT+

dipole is used then a test across the ends will show that

the cable is through to the aerial. The evidence of
the tester is not wholly conclusive, however, for a
short-circuit in the junction box, etc., would also
light the lamp.
If the aerial is not one of the folded dipole types
then a check with the tester across the cable ends
would show if a short-circuit existed ; it would not,
however, show if one of the leads was disconnected.
The tester can be used to check the continuity of
tuning coils and for short circuits to chassis, but it will

C>

41F

Condenser

not test the continuity of anything which has a

resistance greater than a few ohms.
A method which can be used to check such items

is to employ a good condenser of about 4 f/F or

Condenser-

77-ensformer
winding

Chassis

Figs. 9,

10 and 11.Testing for

continuity ;

oscillator tester, and (tight) a condenser test.

an
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V1164

Will

3,6

8;6
8;10i-

865
260
278
263

116
121

63 in. Types by 0 oodmans, Rota,
R. & e.
8in. Types by Good marts,

Plessey, R. & A.

10In. Types by It. S A., cake.

17.8
1818

121n. Plessey Lightweight

0

Point -to -Point Wiring Diagram, 3/-.

**********

An array with Universal
1im2in. masthead bracket, suitable Channels 8, 9, and 10. Pike 4.1/ carriage 4/6.

Aeriallte Coaxial Outlet Boxes at 26 each.

Aerial rte Coaxial Plugs and Sockets at 1,1 each.
TRANSFORMER W11

Small maim transformer suitable for T.V. convertors, etc. Primary 210 v.,
Secondary 250 v., 40 31/A and (1.3 v. 1.5 amp. Price 15/6 each, postage 11.
Transformers T11148, 25/. each ; T11.54R, 87,'- each ; T1154, in rough
condition, 15/- each. Carriage and postage on these, three is 12
Meters 0-100 31/A, panel Mounting, 7/8 each ; 0.3 amp. It.F. panel
mounting, 7/6 each.

*
MAINS TRANSFORMERS

3 -VALVE T.R.F. KIT

3 -way mounting type 11T1

Primary : 200-220.240 v.
Secondaries 250-0-250 v., 80

3.0A 0.6.3 v. 4 amp., 0.4 v.
2 amp. Both tapped at 4 v.

1611

20/...

Speakers, Ecodmans

Primary : 200.220-240 v.
Secondaries : 350.0.330 v. SO
M .4. 0.6.3 v. 4 amp., 0.5 v.

2 amp. Both tapped at 4 v.

Easy to Build.

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS

191
All above are P.M. Speakers.
Standard 2-4 ohms. Speech Coll.

attractive walnut finished
cabinet is available for Olin. or Sin.
speaker units. Metal speaker fret,
complete with back and rubber feet.
Olin. typi:

230v. Input 2 volt .5 amp., each 512300. Input 2 volt 1.0 amp., each 23
230v. Input 4 volt 1.5 amp., each 8/6
230v. Input 4 volt 3.0 amp., each 1016
230v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp., each 106

2/- Post and
transformers.

230v. Input 0.4 volt 1.1 amp.,

If you are not in possession of our

This

Measures 81in. x Olin. x 41in. at

base. Price 16/8 each.
Sin. type :

Measures 101in. x 1011n. x Sin. at
base. Price 20/6 each.
Sin. type :

Measures lit in. x 41in. x 71.1n., 126.

HEATER TRANSFORMERS

230v. Input 6.3 volt, .5 amp.,

SITS

Valves 627, 807, 69601

Primary : 200-220-240 v.
Secondary : 30 v. 2 amm.

plus metal rectifier.

Walnut cabinet

Tapsat3 v.,4 v.,6 v.,8 v..0 v.,

10 v., 13 v., 18 v., 20 v., 24 v.,

Packing on above

filustrated eatalOgue,
please lorward 6d. for your copy.
1956 29 -Page

330v. Input 6.3 vult 3.0 amp.,
230v. Input 12 volt, .75 amp., ea.

****

*

Aerial rte Band III Aerials, 5 -element, 702831.

19,6

611n. Wafer Speaker by Truvox,

suitable for Car Radio, etc.

.

Full Circuit Diagram, Shopping List, and

9

213120A 3;-

W77
W61

9

components later.
Post extra on Kit, 2/6.

Si -

31

VR66
29
VR91
5/6
VIMISY L
7/6
592
2/-

.

Or if you prefer you can build the battery
version first for £7.17.6 and add the mains

2/-

V11.135A

3in. Types by Elac, Lectrona,
Celestion, etc....

4in. x 7in.

Full Kit of Parts down

101

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS, ETC.
Each
311n. Types
...
171

Eltiptieal

tive Lizard Grey Case, size
8fin. x 81in. x 41in.

.131341

5/-

10/6

Modern Portable. A.C./D.C.
Mains/Battery Receiver. Four
valves (latest types), 2 Waveband Superhet. In an attrac-

6/9

UAF42 12/6
9/In3C41 11/U01142 11/-

0041

FOR YOU TO BUILD

7/6
13/6

12!-

11/11

10/-

A NEW ALPHA KIT

111

01.84
01,91

HUE
10/-

25Y3G

1110

18/6
12/6
12/8
7/6

FAV4/300

251340T

2523

8P22

31/11

5

251.60T 9/6

019

11/6
18/6

EZ80
E1148
EY91

10/8
12/6

QP21

8/-

9/6
7/8

6/6

15D2
20D1

EL33

12/6

P028 151P280 10/P281 11/6
P282 10/6

E01142 1.3./01137A

1275

916

PP225

001135 13/5

1213E6 101-

8/0
9/6

12A117 10//-

PE81
PL82

916

ROC40 14/ECC84 14/6

EF22
EF41
EF42
EF80
EF86
EF89
EL2

12.06
12.11I7
12AT7
12.0117

12807

60N7

6/11

4/9
8/4_
18/5
18/6
12/6
12/6
11/6
6/9

12807

8/8/--

6A07

6/-

955
956

91-

7/-

681.7

6A1C15

9006

7/6

5Z4G
6A7

6A05

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED

FOR VALVES

.4 ALPHA

29
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Full instructions, point to point wiring
diagram. Circuit diagram, and full
shopping list 1/.. All components

may be purchased separately.

£5 .10

.

0

Post and Packing 3/,

WHEN' ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T."
TERMS :

/ 5/EVINCES CHAMBERS
VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS I.

charges

Cash with order or

Po

extra,

and Packing
follows :

as

Orders value 10/- add 9d.;
20/. add 1/6 ; 40/- add 2/- ; a
add 3/- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum

C.O.D.

postage 2/3.

fee

and

MAIL ORDER ONLY..
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Unfailingly fresh
Tobacco at its best.
Player's Medium Navy

Cut is once again sup-

plied in the familiar
pocket tin, v a cuum
sealed, which means that

absolute freshness is retained and enjoyment
assured whenever you
buy it.

2 oz. tin 9/7d.
To open, simply
remove small
rubber seal.

PLAYER'S

MEDIUM

NAVY CUT TOBACCO

`The choice for a lifetime'

tbicir 94m1

BAND HI CONVERTER

Coil kit by TELETRON, with circuit and wiring details, etc. For use with TRF or Superhet TV Receivers. ONLY 15/-.
tiiscode coil kit 17:6. Drilled chassis 3/9, or slightly larger to hold power pack components, 6/- (postage on either 63.).
Instruction leaflet only, 6d.

-

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6. -Contains
VCR 17 tube with mu -metal screen, 4
valves EF50 and 2 of EB34, valveholders,
CRT holder, condensers, resistors. etc.
NEW CONDITION. ONLY 3916 (carriage.
etc.. 7/6'.
AMPLIFIER TYPE 223A or 208A. -As
described in July, 1955. issue of Practical

COMMAND RECEIVERS. -Huge
purchase from the Air Ministry. These

Complete with 2 valves EF50. ONLY 10,.

Choice of models, BC 455 (6-9 Mo.'s).
25!-. BC 454 (3-6 Mc's). 2716. BC 453
(190-550 kc/s). 59:6. and a few of the
1.5-3 Mc's model, 65', (Postage on all
models 3;-). Circuits supplied.
COLLINS TRANSMITTERS. -The
renowned American TCS models
covering 1.5-12 Mss in 3 bands. Complete with 7 valves, employing 2 of
1625 in P.A. stage, one of 1625 in each
of buffer and modulator stages, and
3 of 12A6 in oscillator stage. Provision for V.F.O. or crystal control for
4 Xtal positions. Incorporates plate
and aerial current meters. In Brand
ONLY 212.10.0
New Condition.
(Carriage, etc., 15'O.

Tchi i sio n, for making a TV CONVERTER.

(post.

PIE 45 MC S I.F. STRIPS. -Ready-made
for London Vision Channel. Complete
with 6 valves EF50 and 1 of EA50, and

of very slight mods. required.

(let:, Ifs

BRAND NEW. ONLY 49/6 (post, etc., 2/6).

1.F. STRIP 194. -Another easily modi-

fied ..irip for TV. Complete with 6 valves
SP61, 1 of EA50, and 1 of EF36 ; also mod.
data. ONLY 29,6 (Oust, etc.. 2/6).

RECEIVER UNIT 159. -Contains 4
valves, 1 each EF50, EA50, SP61. RL37 and
24 v. Selector switch. ONLY 713 (post,
etc.,

-

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26. -Complete with 2
valve., EF54 and 1 of EC52, this is the
variabie tuning unit covering 65-50 mc.s
(5-6 metres). BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 27;8.

POCKET VOLTNIETERS.-Read C-15
and 6:16a v. A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW.
ONI,

18 3.

famous compact American receivers'
which can be used for a variety of
purposes are offered at ridiculously
low prices while stocks last. Complete
with six metal type valves, one each
of 12K8, 12SR7, 12A6 and 3 of 12SJ7, in
aluminium case, size Ilin. x 5 lin. x
Used, but in good condition.
51n.

COLLINS RECEIVERS. -Matches
the above transmitter and is exactly
the same size, llin. x 13in. a llin. Has
same coverage, and is complete with

7 valves, 1 each of 12SA7, and 12SQ7.
2 of 12A6, and 3 of 12SK7. Also has
provision for Xtal control. A really
terrific receiver for the serious

operator. In Brand New Condition.
ONLY £8.10.0. (Carriage. etc., I5/-).
OR THE TRANSMITTER AND THE
RECEIVER TOGETHER. 620.0.0.
(Plus Carriage, as above).

DUTY TRANSFORMER.
L.T.
-Ex Admiralty. Has 3 separate windings
of 5v. -0-5v. at 5 amps. and by using combinations will give various voltages at
high current. BRAND NEW. ONLY
29/8 (post, etc., 2,8).

MODEL MAKERS MOTOR. -Reversible poles. Only 21n. long and 1 lin.
diameter, with din. long spindle. Will
operate on 4, 6. 12 or 24 volts D.C. ONLY
1018 (post, etc., 1,-).

TRANSFORMERS. -Manufactured to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma.

6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY

350 v.-0-350 v. 160 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
65:6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 47'6: 250 v.-0250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
350
v.-0-3.50 v., 150 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
37/6.
5 v. 3 a., ONI.Y 37'6. 250-0-250 v. GO ma.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., ONI.Y 21/-. The above
:

are full shrouded, upright mounting, 5.5
kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a.,
7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a.,
ONLY 79.'6
ONLY 89/6. PLEASE ADD 2'- POSTAGE
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR VCR57

TUBE. -2.500 v. 5 ma., 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a. 2-C-2
v. 2 a.. 42 6 (postage 2'-).

SPEAKERS. -P.M. 611n. less trans.,
fin., less trans., 16'8 10in. with
19,6
trans., 27/6 (post 2,-).
:

CHOKES. -10H 60 mA., 4/7.6 (post 1,-).

:

511 200 mA.,

Open until 1 tam. Saturdays, we are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancel, Lane Station) 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross.
Cash with order, please, and print name and address clearly.

U.E.I. CORPN.

Include postage and carriage on all items.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1
(Phone TERminus 7937.)
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Television Receiving Licences
STATEMENT showing

David Attenborough will also

the

approximate number of Television Receiving Licences in force
at the end of May, 1956, in
respect of receiving stations situated within the various Postal
Regions of England, Wales, Scot-

land and Northern Ireland.
Region

North Eastern ...

North Western ...
South Western
Wales and Border Counties

Totals
1,315,921
671,431
1,011,743
893,346
845,413
393,369
326,999

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

5,458,222
360,537
44,714

London Postal
Home Counties
Midland

Grand Total

...

..
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5,863,473

New BBC Station for Cumberland

film other animals in Indonesia for
has already been announced, is his third " Zoo Quest " which will
consist of six programmes beginagain patron of the show.
A sale of 50,000 is expected and ning probably in October.
applications for advertising space,
more than half of which is already Hungarian TV Plans
booked, are asked for by the
OPENING of a second television
station in Hungary is schedR.I.C. immediately.
uled in the Second Five Year Plan,
Another Zoo Quest
details of which are now being
ON Thursday, May 3, David discussed prior to submission to
Attenborough left London Parliament in a few weeks' time.
Airport for Djakarta via Singapore
The new station will be at the
on the first state of another Zoo industrial city of Miskolc, NorthQuest. With cameraman Charles east Hungary. A five kilowatt
Lagus he will spend three months transmitter is to open there in 1958.
in Indonesia, visiting Sumatra,
The plan proposals add : " We
Bali and other parts of the islands. must ensure connecting up with
His main objective is to find and the international television network

film the Komodo Dragon for the
London Zoo.

and introduction of colour television must be prepared."

THE BBC announces that a site
has been chosen for the projected medium power television
station in Cumberland at Sandale,
1,200ft. above sea level and some
14 miles south-west of Carlisle.
The new station is expected to
be ready for service before the end
of 1957 ; it will bring the BBC's

service to the greater
part of Cumberland and Westtelevision

sz

morland as well as to the coastal
areas of south-west Scotland.

The site will also be suitable for
V.H.F. (F.M.) transmissions of the
Home, Light and Third programmes when it becomes possible

to extend this system to this part
of the country.

Radio Show Catalogue Features

A COLOURED plate of H.M.
The Queen-a reproduction
of the Annigoni portrait which
caused so much interest in last
year's Royal Academy exhibition

-is to be included, by special

permission, in the catalogue of the

Radio Show, August 22 to September 1, 1956. The Queen, as

RUSSIA BUYS BRITISH TV EQUIPMENT

The above picture shows Marconi centimetric link equipment undergoing
field trials before being shipped to Russia. This apparatus represents part
of a large quantity of television equipment which Marconi's are supplying to
the U.S.S.R. Amongst the main items in this order are included two threecamera television outside broadcast vehicles, two mobile petrol -electric

trailer power units and a comprehensive supply of spares.

32

'

The country's first TV station Committee system-was capable of
is already operating from Budapest excellent results, and intensive
on low power, but next year a work on the development of tele30 kw transmitter is being installed. vision sets was continuing.
So far only about 25,000 colour
Domestic manufacture of TV
receivers is now just getting under television sets had been sold at a
way.

It is planned to turn out price of about 800 dollars (£300
approximately) each. The service

110,000 in the next five years.

on these sets averaged about 100

dollars (£35) a year. The R.C.A.
Channel Island TV
AS we go to Press it is announced company was now making about

that the first television pro- 30,000 sets a month at a cost of
700 dollars each. Sir Harold had

gramme from the Channel Islands
will be transmitted in July. For
the transmission the BBC will
move 10 tons of equipment to the
islands to set up a temporary link.
The broadcasts will be fed into the
Eurovision network at Cherbourg,
thence to London.
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Fall in TV Sales

THE Radio and Television Retailers' Association report that

sales of TV sets in May averaged
5.38 per shop as compared with

5.74 a year ago.
New BBC Television Tuning Signal
THE BBC introduced, on Saturday, June 16th, a new
television tuning signal to replace
the old one. The new tuning signal
retains all the essential features of

been told that as manufacture the old one but the presentation

developed it was hoped that the and general appearance have been
price would come down to about improved.

double the cost of an ordinary

The purpose of the tuning signal

black and white
television set.

Automation at the
Opera !
Production of TV Screens
WHEN the 1956
IRODUCTION of television
opera season
filter screens at a Birmingham

factory has now reached the

1

opened at Glynde-

bourne in June,
An official of the Triplex Safety television was there
Glass Co., Ltd., said that produc- for the first time in

million ,shark.

tion started four years ago, since this country as an
when the screens have been leaving integral part of the
the production line at a steady rate, production

faci!i-

on occasions reaching a peak of ties.
A miniature Pye
14,000 a week.
television

camera,

of the sort used in

I.T.A. 'Preferred

IN homes receiving both BBC industry in many
television and I.T.A., it is parts of the country,

estimated the commercial pro- was installed in
grammes attract " more than twice the stage of the

as many viewers as those of the Glyndebourne
BBC." This is claimed by the Opera House beside
Television Audience Measurement the prompter's box

enable
the
organisation which recently issued to
in
a report on the first six months of chorus -master
the
wings
to
follow
I.T.A.
the conductor of
Colour . Television in the United the orchestra.
States
In previous years,
the lights and position of the
THE Director of Technical Ser- in opera houses A technician seenonchecking
camera set up above a model to be
televisi
vices of the BBC, Sir Harold all over the world, industrial
trans -sonic wind tunnel recently intested
inside
the
Bishop, spoke about colour tele- chorus masters have augurated by H .R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh at the
vision in the United States at a had to peer through Aircraft Research Association's establishment at Bedford.
luncheon on his return from a visit holes in curtains or
scenery in order to cue the chorus is to assist viewers in making any
to the United States.
He said that colour television had at the right moments. Now that necessary minor adjustments to
made a good start there, but he television has made its debut, things their sets immediately before the
thought progress would be slow are no longer left to chance. The start of the programme. It is not to
until the price of sets drops. The chorus is grouped round a monitor be confused with Test Card " C "
system which they had adopted- in the wings and the chorus master which is radiated at regular times
for the benefit of the radio industry.
the National Television Standards has the conductor in full view.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical

nature suitable for publication

in

"Practical Television."

Such articles should be written on one Side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts,

every efiort will be made to return them if a stamped and

addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor, " Practical
Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of arty of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.
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"The ESTRONIC"
Band III Converter
To -day's best

The Eipreq E.H.T. Generator

value

in Band HI converters
suitable for your T.V.
or money refunded.
Complete ready to
operate,
59 6 non
mains or 85:- mains,
post and insurance,

An instrument that will measure
voltages up to 10,000 but which

draws no current from the source,
will probably be a valuable
addition to your workshop
equipment.
It can be made

entirely from odds and ends.
Booklet giving full instructions,
plans, etc., 2.6 post free.
14in. T.V. CABINET

T.V. cabinet of the
latest styling made for one
14in.

of our most

famous firmsbeautifully veneered and polished
-limited quantity -18M each.
Carriage and packing 3 6 extra.
F.M. TUNER

3,6.

RECORD PLAYER

f410-0
3 -Speed

Gramophone
Motor
Latest rim drive
3 - speed motor
with metal turntable and rubber
mat. Small mild.
makes speed
easily variable for special effects and dance work.
Plek-t-p
Using famous Cosmocord Hi -G turn -over crystal. Separate
sapphire for each speed. Neat hakelite case with pressure
adjustment.
Special Snip Offer This Month
The two units as Illustrated £4 10/- or made up on board
as illustrated 25;10:- plus post and Insurance.

A ,I-valVe truly portable

battery set with very many
good features as follows :
Ferrite rod aerials.
Low consumption valves.
Superhet circuit
with
A.V.C.

making and aligning most simple. Cost of all parts including
valves. prepared metal chassis,
wound coils and stove enamelled
scale, slow-motion drive. pointer.

tuning knob, in fact everything

needed is £6112/6. Data Is included

free with the parts or Is available
separately, price 2/-. Extra for
fringe area model, 20/-.
CRT VCRI39A
New, unused and guaranteed,
32'6, plus 2i6 post.

Band II I Aerial Kit
" The Folded V "

was described in
the July 1955 number of this magWe tried
this and found it to
be most efficient.
The kit comprises
alloy elements and
connectors, neat
plastic
centre
piece and saddle
for mounting. 8,6,

azine.

post 1/6.

BAND III PRE -AMP
In difficult areas
it will be necessary to increase

the signal level

and this is the

ideal unit for

this purpose. It
is A.C. mains
operated and is
fitted with input
and output coax.
plugs. Price £4.
post and packing
3,'6.

input but somewhat higher outputs can be obtained with higher
H.T. supply. Dimensions are
61 x 42 x 71n. Price 89/6, post
packing. etc., 5,-.

THE "CRISPIAN" BATTERY PORTABLE

Ready built and aligned

This tuner is based upon the very
successful circuit published by
Data Publications. We have made
up models at all branches and
will gladly demonstrate. Stability is .extremely good and

This unit contains three BVA
valves. Output from 6 kV to 9 kV
rectified with normal H.T. rail

chassis if required.
Beautiful two-tone cabinet
covered with I.C.I. Reggie
and Tygan.
Guaranteed results " on
long and medium waves
anywhere.
All parts, including speaker
and cabinet, are available
separately or if all ordered
together the price is 27'15:0, post & insurance 3/6. complete ready built chassis 30'- extra. Instruction booklet
free with parts or avallable separately, price 1,6.

BAND III AERIALS
THE
INDOOR

This is a 1 wave,
3 element array.
Of all alloy con-

struction,
the
aerial is completely assembled

and ready for instant mounting in
loft, bedroom cupboard,
window
frame, etc. Price

MAINS -MINI

Uses high -efficiency coils, covers
long and medium wavebands and
fits into the neat white or

brown bakelite cabinet-limited
quantity only. All the parts,

including cabinet, valves, in fact.
everything. £4 10:0. Phis 3.6
post. Constructional data free
with the parts, or available separately 1.6.
MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS

Valves.-Most types available,
many at really bargain prices.
Coaxial Cable.-Cellular polythene-super low loss for Band
III -11d. per yard.
200 in:a Chokes, 8;6.
Mu -Metal Screens for VCR91,
etc., 8/6 per pair.
Resistors. -1 and i watt, 5d.
1 watt, 6d.

American Microphone Inserts
-4 6 each.
Condensers. -31- per dozen.
1,000 pf. Ceramic Condensers.
-6, per dozen.

Extra

High Voltage Condensers. .001 mfd. 28,600 volt test
(20.000 volt) working at 8,6 each.
Silver Mica Condenser. -50
assorted containing (3 of each)
values from 2 pf. to 2000 pf., 10/-.
100 assorted containing (3 of each)
values from 2 pf. to 2000 pf., 17'6.
Metal Rectifier, 250 volt, 250
milliamps. 12 6 each ; 300 volt
GO m.a., 5,6 each.
Gramophone Auto -Changers

12'6, plus 203.

3 element array with swan -neck mast with " U "

bolt clamp for fitting to existing masts from
3 element array with cranked mast and wall
mounting bracket ...
3 element array with cranked mast and chimney
lashing equipment
5 element array with swan -neck mast and U "
bolt clamp for fitting existing mast from lin. to
2in. dia.
...
.5 element array with cranked Mast and chimney
lashing equipment ...
8 element array with swan -neck mast and " U "
bolt clamp for fitting to lin. to 21n. dia. mast

...

41/6
42:6
65;52.6
67,-

69,-

latest models by very
famous manufacturers. 3 -speed
The

with crystal tum-over pick-up.
brand new and perfect, In original
cartons. Choice of four from
27115/0, carriage, ins., etc., 7/6.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, Sutton Road, Eastbourne

Personal shoppers to one -of these addresses please.
42-46, Windmill Hill, 152-3,
29,StroudFinsbury GreenPrkRd.
Ruislip. Middx.
E.C.4.
ISLIP 5780 Phone
FLEet 2833 Phone : ARChway 1049
Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day. Thursday, MAIda Vale

Fleet Street,, 249, Kilburn high
Phone : RU.
Road, Kilburn.

4921.
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NEWNES

BAND III T.V. CONVERTER
12 menthe guarantee all items.
I.T.A. LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER,
YORKS, GLASGOW. For superhet or T.R.F. State B.B.C.
station. Fully wired with power pack, aerial switching, tested

Radio and Television
Servicing

FOR

and ready for use.

320 POPULAR 1955-56 Models

IN ONE VOLUME

Post Free

C.O.D. fee 1/6 extra

Free for 7days
HERE
is the latest volume in
Newnes RADIO AND TELE-

VISION SERVICING Library. It
adds 320 popular 1955-56 models to
E. MN WI

your servicing range. Servicemen who
are profiting from these yearly
volumes know their value in £ s. d.
and snap them up as soon as they

If you have not yet

are published !

started building a Newnes library of
Radio and Television data, claim
Free Examination and judge for
yourself !

Ditto in walnut cabinet, E.5.
High gain

;

satisfaction or money back.

OR Complete kit of parts including two valves,

wound coils, punched chassis 6/in. x Alf in. x 2in.
metal rectifier, and all screws, solder,. etc.
As illus., but I knob. Price 62/6.
Without power pack, 42/6. Power required 200 v.
17 m.a. and 6.3 v. I A.
Print showing details exc. values, 1/6.
Outdoor Band III Dipoles with 4 yds. co -axial, 13/9.
Co -axial cable 8d. yd. Plugs 1/- ea. " Gold "
filled knobs, 10d.

Cross -over units, 8/-.
B.B.C. Filter to eliminate interference patterns, 8/-.

1055 Ig5h

348 Pages of T.V. Servicing Data

GLADSTONE RADIO

409[0

198 Pages of Radio Servicing Data

P.O. BOX 8, CAMBERLEY, SURREY

-596

PAGES

320

MODELS

CONTAINS RECENT DEVELOPMENTS including:

Servicing of V.H.F./F.M. receivers.
Conversion for I.T.A. programmes.
Band HI aerials. Colour Television.
Latest
3-D loudspeaker systems.
circuit progress.

01.EviSiON
MODELS BY ...
Alba, Ambassador, Baird,
Banner, Bush, Coss* r, Dacca,
Defiant, Ekco, E.M.I., English

Electric, Ferguson, Ferranti,
G.E.C.,
H.M.V., Invicta,
K -B, McCarthy, McMichael,
Marconiphone, Masteradio,
Murphy, Pete Scott, Philco,
Philips, Pilot, Portadyne,
Pye, Rainbow, Regentone,
R.G.D., Sobell, Stella, Ultra,
Valradio, Vidor.

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
SPECIAL BARGAIN 12 V. 4 AMP RECTS. 9/8 EA., 16 Dos. Iron Selenium,

Full Wave, heavy, compact.

RADIO

MODELS BY ...
Ace, Banner, Bush, Champion, Cosso,r, Dacca, Defiant,
Eddystone,
Ekco,
Ever

Ready, Ferguson, Ferranti,
G.E.C., Grundig, Invicta,
K -B, McCarthy, McMichael,
Marconi phone, Masteradio,
Murphy, Philco, Philips,
Pilot,
Pye,
Regentone,
R.G.D.,
Roberts' Radio,
Sobell, Strad, Ultra, Vidor.

CLAIM FREE EXAMINATION NOW

MAE ANGLE TRANSFORMER KITS, boxed, consisting (a) Line Transformer 14 Kv., ceramic base, EY51 mountings, ferroxide core, 17/11 with
instructions. (b) Frame Transformer, large efficient for ECL80, 9/6.
(c) 250 ma 7 H Smoothing Chokes. 3 way mounting, 7/8.
COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE. Snip Price for 3 items, 90/,
Width Coils and Linearity Coils, to match above, 4/- or..
ALLADIN FORMERS, lin.
ION TRAP MAGNETS. -Best quality, 3/11.
with slug, 4/- doz. VISCONOL CONDS.-.002 mf., 18 Kr., 4/9.
DEFLECTION C0118. -Standard 35 mm., iron cored, 9/8.
5 CHANNEL TUNERS. -Complete chassis, famous make, for EF80 and
ECC81 (le. valves). 12/0. BOWLER HATS, 1/-. FOCUS MAGNET
HANDLES, 8d. MONITORS TYPE 33, 201//250 v. A.C., 10/... Indicators
Type 74A, 200/250 v. A.C., M 10/-. car, 10/-., LOUDSPEAKERS. -Top
makes, 7 a 4 elliptical, 17/8, Bin. P.M., 12/6. Ditto, ea. EQPT. 7/6. THROAT
MIKES. -British, boxed, 2/6. Single LB earphones with headband, 2/8.
TV TABLE CABINETS. -Top makes, brand new, boxed, beautiful appearance, latest designs. 141n., 19!- ; 17in., 22/6 ; ditto with mask and glom,
141n., 29/- ; 17in., 99/- ; all 7/6 carr.

K, 10 K, 1u K,
WIREWOUND PRE-SET POTS. -00' 0 0, 1 K, 2.0 K, 6
25 K, 50 K, 2/- ea.
AMPHENOL HOLDERS. -Octal, Mazda, Koval, B711, B9A,6/- doz. 1190
W/Screen, 1/6 ea. Tube Holders, Octal, Ed. Buodeoal,
D.P. SWITCH.-31in. spindle, Small type, 8/6. Ditto, Sin.
siplaindlGe,P2OTS/6.

RESISTANCES, ASSORTED. -1 w. Cenunic, 4.70

-1m n. 5/- doz., 10/-

1101.

MIDGET CERAMIC CONDENSER21-10, 20, 50, 300, 1,000, 3,000, 11/- doz.

To : George Newnes Ltd., 66-69 Gt. Queen St., London, W.C.2.

Send me the 1955-1956 VOLUME of Newnes RADIO AND

TELEVISION SERVICING. I will either return it in 8 days f

or send 10/- deposit 8 days after delivery, then 10/- monthly, I
paying 50/- in all. Cash Price in 8 days, 45/-.

z 4 a II, 2/9. 6 a 45 a 21, 3/.. 8 x 5 x 2i.8/8. 8 x-6 x 3).4/9.
8 x 10 x '2), 6/9. All beet quality heavy aluminium sheet.
5H 250 mA CHOKES. --Compact type. spec'al snip, 4/6 ea.
CHASSIS.- -6

Name
Address

1

Place X where it applies'
HouseOWNER

I Householder

Occupation
Signature
(Parent's Signature

if under 21)

Midget 16 + 16 350 v., 3/-. Midget 8 x 250 v., 1/-. Midget 100 mfd. x
6 v., 1/-. 60 + MO 350 v., 6/-.
F.M. CHASSIS. -Drilled 8 valve receiver, hammered finish, 1/6.
F.M. TUNERS.-A.C. Power Pack, EF84, EF80, ECH81, EZ80, Listed
19 gne., 2710/-. Ditto, less valves, U. Ditto, less mains transformer valves,

Living with Parents

R.26

Lodging Address

-1

'OAKS

6/8

RADIO VALVES GUARANTEED PERFECT
EF92
4/6
5/6F33
8/8 12Aa7

SF61

5/8

GALS
6C4

618

6370

1:"2221°

53/66

4/6

813

501-

513//8

2/4/. EB34
PENIS 5/VR150/30
6/6
6.150
6/ PY31
4/6
6860
5/8 6K7111
8/- ECC31 11/.
Postage 1/- in 21. (19 in 21 Speakers/Trans.), minimum 9d.
1,000 OTHER BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT

1

350/352,FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

1

PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP

August, 1956
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CORRESPOND 'AMU-

Tice Editor does not necessarily agree with

the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied -by
the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

IMPROVING LT.A. CONVERTERS
surpasses that of Holme Moss.
The frequency
SIRSwould like to thank you for publishing response is really amazing in both bass and treble
the article, "Improving I.T.A. Converters," in registers, but I have often failed to hear the bass
,

the June issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

Newark is well inside the fringe area of the Lichfield
transmitter, so an efficient converter is essential
for good reception here.

accompaniment of an organ or a double -bass on
the BBC. The I.T.A. sound has, however,less volume
than the BBC's.

Thirdly, S. P. complains of BBC break -through
1 found my converter quite efficient on vision, on his converter. This can often be cured on the
but not so good on sound, so I made the necessary Mark I by altering it to a tuned input. This means
modifications, according to the article. The result replacing the 1c12 resister in the grid of the first
was a 50 per cent. increase in sound and a " cleaner " valve by a coil. This can be done by winding 4,4
picture.
turns of 22 gauge wire on a fin. former (such as a
Once again, many thanks.-J. H. TWYDELL radio screwdriver). This coil is then connected
(Newark).
between the grid and chassis. The signal from LI
being tapped in one turn from the chassis. .The'coil
ADDING A TURRET TUNER
can be tuned by altering the spacing between the
had requests from various people turns with a knitting needle. As well as reducing
to add .converters to television receivers, more break -through a useful increase of gain can beachieved
particular the " Tele-King " and " Supervisor," I by careful tuning. It might also be helpful for me to
found many ways in which to do this and they have point out that the performance of a Band III conappeared in your journal and others.
verter can be completely spoilt by the use orfour
The most convenient and quickest is merely to iron dust cores. If proper Band III ones are not
remove from the sockets, valves 1, 2 and the fre- available I have found Radiospares " A" type cores
quency changer No. 3. Disconnect the anode -load to be very good.-HARRY LEEMING (Blackburn).
resistor (R13, also C10 and C11 in the " SuperA SCOPE FOR TV
visor ") from V3.
Bring the grid output lead of the Valradio or SIR,-I am interested in making the oscilloscope
Teleng tuners, etc., to the top end of L5, where we
described by Mr. J. Hillman in the last two
have just disconnected the resistor and condensers issues. There are two points, however, regarding
mentioned and of course, ground the shielding. A which I should like confirmation.
dropping resistor from the B+ (180 volts.) of about
The theoretical circuit shows the control grid of
2 K provides approximately 150 volts for the tuner V3 taken to the slider of a potentiometer which is
connected at the point originally occupied by R13. strapped between the H.T. rail and chassis. ConWhere there has been difficulty with either tuner sequently, at one end of its traverse the grid of this
as to connection using the suggested circuitry pro- valve will be at full H.T. potential.
vided by the manufacturer or a magazine the above
Probably the control will never need taking to its
has proved to be 100 per cent. perfect and much extreme setting, but the arrangement still seems
simpler.
questionable. Will you please state if this particular
In the latter tuner having pre-set position for provision is in order ?
sensitivity on both bands, it depends on the district,
Two of the switches, as listed, would be more
1

but at Ealing, using just a Band I " X " aerial a expensive than they need be. Only a five -way switch
50 K control fully extended on Band I and on is required for S2, where a six -way is specified, and

Band III short circuited, gives equal gain. The aerial only a one -pole switch is required for SI, although
by the way, is in the loft and not outside, and does there is no one -pole four-way switch listed among
not face either station due to fitting position.
the components.-J. BROADBENT (Sale).

I make these points because 1 am quite certain

[The connections to R25 as shown in Fig.

1

are

that the many methods described in various journals quite in order and follow normal procedure for a Miller
have served to mislead and make the addition to a integrator circuit. The action is as follows : When
turret type tuner very complicated.-A. G. BOURNE the slider of R25 is at the H.T.+ end with S2B in
(Ealing).

position 1 then C20 is charged to full H.T. voltage.

The anode of V3 is -ve with respect to H.T.-1- due
to the anode current flowing in R19, 20, 21, 22 and
have just read the current edition of because C20 is charged then the grid is -ve with
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, and would like to raise a respect to the anode by the full H.T. voltage. The
few points. First, the TV sound break -through on grid is then -ve with respect to the cathode by the
the 80 metre band is probably caused as follows : amount of the volts drop across tire anode load
The distance between the vision and sound trans- resistors. The valve is thus working with a -ve grid
missions is 3.5 Mc/s. It is possible for these to beat and grid current does not flow in spite of the fact that

TV SOUND BREAK -THROUGH ON 80 M.

together in the TV receiver and produce a radiation
of TV sound superimposed on a rough hum, which
is the video signal. This will be a 3.5 MO or 85.75
metres.

the grid return of the valve is taken to H.T.+.

With regard to the switches used, the reason for
quoting a six -way switch was that this particular
switch is an ex -government type, and quite cheap,

Secondly, konos complains of poor quality I.T.A. and the contacts are spaced radially equidistant and
sound, and I would like to mention that the quality by using two of the two -P six -way types one three -P
of sound of the I.T.A.'s Winter Hill transmitter far six -way can be made up.-ED.]
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He went on to say that to tie up culture and

CAR RADIO-APPROPRIATE

SIR,-In view of recent reports that a television commercialism is a great mistake. " What have we
set has been manufactured for use in a car, in place of good music ? Alleged humour which

I would like to register a strong protest. It is a well- starts as mediocrity, gets to vulgarity and on all too
known fact that the number of deaths on the road many occasions reaches the level of obscenity.

" I believe this is the result of a great mistake
now the number killed and injured each year is made in trying to tie up cultural education with' the
becoming so high that one is afraid even to cross commercial considerations of advertising.
" I hope the day will come when we shall have a
the most unfrequented lanes.
has increased tremendously since the war, until

Surely it is about time we all woke up and started government with the common sense to give the BBC
doing something about this dark patch that hangs facilities 'for a second programme, which can give
over us all. But no, we seem to shrug our shoulders, the cultural artistry of good music, and allow the

and now, what is worse, we allow motorists to have other to compete with the squalid profanity which is
television sets in their cars so that it will distract at present the hallmark of commercial television "them even more. I am aware that the proposed G. A. MANUEL (Bromley).
law will forbid a motorist to look at a television set
I T.A. CRITICISED
whilst driving, but the present law also forbids a
motorist to drive a car whilst under the influence of SIR,-Just lately I had my -set converted so that it
would receive the Band M programmes, but after
drink. However, I notice that they still do drive in a
state of intoxication. It is to be hoped that the looking at these I now wish that 1 had left it to receive
dangers are realised before it is too late. Television Band 1 only. Some of the programmes put on by
has undisputedly a place in our homes today, so let the 1.T.A. are very interesting and one becomes
absorbed in them ; however, just when you relax,
it remain there.-W. J. WILKINSON (London).
[According to Sir Alker Tripp, the number of accidents look at the show and enjoy yourself, what happens?

caused by drunken motorists is so small as to be not A gaudy advertisement accompanied by a stupid
worth considering. We do not think that car TV will song suddenly flashes on the screen and completely

takes one's interest away. This type of advertising

be popular.-EDJ

is doing a lot of harm to the I.T.A., for this half-

COMMUNITY OF CRYSTAL GAZERS ?
hearted attempt to copy the American style of high
QIR,-I have for some time waited to hear on TV a pressure selling is not appreciated by British viewers.programme that has any good music included B. FILMER (Kilburn).
1..7
in it, and it would appear so have others, judging
A BOUQUET
from the speech given by Lord Lucas when addressing
the 42nd anniversary of the Performing Rights SIR, -T have been a regular reader of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION since the first and I would like to
Society in London recently. He said that we are
becoming a glassy -eyed community of crystal gazers " take this opportunity to thank you for the mine of
and that both the BBC and the I.T.A. had " failed information that is in each issue.-F. MORGAN

utterly " to give the public any good music on (Australia).
He also went on to say that " Sound
PRAISE FOR OUR " SUPERVISOR "
broadcasting did more to educate people in the
television.

appreciation of good music than any other single
force. But with the advent of television I hold an

SIR,- Whilst sorting through some old copies of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION some time ago, I decided

entirely different view. Lord Lucas continued, " I watch television with

to build the "Supervisor" as described in your August,
1953, issue.

people pretending to produce and direct Beethoven,
Chopin, or any of the great composers. Their ideas
of production generally result in showing the artists
performing in every posture except standing on their
heads."

visor" is now three years old, and a lot of advances in
electronics have taken place during those three years,

COLOUR TELEVISION

eventually be adopted in this country is a matter of
guesswork at the present time. There is much to be

keen interest and I see arrogant and impertinent

(Continued from page 15)

I was surprised to find that although the "Super-

it is still comparatively up-to-date in its design.

I

might add that I am more than satisfied with its
performance.-N. J. OHME (Isle of Wight).

said for the American system scaled down to our 405

synchronous detector so that it delivers a different line standards, and this has been demonstrated by the
colour signal for each frame. (A phase shift is intro- Marconi company last year and is currently the
duced by means of a tri-stable switch which is triggered subject of experiments by the BBC. The chief disfrom the frame timebase.) This means that if this advantage is the occurrence of patterning in areas of
signal is displayed on a normal tube which is then
saturated colours when the transmission
viewed through a disc of rotating colour filters highly
a colour picture is seen. This picture will, however, is being received in monochrome on the normal set.
suffer from a rather low repetition rate and colour Many advantages would be gained by the use of a
fringing and flicker may be present. Obviously, this wider bandwidth, but overcrowding of the wave bands
is not the method which will lead to a standard home seem to preclude this solution. In the meantime,

colour television set but it is mentioned in passing it is satisfying to note that a compatible system is
to show that there is plenty of scope for interested considered essential and this means that if colour
amateurs once colour transmissions are commenced does come sooner than we now think, a 1956 TV set
in this country.
British Colour TV

What of the future? The system which

will not be out of date as it will still be able to repro-

duce the colour transmission, though only in black
will

and white.

August, 1956
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BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER -183 Mc/s - 196 Mc/s
Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmission

f2 -5 -0 post free.
A highly successful unit (W/World circuit), 6,6-all Post Free. Wiring and aligning of
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget above 20/- extra.
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size 7, x 4 x
from 7/6 per set. Indoor dipoles, 606. Outdoor
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most with
cables, 13,9.
I-Band 3 crosstypes of T, V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of over filter unit, 7,6.Band
Variable attenuators
parts 45/-, Blueprint 116, Power pack kit 30/-, 6 ab-36 ab, 7,6. BBC Break-through Filter,
Switch kit (Band f-Band 3 Ae switching), suitable for BBC pattern rejector, 8/6.
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular %) ire Ends
32+32/350 v. B.E.C. 5
-oil5 v., 50 '12 v.
1,9 Can TyPes, CNN, 30. ea.
30'30 v., 4,500 v.
2,- 8+8,450 v. T.C.C. 4,6

Volume Controls 80 411',E 'COAX
Log. ratios, 10,000 ohms

-2 Meg. ohms. Long
spindles.

year

1

guarantee. Midget Edis1,an type.

STANDARD Its. diem.
Polythene insulated.

GRADE "A" ONLY

No. So. 5.1'. Sw.

4/3/4/9
Linear Ratio, 10,000
ohms -2 Meg. ohms.

Less switch, 41- each.
Cow plugs, 1,2. Coax
sockets.
113.

1/-.

Couplers

Outlet boxes. 4/6.

spaced polythene. 80
ohm Coax 10:.
Stranded core. Losses
cut 50%.
9d. yd.

CARBON

fed. ;

2 w., 9d.

10% Type.
6% Type.

1% HI -Stab.

1 m, 3d.

5w.

w.. 6d. : 10w.
15w.
w.. od.

1

23 ohm-

,

15,000-

POTS.

2i -

10

ohms
2,3
3w. LAB COLVERN, Etc.
lOw.

Pre -Set Min. T.V. Type.

1:3
1/6

10,000
Mulls
33,000

1 w.,

WIRE -WOUND

WIRE WOUND

Standard Size Pots, 2 tin.

Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle.

High Grade.

All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. 100 ohms to

K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 4/.. 50 K., 5/0; 100 K., 61.
Ditto Carbon Track W/W EXT. SPEAKER
50 IC. to 2 Meg., 31-.
CONTROL 10 CI, 3/-.

CONDENSERS.-Mica or S. Mica: All pref. values.
3 pf. to 680 pf., 84. ea. Ceramic types, 2.2 pf..5,000
pf. a. available, 9d. each. Tubular., 450 v., Hunts
and T.C.C. .0005, .001, .005, .01 and .1 350 v. 9d..
.02..03, .1500 v. Hunts Moldseal, 1/-..25 Hunts, 1/6,

STADARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK. Size
21in. a 21in. a 11in. depth. 4 poe. Switching, Long,
Med., Short, Cram. Dust -core coils prealigned for
465 Kele I.E. Complete with trimmer, ready to use.
A very sensitive and efficient Coil Pack.

Manufacturer's Surplus. Bargain Offer, 38/,
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w.g. Plain, undrilled.
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice firing holes.

Strong and soundly constructed with 21in. sides.
715. x 4in.. 416 ; Ilin. x Bin., 8;9 ; llin. x 7in., 619 ;
18in. a 9in.. 8/6 ; 14in. x llin., 10/6 ; and 18in. x
16in. x Sin., 16/6.

CARBON EKE INSERT.-Aueerior quality type
21iu. x lin. Brand new and boxed only, 31 each.
BRIMISTORS.--C2I for .3a heater chains, 316.
CW2 for .15 a., or .2 a., 2/6. CZ3 (Pilot lamp), 11.
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE. -5 lb. 14 to 20
; 30 to 40 e.w.g., 31,
2/- ; 22 to 28 e.w.g.,
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt, spout, 3.9 tin.

3 VALVE AMPLIFIER

With variable Tone and Volume controls, 3
Midget B.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg.

elation names. Walnut or Ivory knobs to choice.
Aligned and calibrated ready for use. Sensitivity
and Quality at Low Cost.

Chase is Isolated front mains. BARGAIN 0115.0
Carr. and ins., Afl.
PRICE
8 or 10in. speakers to match.

7 Valve De Luxe, push-pull version..
7

watt output, /12.10.0. Carr. & ins.. 5/-.
BARGAIN VALUE IN AUTO CHANGERS

3 speed auto change mixers for 7iu., Illin. & 12in.
records.

Lightweight Xtal P.U. with turnover.

Duo -point sapphire stylus for Hi -Ft reproduction.
Latest nrodels,-Modern styling. All brand new,
boxed and guar. A.C. 200/250 v. only.
PLESSEY, 01110/-. 13811. MONARCH. 81 gns.
GARRARD BC110, /9/10/... COLLABO RC54,
610/10/-. All suitable for our Radiogram chassis.

QUALITY FLUORESCENT FITTINGS
Ideal for home or workshop. Ott., 220-250 v.,

complete with tube, ballast unit, etc., ready
Famous tuamtfacturer's surplus
for use.
offered at approx. halt price. Starter switch
type, 42/-. Quick start type, 47,6. Carr. and
ins., 7/6 extra.

"Ew
BOXED

6,6-

11 6
12.6
12:6
3/6

VALVES

;

GUARANTEED

24in. x

60 ma., 4,-; KM2, 100 ma., 4/9;R113, 120 ma.,

5/9 ; RM4 type, 230 v.275 ma., 111/-.
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for lin.
Gold filled.
10
Standard engravings, 11 ea. Plain knobs to match
above, lain. 104. ea., 11in. dia., W. ea. Walnut, or
Ivory, I jib], 1,- ea. ; lin. 94. ea. Pointer Knobs
Black with White Line 9d.
WEARTIR " P " TYPE COILS. All ranges. 1 to 7,
2,6 ea. Osmor Q Series Coils. Bluth tuned. All
ranges from 34. Full range popular Coil Packs.

ltin. d lam. Walnut or Ivory.

I.F. TRANSFORMS -445 Irks

Brand new ex-ntanufacturer's midget I.F.T..

size 2!" x :" x 2', dust core tuning.

Litz
wound 430i18, High Q. Bargain offer, 7/6 pair.
MAINS TRANSFORXEBA.-Made in oar ow rt
Workshops to Top Grade spec. Fully interleaved
and impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE. --250 v., 60 ma. F.W. sec. 5 v. or 6.3 v. 1 a.
-

rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. set Htrs., 21/-, etc. C.R.T. HTR.,
ISOLATION TYPE.-Low leakage with. or 31 ithiPlt
25% sec. boost voltage. Ratio 1 :1 or 1.25, 2 v.,
10,'6; 4 v., 1016; 0.3 v., 101 ; 13.3 v., 19/8.
Ditto witb mains primaries 200,250 v.. 12,1.
Specials to order.
L.F. CHOKES. -10 11..i5 ma., 5/- ; 15 H. 100 ma.,
10:6 ; 10 If, 121.1 ma., 1016 ; 20 H. 150 ma., 151 ;
Simplex, 1011 ; Souridnaaster, 10/6.

18g., 3d per

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Sin. Celee., 171 ;
Oin. Celes., 180 ; 7 x 4in. Goodroans Elliptical,
181 ; Sin. Elec.. 20/-; Sin. Gootimans special,
21,6 10451. R. and A.. 26/-; P2in. PlerseY, 35;-;

27/6
15/ -

SPEAKER FRET.-Expanded Bronze anodised
metal Sin. x 8in.,
;
12in. it Sin.,
;
12 in. x
12in., 4/3 ; 12in. x 16in., 13/-

BACK VOLTAGES. --K3/25 2 kV., 4;3 ; K3/411 3.2
kV., 6/- ; 1(3/45, 3.6 kV. 41 ; 11C3/50, 4 kV., 73 ;
Ii3/14R1 8 kV., 12/6 ; MAINS TYP11.-R111. 125 v.,

ERSD1 MULTICORE SOLDER 60/40.
Yd. ; 16g., dd. per
; flh., 2/6.

IBS, IT4 731 DAF96 91- ECH81 121 1.140 10,155, 1134 ZS DF96
9/- ECLSO 12,6 EZ60 11,'9/- EF41. 101 MU14 816
304, 3V4 8/- DK96
514
816 DL96
9/- EF50 10/- PCC84 1216
PCF80 12'6
OATS
EF50
Si6 EA50
7,11 Equip. 6/8 PCF82 12/6
6C146 10/6 EB91
6116M
3/6 EIK:41 101 EF80 1016 PCL83 12,6
8,1 EF85 1016 P1.01 121
6K7
8111 EBC3S
6K8
9/- ECCS3 12,8 EF86 13,6 PL82 101.10/6 P1.03 12/6
607
816 ECC84 13/6 EFS9
6SN7
91 - ECC85 13:6 EFOI
8/0 PI'S() 111&VII
7/6 ECF80 12/6 EL41
11;8 PY81 12/6
6X4
01 ECF82 131 EL84 1216 P5C82 10/8/- ECI:142 10/6 EY51. 12/6 PY83 1218
6h5

0E8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 37.4 or (1X3

price. PRICE /3.19.6. Carr. 21. Wired and
tested, 15,- extra. Circuit and instr., 18,
free with kit.

5.

6,000 mfd. 0 v.
SISTER= RECTIFIERS. 11.11.T.. TYPE FLY-

S.W. 10 tn.-.50 tn.
LATEST mrpc ET
M.W. 200 m.-550 m.
BVA
SERIES
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 fit.
Brand new and guar. A.C. 200,250 v. 4 pos. W/C
sw. short -medium -Long -Gram. P.U. socket. High
dust core coils. Latest cininit technique, delayed
AVC and neg. flashback. 0/P 4 watts. chassis
size, 131 x51 Olin. Dial 10in. X_ 41in. Hor. or vert.

and hundreds of others at Bargain Prices.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET.
IRS, 1T4, 185, and 384 or 3V4
...

feedback. Chassis isolated from Mains. A.C.
200/250 v. A quality amplifier at an economical

4/- 60/354) v. T.C.C.

50+501350 v. B.E.C. 6,11
ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
8 WAVEBANDS, 5 VALVES

.5 Hunts, 1,1. .1 1,500 v. T.C.C. (Simplex), 38.

.001, 6 kV., T.C.C., 5/6. .001 20 kV. T.C.C., 9/4.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10% 5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/-. 600 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1/3.
P;z 1.3 pi. to 500 pf., 119. 515 pf. to 5,000 pf., 2/-.

16'300 v. Dub.

16+10/450w. B.E.C. 5/6 60+100,350 v.
32/330 v. Dub.
4/- 60+250/275 v.
- 100+200/275 v.

TWIN FEEDER, 80 ohms, 6d. yd. ; 300 ohms, Pd. yd.

20% Type.

2/- 8+10/450 v. Hunts

2/- 16+111+81350 v.
5,6
2/3 10+16,450 v. B.E.C. 6,8
500 v. .Dub.
41 16+32;350 v. B.E.C. 5/8+16 430 V. Hunts 51- 32,350 v. Dub.
4/16'450 v. B.E.C.
3,6 32+32;450 v. B.E.C. 6,6

SPECIAL - Semi -air

TWIN SCREEN FEEDER 80 ohms, 1,3 yd.
60 OHM COAX CABLE 8d. per yd. lin. dia.
ntnniscs. ceramic, 4 pf.-70 pf., 9d. 100 pf..
150 pf., 1,3 ; 230 pf., 1/6 ; 600 pf., 1/0. PHILIPS
Beehive Type -2 to 8 pf. or 3 to 30 pt., 1,3 each.
RES1STORS-Pref. values 10 ohms 10 megohm,

100,25 v.

2450 v.
0/450 v. B.E.C.

8d. yd.

9/6, etc.

M.E.635. 2 k. oho. field, tapped O.Y. trans., 241,
SCOTCH BOY, =TAPE, etc., 1,200ft. NI-. Long
playing, LSOOft. reels, 45:-. Paper tape, good
quality, 1,200ft., 12,6.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -373 pt.,
Midget, 6/6 ; ditto, with dust cover and trimmers,
3,1, .0003 0,1,1. Standard size with feet, 6.

TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern).-12in. x 1210., 2/-;
12in. x 18/0., 3/- ; 121n. x 24in.,
;
et5., etc.

P.M. TUNER -UNIT /87 mcis-106 meal by
Jason.-As tested and approved by Radio
Constructor. Complete Kit of parts to build
this modern highly successful unit, drilled
chassis and J. B. dial, coils and cans. 4 BVA
unmature valves and all components. etc.. for
only 86.10.0. post free. SUPERIOR TYPE
CLASS DIAL. --Calibrated in Mcfs and edge
lit by 2 pilot lamps. 12/6 extra.
Illustrated handbook with
free.

details, 2,'- post

TRS .RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

(Est. 1946)

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

(THO 2188)

50

yards Thornton Heath Station.

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190.

Listed above are only a few items from our very large stork.
Hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m., I p.m. Wed.

Send 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain List.

OPEN ALL DAY SAT.

Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. Eindly a/lac cheve5, P.O e, de:payable to 1'.R.S. Post/Packing up to Ilk, 7d., 115.slil, 338. 16,

1015. 2,09.
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TRSTIRLING
BAND III CONVERTER
FOR ONLY
I.C.S. training supplies the spark
you need to further your career.
The Courses I.C.S. offer are practical and up
to date, they recognise the present emphasis
on Frequency Modulation, and can help you
attain one of the many well -paid posts that exist
today in the radio world. Prepare yourself now,

at home and in your own time, with the expert
help of I.C.S. tutors. The cost of an I.C.S.

Course is moderate and includes all books.
Among the I.C.S. Courses available are:

FREQUENCY MODULATION
ENGINEERING

RADAR ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Complete the coupon below and post it to us today
for further details of the Course which interests you.
Write to : Dept. 172B, I.C.S., Kingsway, W.C.2.
REDUCED TERMS FOR H.M. FORCES

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
DEPT. I7213; INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS KINGS WAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.

Please send FREE book on

connections have to be
made to your receiver, the only connection is to
the normal aerial socket.
Designed for reception of B.B.C. and I.T.V., the unit
is

fitted with FINE TUNING, PRE-SET GAIN

CONTROL, CHANNEL CHANGE -OVER
SWITCH, and ON -OFF Switch. In brown crackle
case size 61" x 3f" x 2". Fully guaranteed. S.A.E.
for leaflet.
Obtainable from :

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY.

T/V ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICING
RADIO ENGINEERING
BASIC

power
Self-contained
supply and aerial crossover network. Simple
No internal
to fit.

AGE

NAME

(Block letters please)
ADDRESS

Telephone : MiTcham 3282.

TV TUBES

17"

14°

6 MONTHS GUARANTEE
rr 27.10.0 RECTANGULAR. Tetrode and Triodes. All
popular makes and types. Ins. and carr. 151.
14' 95.10.0 RECTANGULAR. Latest types on all makes
available. Ins. and carr. 151.
12' 95 ROUND. State make and type required. If possible
state equivalent second choice. Due to very heavy demz.nd
for some makes. Ins. and carr. 15 6.
6 months guarantee on Mullard. 3 months other types.
As we have been selling tubes for the past 5 years. All enquiries welcomed. Please send cash with order.

39'6

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

3 w/band & gram. Extra
speaker sockets. 5 valves
international octal.

Built-in portable aerial
optional. 4 knob control. A.C. or universal.
Less valves (see our
cheap list). 8' P.M.
speaker 719 with order.

Set of knobs 2:'-. Chassis
19" x 7' x 9' (when
speaker is fitted). Carr.
4'6.

POWER TRANSFORMERS, 19'9. 325-0-325 v. mains. 6 v.
at 5 A.. 4 v. at 5 A.. 4 v. at 5 A. Extra isolated windbags for 2
or 4 v. tubes. Also similar trans. with 6 v. at 5 A.. 6 v. at 5 A..
22 v. at 1 i A. Both are 250 mA. Plus post 2 -.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 59. Heaters 6 v. and 5 v..
350-0-350 v.. primary 200-250 v. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 3'9. 3564-356 v. heaters 12 and
4 v. primary 100-250 v. Ideal auto -trans. Post 21-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 519. 350-0-350 v. heaters 4 and 4 v.
primary 200-250 v. Post 2,-.

OCCUPATION

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

'MONEY BACK
II GUARANTEE

DI

(dc
Cy,y01

COD

EGRC61:6)77]
621 ROLIFORD RD. LONDON. E.12.
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE
TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
NEWS PRESENTATION

at the top. Her vivid descriptions cism was stifled a few days later by

THE BBC do not seem to be of the Grace Kelly wedding and the nation-wide anger over the
satisfied with the presentation the Chelsea Flower Show were Electrical Trade Union's support
of their TV news. At any rate, they bright and chatty, interpolated with for the terrorists of Cyprus. It
still seem to be experimenting with dainty, thumb -nail imitations Which
various trick deviceso give a more ranged from French taxis to tulips !
visual effect. The ides of projecting Miss Mackenzie is definitely a
still photographs appropriate to personality -plus reporter, whose

seems to me that Mr. Woodrow

Wyatt had some of the answers to
Mr. Mayhew's tale of woe. They
should get together.

each headline in the corner of the charm is putting her into the star
picture as they are read by the class. The BBC cautiously keep MORE PROVINCIAL I.T.A.
announcer is an ingenious one, her entirely separate from their
STATIONS ?
but doesn't quite come off. This is factual TV news. She could not ON account of the general
produce
the
possibly due to the BBC's restraint
correct depressing
hold-up of capital investupon the announcers putting over effect even if she tried.
ment, there has been some delay
their own personality ;
their
in proceeding with the Scottish
policy is for the announcer to DECLINE ?
remain a kind of catylitic agent, PERHAPS the most depressing item put over by the
quietly and factually reporting
news items without a glimmer of BBC, for a long time, howemotion. This has the uninten- ever, has been the half-hour
tional effect of making even the series entitled, " We, the
best of good news sound slightly British-Are we in Decline ? '
depressing. I see no reason why Christopher Mayhew's carethe headline visuals should not be fully written and smoothly
shown filling the screen, with no produced composite of live
announcer in the picture. On the TV and film seemed to me to
other hand, the I.T.A. News has reek of unconstructive polimore of a " tabloid " flavour, tical propaganda. Fortunsavouring of the four -million or so ately, there was a silver lining
circulation newspapers of Fleet to the series ; that was the
Street. The I.T.A. newsreaders have alternative I.T.A. programme.
a little more scope for dramatising All of the viewers 1 questioned
events on occasion and are often about it quickly switched over

given amusing silly -season items to the commercial channel,
to finish off the bulletin in a more even those who would nor-

cheerful

vein, which brings the mally agree with

viewer more into contact with the Mr. Mayhew's polinewsreader. I.T.N.'s interviews tical outlook. Mr.
with typical men in the street " Mayhew is a skilled
are not always successful, chiefly performer on TV,
because the interviewer seems to with first-class voice
ask the most obvious and rather and appearance;
feeble questions.
This kind of he should devote

thing requires a very strong personality to put it over. Still, I
"think it can be said that both of
the TV News services are im-

himself to some

other less contentious subject. Mr.
Woodrow Wyatt is
proving.
if you read a staid, another politician
factual newspaper, then you'll who got himself into
probably prefer the BBC news. If hot water by giving
you normally read a high -circula- an account of the
tion pictorial newspaper (and its election procedure
strip cartoons) then you will plump and possible exfor the I.T.A. News. For amusing tremist trends in a
and vivid reporting, however, I put certain trade union.
the BBC's Jaqueline Mackenzie In this case, criti-

The new Emitron TV camera,

the first of 17
ordered by the BBC. Several new features making for
easier operation are embodied. As this illustration

shows, the electronic view -finder can be adjusted so that

it remains level when the camera is tilted for high- or
low -angle shots ;the focus control is specially designed
for accurate adjustment with minimum hand movement.
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and Welsh areas of I.T.A. But I ing amazing results when one conhear that two or three potential siders the limited facilities at their
contractors are now ready with disposal. A. -TV have virtually no
schemes to put before the executive studio space compared with the
In the meantime, BBC, and their Foley Street
of I.T.A.
existing I.T.A. contractors are premises are little more than a
extending their outside commit- telephone exchange for outside
ments. Both the I.T.A. and BBC television set-ups, such as the
are going ahead with plans for live Palladium Show and their other
outside TV broadcasts from sea- regular theatre set-ups at Wood
side resorts during the holiday Green and elsewhere.
A.R.-TV have a well-equipped
The holiday visits will
season.
have a rousing start -off with the studio at Wembley, but have had
Jimmy James show, " Let's Have to reduce facilities (and operating
Birmingham
Fun " from the Central Pier, costs) temporarily.
Blackpool, which will be on the studios turn out to be the Astoria
Cinema
only
(used
by
A. -TV and
BBC. This will be followed up
with regular programmes from also A.R.-TV) and Manchester has
Blackpool, Morecambe and other A.B.C.-TV's converted Capitol
Northern resorts by Granada and Cinema at Didsbury and the
A.B.C.-TV. There are no difficul- Granada Studio in the centre of
ties in arranging with the town that city. However, out of chaos

-

crate en masse as well as accept
individual engagements.
Celebrations usually give the excuse for

this, much to the enjoyment of
viewers, and the Golden Jubilee of
the Variety Artistes Federation is an
admirable time for the presentation
of a Variety Cavalcade. Of course,
with this type of show, everybody
wants to take part and Dave
O'Gorman of O'Gorman Brothers,
the cross -talk comedians) has had
quite a job itting in a large number
of acts in a limited time. You
can't very well blame them for

wanting to jump on the

band

They realise that the TV
public must be encouraged to reacquire a taste for the music hall.
Streamlining.of variety acts by TV
producers who really know somecouncils or entertainment managers seems to come order, so far as the thing about variety will accomplish
The this.
the difficulty is viewers are concerned.
for facilities ;
holding back the queue of ` Public enormous rise in TV
Relations Officers " awaiting the licences since commerwagon.

chance of gratis advertising.

cial television started
Blackpool has a special advantage has benefited the BBC
with its famous tower-an ideal financially, and BBC
site for a micro -wave relay trans- executives are rather
touchy on this point,
mitter.

Sooner or later, they
expected the I.T.A. to
I.T.A. NETWORKING
fora " cut " in the
IT is no secret that the first few ask
increased revenue from
months of operation by the commercial TV contractors have been

licences.

The thought

to have had
difficult, both from the financial seems
I hear that
and organisational points of view. results.

Revenues have not reached the
heights expected, in spite of strong
evidence that a slight majority of

application is to be
made for a subsidy for

the more " cultural "
If this means
a position to receive items.
that we will see more
both BBC and I.T.A. programmes shows of the Halle
prefer the latter. The provincial conviewers in

tractors, A.B.C.-TV and Granada,

Orchestra

type

on

then I, for one,
have benefited by watching the I.T.V.,
teething troubles of A.R.-TV and would be in favour of
it.
A. -TV in London, and have been
much more cautious both in their

planning of programmes and in
their capital outlay on equipment
and premises. A.B.C.-TV had the
least time of all to prepare for their
openings at Birmingham and Man-

CO-OPERATION
It is pleasing to note
the increasing measure

of co-operation which
is growing between all
the TV organisations

chester. and in some respects they
have been the most successful. In and the music hall
spite of apparent co-operation artistes. The show put
between the different operating on by their own special
of
masonic
companies, there has been con- kind
siderable poaching of staff, man- society, the Grand

for position by execu- Order of Water Rats,
tives, major and minor catastro- last year, was such a
oeuvrings

phies in both production and big success that the
engineering departments, resigna- variety folk are taking
tions, dismissals and also, pleasan- more kindly to the
ter to report, a few meteoric pro- advancing " menace "
motions. Agreements to exchange of television. Both the

programmes on a network basis Water Rats and the
will lead to economies all round. Variety Artistes are
The I.T.A. contractors are achiev- now willing to co -op -

(Photo by courtesy of Siemens General Electric Co.. Ltd..

The automatic brain of our traffic light system.
which sorts out pukes from the detector pad in
the road and effects the changing of the lights.
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LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio parts
from which we teach you, in your own
home, the working of fundamental
electronic circuits and bring you easily
to the point when you can construct and

service radio sets. Whether you are a
student for an examination; starting a

new hobby; intent upon a career in

industry; or running your own business
- these Practical Courses are intended
for YOU - and may be yours at a Very
Moderate Cost.
EASY TERMS FROM IS/ -A MO NTH
With these outfits, which you receive
upon enrolment, you are instructed
how to build basic Electronic Circuits
(Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to complete Radio and
Television ReceiverTesting and Servicing.

TELEVISION -with this
equipment you are instructed
design, construction, servicing and
testing of a modern high quality
Television Receiver.

ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
IMMEDIATELY AND REMAINS
YOUR PROPERTY

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS
- For

carrying out basic practical work
in Radio and Electronics, from first principles
and

leading

to the design and building

of

simple Receivers.

ADVANCED RADIO

OUTFITS - With this equipment,

you are instructed in the design, construc-

tion, testing and servicing of a complete
modern T.R.F. and Su perhet Radio Receiver.

1,011

I PRocptyrir$,.,:i

OTHER COURSES WITH OUTFITS INCLUDE:

MECHANICS

ELECTRICITY

CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY
ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP COMMERCIAL ART
AMATEUR S.W. RADIO
LANGUAGES
ETC.

Please send me your FREE book cu

Courses: I am interested in Telev,,,.

Radio: Beginners D, Advanced
Other subjects
(Please indicate Item(s) required)
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138x, Grove Pat
Road, London, W.4.
NAME

A

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

The only Postal College which is part of

a world-wide Industrial Organisation

L.LZ,

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111 V r V Q

CATHODE RAY TUBES
(Brand New)

cut-off )
VCR97 (Sliguaranght

15/-

full T/V Pictureteed
...
VCR517C, guaranteed
full T/V Picture ...
VCR139A, guaranteed
_.
T/V Picture ...
(with
VCR138A
Screen)
..
-.
313P1, guaranteed full
T/V Picture._
...

40/-

VCR97

,
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35/35/351-

30/-

Carr. & Packing on all
tubes. 2/-.

" 36 " WALKIE-TALKIE
SETS
Special offer of above set,
complete with 5 valves.
ARP12 and ATP4 with
circuit. Range 7.4 to 9 me/s.
These sets are not guaran-

teed but are serviceable.
25/-.
Junction box 2/8 extra.

PYE 45 MC/S STRIP
TYPE 3583 UNITS

Complete with 45 Mc/s Pye
Strip, 12 valves : 10 EF50,
EB34 and RAN, volume
controls, and hosts of
resistors and condensers.
New condition. Modification data supplied. Price

69/6, carriage paid.

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with
Mu -metal screen, 21 valves:
12-1050. 4-8P61, 3-EA50,
2-5E34.
Plus
pots.,
switches, H.V. Cond., resistors. Muirhead S/M dial.
double deck chassis and
crystal.
BRAND NEW
ORIGINAL CASES. 67/6,
carriage 7/6.

011111111111111111111111111111111111111iiiiii11111111111111

CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE
INSERTS

(RADIO LTD.)

TRANSISTORS

This Junction Transistor is designed for audio -frequency
amplification, although its frequency response makes it
suitable for intetmediate frequency and switching
applications, together with many other uses, e.g., Local
Station Receiver, Transistor Voltmeter, Signal Tracer,
Oseillators, Experimental Work, etc. (Circuit supplied.)

Ideal for tape recording and

DUE TO A LARGE PURCHASE, WE CAN
OFFER
Call and
Hear
THESE TRANSISTORS (A
Demonstration
PRODUCT OF WELL-KNOWN
Models
MANUFACTURER) AT THE
Working.

VERY LOW PRICE OF

amplifiers. No matching transformer required.

EACH

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE
182A

INDICATOR
U.S.A.
UNIT TYPE BC929A

with Mu -metal screen. 3

with 3BP1 C/R Tube, shield
and holder. 2 6SN7GT, 2
6H6GT, 1 6X5GT, 1 2X2,
1
6G6, V/controls, conIdeal for
densers, etc.
'scope. Brand new, 65/-,

Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray 6in. tube, complete

EF50, 4 SP61 and 1 5U4G
valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and quantity
of resistors and condensers.
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67/6 plus 7/6 carr.
Radio Constructor 'scope
circuit included.
VRSIA The Selected EF50,
Brand New Red Sylvania
original cartons, 10/- each.

In black crackled cabinet

1

14 }in. x 9in. x gin. Complete

carriage paid.

MINIATURE L.F. STRIP
TYPE "373" 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 1011n. x 21in. x
3in. high. Valve line-up
2 EF92 3 EF91 and EB91.
With Circuit. Price (less

valves). 7/6. P.P. 1/6.
90/- for ten.
SPECIAL REDUCTION FOR SETS OF VALVES
37/6 Set
1A7GT, 1N5GT, 1H5GT, 1A5GT (or 1Q5GT or 3Q5GT)
45/-

10 EF50 (Ex -Brand New Units), 5/- each
6K8G. 6K7G, 607G. 5Z4G, 6V6G
1S5, 1T4, 1S4 or (384 or 3V4)

27/6

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Type FT243 Fundamental Frequencies, 2f
pin }in. Spacing. 120
'Types : 5675 Kc/s to
8650 Kris (Channel
270/389). (In steps of
25 Kc/s.). 80 Types :
to 8340

.,

Cl 0/79).

5706.667 Re/s
(In steps of 33.333 %cis.)

BRAND NEW AND GUAR-

ANTEED, 10/- each. Complete
sets of 80 and 120 Crystals
available.

Type FT241A '54th Harmonic
2 -Pin lin. Spacing
_
80 TYPES :
20 Mc/s-27.9 Mc's.

(in steps of 100 Kota.)
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED, 7/6 each.
Complete Sets of 80 Crystals

Channel 0/79 available.
200 Eels. 10/- each. CRYSTAL
HOLDMS. 1/3 each. 10% Dis-

We have over 50.000 valves in Stock at more than 50% off.
count on all orders of 15.
SEND 3d. for 28 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
TEL.:
PADDINGTON
1008-9, 0401
5, HARROW ROAD PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

HANNEY of BATH offers:

" You can rely on US" for . . .

VIEWMASTER 3 -STATION TV TUNER (P. Television).-

Denco ooilset with screens, can and screws. 30/- Denco switch,
Fine Tuner, Coil mounting plates and tag panel, 27/-. : Kit of resistors, 7/0 ; TCC condensers kit with 2 printed circuits, valveholders,
etc.. 43/- ; Gain controls. 3/3 each ; Co -ax P/S kit. 2/6 ; Valve
cans, 1/3 each. Complete kit of Farts for the TUNER, with the 2
Genuine MULLARD Valves, nuts, bolts. wire co -ax., etc., £8/19/6.
Denco Cotiset for conversion of the V -Master S/V chassis to the
I.F. amplifier. 20/-, OR Complete kit of 8/V conversion components.
39/8. All Standard V. -Master items in stock. Full list available.
MULLARD 3 -VALVES 3 -WATT AMPLIFIER. - Punched
chassis. 10/8 ; Gilson Trans., Mains, 35/- ; Output. 25/8 ; Elstone
Trans.. Mains, 35/- ; Output, 211- ; Condenser lit, 20/- Resistor
kit with 3 pots, 22/6. Complete kit with Genuine Mullard .
28/19/6. Full list available.
MULLARD 510 AMPLIFIER. -Erie Resistors, 22/- ; TCC
Condensers, 45/-; Elston. Mains Trans., 36/- (100 m.a.) ; 42/8
(120 ma.) ; Output Trans., 45/- (8%. or 8E.) ; Gilson mains trans.,
00/- (140 m.a. ) Output trans., 47/6 (6K. or 8K.) ; Ultra linear
type, 52/6 ; Partridge Mains trans., 85/6 ; Output trans., P.3867,
55/6 : Partridge Ultra Linear type P.4014, as/6 ; Denco punched
chassis. 19./6, with base plate ; Printed front panel. 6/8 : Type
" A " slid' B Chassis (panel not, printed). 8/6 and 12/6 respectively ; condensers. ' A, 15/6 " R, 24/8: Resistors. " A,"
17/6 ; " B," 35/6 (with pots.). Full list available, giving details of
;

complete kits.
OSRAM 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER. -Erie resistor kit, 17/4 ;
Erie 1 meg. pots., 4/6 each : TCC condenser kit. 55/- PARTRIDGE components with loose lead terminations (includes packing
charge), Mains trans.. 65/8: choke, 34/8 ; output trans., 85/8 :
W.B. components. Choke, 18/9 ; output trans., 32/- Denco
drilled -chassis. 14/6 : Denco 912 Plus printed panel, 7/6 ; pre amp or passive chassis. 6/-. Full list available.
:

ALL RADMand ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
One of Britain's Largest Stockists of all Leading Makes :
Hunts, T.C.C., Haynes, Allen, Denco, Osmor, Weymouth.
Morganite, Bulgtn, Belling Lee, Teletron,
Scotch Boy, Ellison, Elstone, Partridge, Wynall, Westinghouse, S.T.C. AVO, Taylor, Goodmans, J.B., Wharfe-

dale, Wearite, Acos, etc.

Suppliers to :

Ministries, Development Laboratories,
Education Authorities, etc.

Some of the more difficult parts you may not be able to
acquire :

Tapped Vol. Control, Linear C.T. mg., mg., 1 mg.,
7/6. Linear mg., 4 mg., 1 mg., 6/6. Post 6d.
2 High Stab. 4 w. Resistors. 2% Range, 1000 to
2 meg., 1/6 each. 1% Silver Micas up to 100 pf., 1/-,
280 pf., 1/2. 500 pf., 1/4. 1,000-5,000, 2/6. Post 6d.
Teletron Band III Converter -Punched Chassis, 4/-.
Post 6d. Set of Coils and Circuit, 15/.-. Band III Loft
Aerials, 30/- plus 2/- carriage.

COMPONENT'S are still available for the following F. M.TUNERS:
Wireless World, Mallard, Osram 912, Denco Maxi -0. List available. Thousands of Valves, Condensers, Resistors -Can We Help
You ?
WIDE ANGLE COMPONENTS. ALLEN. Teleking Chassis,
50/- ; Colisets (TK and Super -Visor), 44/6 : L0.308. 40/- F0.305,
MULLARD 510 and GEC 912 all specified parts and
21/- . DC.300c.. 39/8 ; FC302, 31/- GL.16 and 18, 7/6 each ;
1SC.312, 211- AT.310, 30/- OP.117, 9/BT.314, 15/- ; DENCO ,
lists available.
Chassis Magnaview. 37/8 ; Chassis. Super -Visor, 5118: Coil sets
Magnaview, 41/2: WA/DCA1, 43/- WA/FCA1, 31/- WA/LC1
Catalogue, Book Lists, S.A.E.
and WC1. 7/8 each ; WA/FMA1, 21/- WA/LOT1, 421- ; WA/PESTI,
;

;

;

;

181-.

Send stamp for lists. Please add 2/- postage to all orders under
£3 (excess refunded).

L. F. HANNEY
77,

LOWER BRISTOL
Tel.: 3811

ROAD,

RADIO SERVICING CO.,
82, SOUTH EALING ROAD, LONDON, W3.

BATH

Tel. : EAL 5737. Next Sth. Ealing Tube, 65 .Bus.
1 p.m. Wed.
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trees, and at front more trees. I get a perfect BBC
picture with an " H " aerial.

1a,

S.11
Amminimiar

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 47
must be attached to all Queries,
and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope

must be enclosed.

H.M.V. 1808
My trouble developed after fitting a 3.3 ki2 resistor
in the noise -limiter circuit.
The picture seems to have lost all highlights and has
dark streaks across it. I can get rid of the streaks if I

turn up the brightness, but the picture is still rather

dim. I have replaced some of the Z77 valves and also

the X78, but with little difference.-A. W. Heywood
(Rotherham).

It would seem that you have used the wrong value
resistor. Our records do not show a 3.3 K resistor
associated with either of the noise -suppression
circuits.

Yours is undoubtedly trouble as the result of a weak

signal on Band III. The Decca series is generally

extremely sensitive on Channel 9 and operates well in
fringe districts. We can only suggest that you pay
attention to the Band III aerial system, ensuring that
the array is accurately oriented for optimum pick-up
and that it is connected to the receiver through low loss feeder. If you are using a combining filter, ensure
that this is properly connectcd.

COSSOR 933
My set has developed a peculiar fault. After it has
been on an hour or two, there is a distinct click from
inside' the set, like the discharge of a condenser ; the

picture dims considerably and slightly folds at the
corners, then immediately starts to build itself up again
to its original fullness and brightness.

This may
happen periodically for perhaps half-hour or less and
then settles down again. It may happen the next night
or for several nights running, or may not happen again
for some considerable time. A friend of mine told me
it was due to a weak signal. I have an indoor, under the -roof H aerial, self installed. Would an outdoor one
be better, do you think ?-A. Moore (Coventry).
We do not think this trouble is the result of a weak
signal. In our opinion, the " click which is heard is
due to an EHT flashover, thereby starving the tube
of EHT a few seconds before it builds up again.
Check the EHT rectifier and the associated wiring ;
make sure all soldered connections in this vicinity are
formed of small blobs with no sharp edges. Suspect
an E.H.T. flashover within the tube.

STELLA ST.8314U
I am at present using a Stella model which has given
me good service until recently, but is now giving trouble
and is replaced by black and white lines travelling down with the horizontal hold. The setting of control is
critical and has to be reset frequently during the
the screen.
To overcome this I have to turn the picture inter- programme. The valves ECL80 and PL81 have been
ference limiter fully anti -clockwise ; if this does not tested and found up to standard. Can you please inform
bring back the picture, I have to turn the set off for a me where I may locate the trouble ? I have a service
few minutes. On switching the set on the picture sheet for the above model.-H. Philips (Stapleton).
Re maker's service sheet : check V8, R52 and C62.
flashes and jumps for about half a minute. There is bad
If these parts are in good condition, the trouble is
sound on vision all the time.-A. C. Perrin (S.W.6).

MARCONIPHONE VT56DA
My trouble is that at times the picture disappears,

This trouble is probably caused either by a faulty sometimes caused by poor insulation in the line
Try gently oscillator transformer (S30 -S31 -S37'
tapping the valves and the neck of the tube while the
set is working, taking care to avoid electric shock. If EKCOVISION 231

valve or a short in the picture tube.

the fault can be provoked by this action, then the

salve concerned should be replaced. You should also
ensure that the valve pins are making good connection to the valveholders ; if necessary, clean the pins
with fine emery cloth.

Excessive sound on vision may indicate that the
signal is now too strong due to the recent increase of
power from Crystal Palace. Try a 12 db attenuator in
the aerial lead.
DECCA DM146531
I am having difficulty in getting the I.T.V. Channel 9
on my set. The picture is not very bright and sometimes it is alive. I have an eight -element aerial on a

20ft. pole, but at the back of the house is a hill and

When first switched on the picture will fail to appear

for perhaps 10 minutes ; at other times it will appear
after normal warming up period, but the screen will
suddenly become blank after a few minutes, the picture
reappearing just as suddenly after another few minutes.
The set has given seven months' trouble -free service,
and is normal in every other respect. - C. B. Spackman
(Byfleet).

Check for EHT when the trouble next occurs.

if this is missing during the time when the screen is
blank suspect (a) the EHT rectifier, (b) the reclaim

diode, (b) the line amplifier valve, (c) the line

oscillator valve, in that order.
If EHT is present
check the tube feed circuits and the tube itself for an
internal short.
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somewhat. I can then receive a reasonably clear picture

I am wanting to change my TV set from the Hohn by suitably arranging and positioning the Band III
Moss frequency to which it is at present tuned to aerial down lead.
This, not always being convenient, I wonder if you
Pontop Pike freqyency. Could you give me the
necessary information on which controls to adjust ? could describe a suitable wavetrap for I.T.A. and perhaps
I assume there will be the aerial H.F. and osc. tuning an attenuator for BBC signals if you think this would
cure the trouble.-L. A. Wilmot (N.W.10).
to adjust.-A. Palfreeman (Hurworth).
Connect the converter to the receiver through a
Looking at the chassis from the rear of the cabinet,
you will observe four adjustments coloured red, black, 66in. length of close -woven low -loss coaxial feeder.
yellow and green on the top of four coils situated This will attenuate the BBC signal in relation to
in the near right-hand corner of the chassis. These the I.T.A.
controls correspond to the R.F., mixer input,
oscillator and aerial coils respectively. The oscillator FERGUSON 988T
should be adjusted.for maximum sound and the other
Could you please inform me of any modifications
circuits followed up for maximum sound and vision. needed to the Ferguson 988T for Band III reception,
The oscillator should finally be re -set for maximum using the October blueprint converter, as I have just
sound consistent with minimum sound on vision.
completed this but cannol-get any results.

The converter is using own power pack with approxi-

REGENTONE BIG 12
mately 160 volts. H.T.
No modifications have been made to the 988T.I should be glad if you would help me diagnose a
fault to Regentone Big 12B. The set has been going G. W. Allinson (Manchester).
well for a number of years but has just recently
It is not necessary to alter the receiver in any way.
developed sound distortion, but does not lack volume. Check the wiring of the converter, and ascertain that
- G. Rogerson (Liverpool, 7).
it is correctly aligned as detailed in the article to
Check the value of the 1 megohm resistor from the which you refer.
anode (pin 7) of the noise limiter diode (20D1) to ENGLISH ELECTRIC 1550M
the H.T. circuit. You will probably find that this is
I am using an English Electric model 1550M TV
up in value.
and convert to I.T.A. with a Wolsey converter tuned to
the Lichfield transmitter.
MURPHY V150
Reception has been quite good, but since the opening
I have It Murphy V150 which has been giving very
of the northern I.T.A. transmitter I am suffering from
inferior results since the change -over of the BBC fairly
heavy patterning.
London transmitter.
It appears that the source of the interference is from
I have a circuit diagram and I shall be pleased to
the new transmitter as I have one or two friends who
know
Should I remove R11/ 33 KI2 shown across L8 and are experiencing the same trouble.
I would appreciate any help you may give to eliminate
marked London only ?
Which coils should be re -trimmed in the vision this trouble.-W. R. E. (Stoke-on-Trent).
The interference may indicate that the Channel 9
circuit ?
signal is stronger than the Channel 8, and by tuning
What is the reason for L14 ?
This is shown completely disconnected

in

the

diagram.-E. Metcalfe (W.9).
The disconnected coil is for use when the channel

the converter to Channel 9 and reorientating the
aerial, complete freedom from interference may result.
Even if the signal strength of the northern transmitter

is not so high, it does not necessarily follow that
is changed for use in the Midlands (Channel 4). interference
from Channel 8 will be worse since it
Your receiver is suitable for single sideband operation.
be a matter of frequency beating which is causing
To get best results from the new transmitter you may
may find it necessary to re -orient the aerial and the trouble.
possibly fit an attenuator in the aerial lead. The set

cannot be aligned without the use of special test
equipment.

AERIAL MOUNTING
On some TV aerial masts the I.T.A. aerial is secured
to the BBC mast, whilst with others arms are used to
throw the I.T.A. aerial away from the BBC aerial.
Is there any reason for fitting these arms, please ?
-P. Humphreys (Holyhead).
Interaction inevitably occurs between two aerials
mounted in close proximity. It is best, where possible,

FERRANTI T138M
Fault: Sound on vision (distortion of picture only).
On turning up contrast control, this causes an increase
of sound just the same as increasing the volume control.

-J. S. (Wigan).

Viewing the receiver from the rear ; on the top
(R.F.) chassis, on the left side, will be found two
concentric trimmers of the " beehive " type. The

lower one should remove the sound on vision upon
rotating one way or the other. Hand capacity effects
may be noted whilst adjustments are being made. If

to employ a " bent " mast to keep the Band III no amount of adjustment improves the situation,

array away from the Band I array when the existing check the upper trimmer and then suspect an open circuited capacitor beneath the power pack.
BBC mast is used to secure both arrays.
BAND I ATTENUATION
When receiving I.T.A. on my home -constructed
converter, I am troubled with considerable patterning
due to BBC break -through.

By removing the Band I aerial I can diminish this

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
8/6, by post 8/10.

4th Edition.
By F. J. CAMM
From : GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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VIBRAFACKS, Mallory. 12. v, D.C.,.
to 250v, 80mA, synch., reversible,'

new, 18/6; Jefferson/Travers, synch.,
12v, D.C., to 150v, 40mA. smoothed,
16/- (post each 2/9). Dynamotors,
D.C., 6v to 250v, 80mA output, 11/6;
Filters, H.T./L.T., 2/6 (post 2/9);:
T.C.S.-12, D.C., 12 or 24v to 225v,
100mA
and 440v,
200mik.
52/6
delivered. RX161, 160/220 mc/s with
1/VR137, 2/VR136, 1/CV66, 17/6; I.F.
Amplifier 178 (for this), 13.0 mc/s,
with valves, 17/6 (postage 2/9 each).
R1355, new improved type, 37/8
(carr.
7/6).
Bak.
Condensers,
tubular, 0.1/1.2 kV, .5/800v, .25/800v,
each; .03/2.5 kV, .05/3.5 kVw,
.25/1.5 kVw, 1/- each; .1/2 kVw Block,
2/6. Responser, RDF1, new, 160/220
mc/s, 12 valves, 15/. (carr. 8/6) or
ZC8931, 9 valves, 25/. (carr. 6/-).
Relays, 6v, 2 break, 1/6. R1355 I.F.
Strips only, complete, new, with
valves, 25/, less -valves, 12/6 (post
2/6). Brand new R.F. Units. Types
9d.

26 or 27, 27/6 (postage 2/9); R.F.24,

soiled. 1016. I.F.T.s 10/13
mc;s, canned, new, 1/3.
Closed
29th July -6th Aug. List and enquiries.
S.A.E.
please ! Terms :
C.W.O.,,
postage extra. Immediate despatch.
W. A. BENSON (P.T.), 308, Rath bone Rd., Liverpool, 13.
R.F.25,

SERVICE SHEETS.

T.V. and Radio,

over 2,000 models, sale or hire.
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with
enquiries.
W. J. CULBERT, 24,
Frithville Gardens, London, W.12.
B.S.R.

MONARCH

auto -

3 -speed

change units; new in maker's sealed

carton; guarantee; complete with
instructions, template, suspension
springs, S9/15/1, carriage paid;
immt diate delivery. TOMLINS. 127,
Brockley Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
TELEVISION. 9in. models, £8/10/I
121n. models, £15; all makes; working; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127,
Brockley Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
GUARANTEED

TELEVISION,

12in.

models, first-class picture, 5 -thane',

each, carriage paid.
THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19-21, Brock £30

ley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer

the most complete Handbook of T/V
Components and Rewinds, price 1/..
T/V Components for all kit sets in
stock.
' Nuray " heater booster
isolator for 2 -volt C.R.T.s, just plugs
in,

plus 2/- packing and
134-136, Lewisham
Way,
(TIDeway 3696-2330.)

27/6,

postage.
S.E.14.

SUPER -TONIC

SUN -RAY

LAMPS.

Ultra - violet Infra - red combined.
Superb therapeutic quality, controlled
output, automatic exposure.
All

mains. Listed £7/10/-, our price 80/-.
S.A.E. illustrated brochure. Dept. 16,
SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS, Cleveleys,
Lancs.

DISC CERAMIC CAPACITORS
The modern decoupling capacitor. Midget
size, non -inductive with excellent dielectric
insulation. Ideal for T.V., etc. 500 v. D.C.
(300 v. A.C.) working : 470 pF., .001 pF.,
5/I6in. dia., .002 pF, .003 pF,
in. dia.,
.005 AF., I in. dia. Each 9d.
Minimum postage 6d. on orders under £2.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH
SALISBURY
Telephone: Downton 207

4- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
RATES :

Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.E.E.

and Manuals for
sale or hire; several thousands in
SERVICE SHEETS

stock. Stamp with enquiries. M. FOY,
6. Wykebeck Gardens, Leeds, 9.
TELEVISION INTERFERENCE.

Re-

ceiver Filters, High -Pass E.5037, 30/-1
Low -Pass

E.5031,

30/-;

Composite
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SEVERAL

Television,

MODELS

9in.

and mostly
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill, S.E.23. (FOR 5497.)
SITUATIONS VACANT
HEARING AID Service Mechanics
reqd. at once. Knowledge of. L.F.
amplification and miniature circuits
essential. Interesting work, good
wages and conditions. Apply Box
No. 186. C/O PRACTICAL TELEVISION, or
phone W. J. S., Welbeck 8247.
complete,

working. ACV- each; carriage paid.

WANTED,

Valves 6F13,

6F15, 6U4,

EY51, 5Z4, ECL80. KT61, 25A6, etc.;
WM. CARVIS LTD.,
103. North Street. Leeds. 7.
ALL TYPES of new radio valves
wanted, small or large quantities;
cash payment. R. H. S. LTD. (T),
155, Stvan Arcade, Bradford, 1.
EDUCATIONAL
BUILD YOUR OWN TV and learn
about its operation, maintenance and
servicing. Qualified engineer -tutor
available while you are learning and
building. Free brochure from E.M.I.
INSTITUTES, Dept. P.T.58, London,
W.4.
(Associated with H.M.V.)

Band I/III, 49/0; Transmitter Filter prompt cash,
E.5043-80dB,

1kW, £6.
LABGEAR
Cambridge.
MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes,
Projectors, or, in fact, anything
that needs lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.

(CAMBRIDGE) LTD.. Willow Place,

Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, " 3-D
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Comprehensive list of lenses, optical.
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh

Road, Hutton, Brentwood. Essex.
EDISWAN 12H 'static 12in. Tube: I.P.R.E. Data for constructing TV
no burns; with mask, base and 4 k.v. Aerial -strength Meter, 7/6; 5,500
E.H.T. Trans., £3/10, o.n.o. "Col- Alignment Peaks for superhets, S/9;
wyn," Gasden Lane. Witley, Surrey. sample copy " Practical Radio Engin2/-. Membership -examination
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED eer,"
1/.. Syllabus of Seven
for cash. State quantity and con- particulars,
courses free and post free.
dition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD., postal
I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose SECRETARY,
Road, London, N,8.
9093.)
FREE 1 Brochure giving details of
SURPLUS TO REQUIREMENTS, 20 Heine
Training in Radio, Teleonly, London Service Area Band III vision, Study
Converters, B.B.C. and 3 Pre-set tronics. and all branches of Elecfor the Hobby
Band III Positions by leading manu- EnthusiastCourses
or for these aiming at
facturer, £71101- each, carriage paid. he A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
City and Guilds,
D. J. CLARKE (BIGGLESWADE)
and other professional
LTD., 37, Hitchin Street, Biggleswade, R.T.E.B.,
examinations.
Train
with the
Beds. (Phone: Biggleswade 2377.)
college operated by Britain's largest
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. Electronics organisation.
Moderate
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE, fees . Write to E.M.I. INSTITIITES,
Bullington Rd., Oxford.
Dept. P.T.28, London. W.4.
TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

BAR-

QAINS.-121n. 5 Channel, £18/101-;
12in. London Station, £12/10/-; 9in.
London Station, B7/10/-. All guaranteed. Phone LAD 1734, call 1070,
Harrow Rd., N.W.10.

COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
Session 1956-57. Electronic Engineering.
Applications invited for entry

to next 3 -year full-time course commencing September. 1956. from those
requiring comprehensive training to
an advanced level in Electronic
FOR SALE, brand new 5 -element Engineering, qualifying for posts in
Channel, 8 and 9 aerials, with mast Radio. Telecommunications, Television
etc.. to fix to existing aerial, 39/6. and Industrial Electronics. Syllabus
(List 52/6.) Indoor model, universal will cover requirements of C and G.,
fixing, 30/.
Special price for doz. Brit.I.E.E., and I.E.E. examinations.
or over. Send P.O. 1/- for our illus- Entry age 16 or over. Application
trated lists of Aerial Parts, Data, etc. forms and further information from
Amazing value.
Full guarantee. Principal,
Coventry
Technical
SKYLINE WORKS, Burnsall Rd., College. W. L. CHINN, Director of
Coventry. (Tel.: 60418.)
Education.
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

PULLIN
100

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

SERIES

TEST METER

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE

AC/ DC

10,00011/Y

RANGES

21

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

100pA to 1000

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.

CASE WIT. TEST LEADS

V

C./PISTE IP D.ECAST

CS API/ PEODS

6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.

FULLYLIP GUARANTEED

SLOane 3463

Works :
36, ROS EBERT AYE., LONDON, E.0.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.

"No Quantity too Small"

aI

Os. DEPOSIT
SENT POST FREE FOR
AND
ELEVEN FURTHER MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF e1.4.6. CASH PRICS 112.1.0

FRITH RADu
,, cnyooteArit
LEICESTER
PHONE 99921

RAFT LTD
RION TTTTTT
NEWPORT PARNELL.

ZS

SUCKS. MORE
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THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

PmesessliWwiNeleasseWore/hOW

Bentley Acoustic Corp. ltd.
38, CHALCOT ROAD N.W.1

"VIEWMASTER "
T.V. TUNER COMPONENTS
6 wafer Switch assembly ...
Fine Tuner ...
...
3 Coil platforms
Set of three metal brackets...
...
Screen complete

20/ -

4/1/7/6

5/-

All prices include postage
Send for complete list of radio and
T.V.

components.

POST

FREE.

Components for the ARGONAUT
A.M./F.M.

RECEIVER

available

from stock.

AUDIO LTD.,
Tower Road, London, N.W.10.
weeeeiNoWereiheesehoseePtonees~setWe

PRImrose 9090
1st grade goods only. No seconds or reject'.
024
8/- 1203
7/- 111.2
6/- 681.7
201A3
1A5
1D0

1113

1L4
11.135

3A5

3B7
31/6
3Q5
384
3V4
5V4
5X4
5Y3
5Y4
523
524
GA8

6AB7
6A118

SAC?
GAGS

6A07
6AJ8
6AK5

144 pages

technically

Details of the
easiest way to study for
R.T.E.B.

Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection,
Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our Imalle

7Y4
8A8
81)2
9D2
1012

6/6 19131

10/- 1091
10/- 12A6

12/8 111.130 7/6
HL23 10/6

II
7/6 111.41

7/6 7193
8/8 7475

8/11

8/- 12A8

12/6

RAMS

6AQ5
6AQ8

11/11

12A177

1.26 1206

6BX8
6BY7
604
606
608

6F7
6F6
6F13
6F15
6F17
6F32
6F33

606,
606(1
8118M

6550

6.150T
6416

DK9G

10/8/8

6/-

129117

4/- 12050
8/-

12/8

8/8/6

10/10/10/-

7/6/6

9/-

9/6
6/6
12/6
7/6
10/6
10/8
12/6
12/6
12/8
10/6
12/6
6/6
2/11

3/6
IV -

5/6

6/-

21334

8/8 ECV33
7/6 ECC35

8/8
8/6

716

9/- 78

01 21.84

We Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

61(7
6Q7

7/-

8
81

WRITE TODAY!
British Institute a Engineering T
237, College Hash,BiE
29-31. Wright's lamas.
Kensington. W.B.

88117

6817

10/-

76218rr
77

7/8 80
63

1511.;-11

2E7121

7/- EL42
8/- EL61

EM
E36514

8/6 15022 12/6 EY86
9/- 210LF 8/- EZ40
8/6 240QP 101 EZ41

8/-

6/6 906

8/- 866A
8/- 885

8/8807

10/65

ZP2P41(77))

13/- VP23
111- VP41

X66

Full

Results

are guaranteed.

PRICE

251-

instructions for

Complete
simple fitting

supplied. We will send a unit

on

approval for 7 days against cash on
receipt of order, or from your Dealer.

SPENCER - WEST LTD.
QUAY WORKS
GT. YARMOUTH
Grams :

Phones : 4794 and 3009
Yarmouth
Spencer -West, Great

-WHY WASTE TIMEGive that set its best chance
FIT QUALITY COMPONENTS
Catalogue

IF.

Parts for the following :Manual

Osram "912" plus Amplifier 4/Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier 3/6
The Coventry
2 -watt Amplifier
4 -watt Amplifier
6 -watt Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner

Unit
...
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit ...

1/1/6

7/6

10/8

121- XFIVIO 6/6

Complete Component Price Lists
will be supplied with each Manual.

8/- XFY12 6/6

11/-

4/E28(81 1(11(1.5)
X801.5 4/-

12/0 1130
10/6 1163

)

6/- Y63
12/11

277

7/6

101
9/-

Al bused. Pall maker's guarantee. Poet 6d. each.
Insurance (optional) 6d. per order. Shop hours 8.39
to 5.30, Rats. 1 p.m. 'Why not 'phone or wire that
urgent order for

convertor

I

818

5/6 956
8/- 111(90 10/- 2.719 10/6
Closed for annual holidays July 30 -August 11
inclusive.

88E7

III

unit and completely removes patterning caused by Band
breakthrough.

128/18

11/- VP133 10/
VT501 6/11/11

UNIT TYPE 54
works with any 'Band

126
4/-

6/6
P1(22 12/8
PM202 4/6
PY80 10/PY81 10/PY82 101PY83 10/QP21
7/-

SPENCER - WEST

PATTERNING REMOVAL

P5112111

7/6

6K8CT 8/8

6807

12

9/6 QP25
8/6
138PA 10/8 15006? 10/6 Q8150/15
13VPA 10/6 20083 106
10/6
1427 10/6 200.84 12/8 81/6
7/8
16A5
10/- ECC85 10/- SP2(7) 81
1921 10/- ECC91 6i- 8P4(7) 12/6
201.1
12/8 ECF80 14/6 8P81
20P3 12/8 ECF82 15/- T0D2A 106
2524
9/- ECR85 11/6 T11233 18/5,
2325
8/8 201142 10/6 TP22 10/6'
27
7/8 201181 9/- 016
12/28D7
7/- 201.90 11/- U17
32/6
30
7/8 EF6
10/8 022
7/6
18/3001
12/ EF9 12/6 1125
30L1
12/6 EF36
4/6 U50
8'31
7/6 E037A 10/- 1352
81351.6
81- EF19
6/- 0251 1216
35Z4
8/6 E540 17/- 0329
10/ia
CAF42
11/3525
9/6
8/6 EF4I
35/31
12/6 EF42
12/6 02041 1014111P 12/6 EF50(A) 71- 001142 11,41MTL 7/8 2F30(E) 5'- UF41 10/8
15/- UF42
4525
12/6 EF54
12/5003
101/1- ii(11.41.44
101- E1%80
501.8
8/6
57
8/6 EF86 121 UY41 10/6
58
8/6 EEF891 1910-- V150784 15/61BT 1106
7/6 VM84B 16/61MP 10/6 EP92

61.60
6L7

Send for your copy NOW-FREE and
without obligation.

PL82
P1.83
PM12

E0040 1.10- QP220 12/6

ments Dept.

68A7

9/-

10/8 ECC81

8/- 76

6Q70T
827

2/- P1.81

5/6

6K8G

If you are earning less than
Zgy a week you must read
this enlightening book.

11/- PCC84

THE

9/-

9/6 OM
9/8/6 P2
10/6
9/8 PABC80
15/16/-

0/- ECS4
0/8/6 ECC32 10/6

which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

61(7(1

11/6

8/6 2032

ENG
HapdOPPOR TUNITIES"book

MG

151-

9/0 K1T02
8/8 003

9/6 P0085 12/6
DL810 10/8 PC1010 8/6
2/- PCF82 1116
21148
EA50
8/- PCL83 12/6
EAB080 8/8 Pen25
6/6
EAF42 12/6 Pen46
8/6

6570
8E6

6/-

5/- 5184B

12J5GT 8/- EB41
8/6/8
12.17
9/6 2891
121(7
9/6 EBC3 12/6
128A7
8/8 213033 7/6
12807
7/6 EBC41 10/12807 7/6 EBF80 10/-

4/6 12Y4

613W6
68%5'7

3/- 063

8/- 12AX7 10/8

10/6 12817
7/8 12827

6816

2/

10/6 DAF96
7/6 DCC90
11/- DF98
DK92

11/ - 1213A6 9/8/8 12BE6 10/6/6 12E1
30/-

13B8M

613E6
61306

8/6 CK523 6/6 LZ319 12/6
51
12/8 CV83 12/6 1(/14
Dl
3/6 11111.4 7/6

8/8 12A116 12/6 DL35
8/8 12AT7 9/6 111.96

6B7
6BA6

6680,

7/6 AC/HL/

Lk-

PATTERNING ?1

7/6

111.411)1)

7/6 HVR2A 7/-

718 9006

10/- 12AH7 12/6 DL2

8/8
4/6
7/6
12/6 128117
8/6 12817

6F60

the

8/6
8/6
2/6
9/6
7/6

10/-

6D6
6F1

scope to
qualified.

8/ - RX4
5/ - 8X5

6AL5

8006

Television offers unlimited

8/- 5763

11/- 6V60
7/- 9002
7/6 6V60T 7/6 9003

6A/CH

6134

TELEVISION

8/6 6177

KBC32 8/6
11/- 6Z4/84 12/6 DDD 15/- KF35
9/1113
9/- 674
12/2 AC6Pen 6/6 111,35
8/8
155
12/6 AC/P4 B/L KT2
7/6 7A7
6/1T4
7/6 7137
8/6 AC/VP] sre KT33C 10/RIZ
7/8 705
8/- AP4
7/6 KTW61
2A3
3/6 KTW62 7/12/8
8/- ATP4
2026
4/- 71[7
8/- AZ31 10/6 KTZ41 6/21)130 7/8 7Q7
8/- B319 12/6 KTZ63 6/2X2
7/6 1.63
4/6 787
9/6 BIM
8/3A4
7/8 707
8/6 02523 6/ LN309 12/6
ILK:,
INS

GAT6

!OPPORTUNITIES IN 1

691,17

6/- 6887

immediate deepatch
A.E.

List and conditions of role

COVENTRY RADIO
EST. 1925

189, DUNSTABLE ROAD,.
LUTON, BEDS.
Phone : Luton 2677

August, 1956
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AERIALITE TWIN BAND AERIAL
frequency modulator or sweep generaMODEL 805
tor, switchover from internal to
external synchronisation being effected
IT has been found possible to reduce
by inserting a plug in the appropriate
the price of this aerial by 7s. 6d.,
socket.
so that it is now £7 5s. Od. retail.
Model 805 incorporates a dipole and
The cathode ray tube has symmetreflector for Band I reception, with
rical deflection characteristics. Its
a five -element Band III array placed
diameter is 7 cms. (2f in.), and a
in broadside. The Band III section
measuring lattice and shield to cut
can be rotated to give different directivity from out incident light are provided.
Measuring 41in.
that of the Band I section.-Aerialite, Ltd., Castle wide by 9/in. high by 12fin. deep (approximately),
Works, Stalybridge, Cheshire.
the GM5650 weighs only 17 lbs.

NEW STELLA TELEVISION RECEIVER
A NEW 14in. table television receiver (Model
ST8514U), selling at 63 gns., (list £47 2s. ld.,

SPENCER -WEST ATTENUATOR
ANEW type of variable plug-in attenuator is now
available from Spencer -West. It is designated
type 60.
The attenuator is continuously variable
from 6dbs to at least 36dbs. Full matching is
maintained at all settings and a lockable type control
is fitted. This attenuator is based on a new circuit
arrangement which ensures that no frequency selec-

plus P.T. £19 Os. I ld.), is announced by Stella Radio

and Television Co., Ltd.
Incorporating automatic gain control on sound and
vision, this new receiver gives a picture size of
by 8L in. and is suitable for operation on 200 to 250
volts A.C. (50 c/s) or D.C. Power consumption is
150 watts. It is fitted with an all -programme turret
tuner for BBC and I.T.A. (Band I and III Chanbels

tive circuits likely to spoil the picture quality are
present. It is priced at 12s. 6d.-Spencer-West, Ltd.,
Quay Works, North Quay, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

1-5, 8-10.)

The cabinet is in natural walnut veneer with a

Tygan covered loudspeaker baffle.

Volume/on/off,

brightness, station selector and fine tuning controls are mounted at the front of the cabinet, as is

the loudspeaker.
Dimensions : height, 191in. ;
width, I 7in. ; depth, 15iin. Valve line-up : PCC84,
PCF80, EF80 (4), EBF80, ECL80 (3), EB91, PL8I,
PY81, PY32, EY51, 0A70 (crystal diode). Cathode
ray tube MW36/24.

POLYSTYRENE FOR TV AERIALS
TERMINAL boxes and dipole insulators for television aerials produced by Labgear (Cambridge),
Ltd., are injection moulded in high -impact

The new type 60 Spencer -West attenuator.

polystyrene.

PHILIPS NEW OSCILLOSCOPE FOR TV

Moulded for Labgear by the Plastics Division of
the Mentmore Manufacturing Co., Ltd., the insulator

SERVICING
SMALL and light, the type GM5650 D.C. coupled
oscilloscope recently introduced by Philips
Electrical, Ltd., has been designed primarily for
the radio and television engineer.
The vertical amplifier provides a wide band width
from D.C. up to approximately 10 Mc/s with normal

has a screw -down panel for easy access to connections. Both the panel and the detachable poly-

thene bushes are tight -locking to prevent moisture
infiltration. Holes in the base allow the aeriallead to
be fixed by a self -tapping screw.

terminal box is moulded with a snap -fitting
sensitivity of 100 mV rms/cm. or a narrow band lidThe
and depressed cavities in the base. These can be
width from D.C. to 1 Mc/s with high sensitivity of
10 mV rms/cm.

easily cut to allow for variations in fitting.

The timebase generator can be used free -running
or triggered, and covers eight ranges from 10 c/s to
300 kc/s. Pulses of short duration can be produced
satisfactorily up to a maximum speed of 0.5 psec/cm.
Input impedances are :
Via step attenuator, 1 M12. and 50 pF.

Via fixed attenuator, 1 MD and 15 pF.
Via probe, 1 MD and 15 pF.
A saw tooth voltage is provided for connecting to a

NATIONAL RADIO SHOW:
Practical Television Stand No. Ill

i

i

QUERIES COUPON

-

This coupon is available until AUGUST 21st, 1956, and
must accompany all Queries.
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VIEW MASTER CONVERTER

BAND IIIORAERIALS

All items for the View Master Converter as described in
Full
" Practical Television " can be supplied from stock.

FITTINGS.

details are given in our special list which is available free upon
request.
COIL SET AND METAL PARTS. Denco. Includes a ready
wound set of coils, switch screens and metal cover. 30/,
SWITCH ASSEMBLY. Denco. Complete switch with fine tuner,

Whether you are contemplating the construction of a Band Ill aerial or purchasing
one complete it will be well worth your

and coil platforms. 27/,
CONDENSER AND PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT. TCC. Contains
all the condensers, printed circuit and valve holders. 43/-.
RESISTOR KIT. We make up this kit with the specified LAB
resistors. All labelled with value and position. 8/..
GAIN CONTROLS. Colvern CLR901 5,000 ohms. Three
required. 3/3 each. Panel for mounting three controls, If-.
VALVE SCREENS. Carr Fastner. Skirt and screen. Two

while to write to us who, as manufacturers,
can offer you real

VALUE FOR MONEY

required. 1/3 each.
CO -AXIAL PLUG AND SOCKET. Belling Lee. L604S Socket.
1/3. 1734P Plug. 1/3.
SOLDER. Ersin Multicore. Special for printed circuits. 2/6..
VALVES. Mullard PCC84 24/4. Surplus 13,/6.
Mullard PCF80 25/9. Surplus 13/6
KNOB. Pointed knob for switch. 1/-.
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains all nuts and bolts, flex, wire co -axial
cable, copper foil and spring wire. 8/-.
COMPLETE KITS. All above items supplied at one time.
With new Mullard valves. E9.4.0. Credit Terms:
KIT A.
Deposit £l.6.9 and seven monthly payments of

THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR. NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE.
* 10 Element Band III Aerial, 77/6.
8 Element Band III Aerial, 62/6.
*
6 Element Band III Aerial, 47/6.
*

FITTINGS
* Universal Band III Clamp -on Fitting.
* Band III Insulator, complete with folded dipole.
* Director and Reflector Rod Holders for
Bands I, II, and III.
* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).

11.6.9.

KIT B

of CI.4.0.
PLEASE NOTE. These kits do not include the items needed

Alloy Tubing,
etc. etc.
Send If. P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE illustrated
Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)
to :

for conversion of the View Master Sound/Vision

* Chimney and Wall Brackets.

FRINGEVISION LTD.

We can supply the chassis conversion kit for E2.0.0.

ELECTRONICS LTD.
220, Edgware Rd., London, W.2
Tel. PAD. 5607

WATTS RADIO
Apple

also Radio Sets, Radiograms, Reclaimed
and guaranteed C.R. Tubes, I2in. £5, 14in.
£6'10'-, 15in. £71101-, 17in. £9,101-, p. and
p. 10- ; Tubes with Heater Cathode Short,
14in. £3/10/-, I5in. £411101-, I7in. £51-/-, p.
Surplus Valves, Components
and p. 10/-.
and Test Equipment. etc., etc. Also available

Market,

All Guaranteed New and Boxed

1.4v. midget, 1R.5, 155, 1U5, 1T4, 354, DAF91,
DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94 any 4 for 27/6.
1A7GT12/6 6U4GT15/- DH77 816 EZ40
1C5GT 11/- 6V6G 7/6 DK32 12/6 GZ32 15.1D5
11/- 6V6GT 7/6 DK92 7/6 HVR2A
1H5GT
6X4
7/6 DK96 9/8
7/11/6 6X5GT 8/9 DL33 11/6 KT33C

5R5
1S5
1T4
1U5
3A5

7B7

11/8 7C5
8/6 7C6
7/3 7117

7/3 7S7
7/3 7Y4
7/6 10C1
3Q5GT11/6 10C2
354
7/6 10F1

8/6 DL35 11/1016
8/6 DL96 9/6 KT63 716
8/8 EB91 6/9 MU14 9 7/6 EBC33 716 PCC84 9'6
916 EBC41 10:- PCF80 9/-

8/6 EoFaoloto PCF821116
PEN36C
1316 ECC40
13/6
16/10!-

screen T.V. with this unit by increasing 6F13 13/6 25Z4G 9/6 EF41

10/-

11/9

13/- 35L6GT9/6 EF42 12/6 UBC41
6J6
6/- 35Z4GT8/6 EF50 7/6 UCH42
35Z5GT9/- EF80 9/8
6J7G
10/9
65(70 6/- 50L6GT819 EF85 9/6 IJF41 9/6
6K7GT 6/- AZ1 11/6 EF86 12/6 UL41 10/9
6K8G 8/6 CCH35 16/- EF91 7/6 UU7 11/6
TELEVISION COMPONENTS 6K8GT 9/6 D15 7/- EF92 6/6 UY41 9/6L18 10/6 DAC321116 EL32 6/6 VP4B 15/6
6LD20 916 DAF96 9/8 EL41 10/8
in stock for the
X7W-191
126/66
6Q7GT 9/6 DCC90 7/8
DF33 11/6 EM34 10/6 Y63
716
P.T. SUPER -VISOR. TELE-KING. VIEWMASTER, 65N7GT
7/6
8/6 DF96 9/6 EY51 11/6 Z77
E.E. TELEVISOR cad BAND III
Postage 5d. per valve extra.
and wide angle modifications
Price lists available on request to:
6F15

READERS RADIO

Tel.: Bexleyheath 72.67

24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD

HILL, LONDON, N.16.

QUALITY
TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

-

SPECIAL OFFER

J. T. FILMER, Maypole Estate. Bexley. keet.

Surrey.

SADIE DAY
SERVICE

10;- ECC81 10/- PEN45 16/3V4
8/6 1OLD11
ECC831.0/6 PEN46 715U4G 8/6
10/6 ECC91 61- PL81 11/9
PL82 9/6
5Y3GT 7/9 12AT7 8/9 ECF80
all types, and makes of new C.R. Tubes 5Z4G 9/- 12AU7 8'6
13'6 PL83 12/6
ECH35
5/- 12J7GT
PY80 101 at list prices. Part exchanges welcomed ! 6AK5
GALS 8/9
11/- PY81 101916
PY82 9/6
6AM6 7/6 12K7GT9/6 ECH42
6AQ5 7/6 12K8GT
10/6 PZ30 18/6AT6 8/6
12/6'ECH81 9/6 U22
8/6
ECL80 10/- U25
14/7/9 12Q7GT
Projection T.V. Unit. Complete optical 6BA6
U26 15/6
9/6 EF37A
7/6
projection box with focus and frame coil, 68E6
6BW6 7/9 14S7 15/6
10/6 U50
7/9
usual cost £30 our price £6 -'- incl. p. and 6C9
7/6
10/- 20L1 1019 EF39 6/6 U78
p.
Any set can be converted to large 6F6G 716 25L6GT8/6 EF40 17/- CAF42

E.H.T. (to approx. 15-20 kV).

Kingston -on -Thames,

Telephone : KINgston 4099.

VALVES

Come and visit us. The largest Electronic 1N5GT
Bargains Store in London. We have 500 Repossessed T.V.'s, all sizes always in stock,

Chassis.

Full details

in our list.
Complete set of the co-rect size
SET OF TWIST DRILLS.
twist drill for drilling the Printed Circuit Panel. I0/ -

MAR LlittnO.U6G4/8 WILTS.

NEW -MAX

With surplus valves. 0.2.0. Credit Terms :
Deposit CI.4.0 and seven monthly payments

STA. 4587

SCANNING COILS, 6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T.
UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS.

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)
Coil Kit of two for Aug. " P.T." Bandl!l
Converter 5/-. Kit of three 7/6. Kit of fou'r
for October Band III Converter 6/-.

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,
Queensway,

Enfield,

Middlesex.

BAND III CONVERTORS

OSMOR
LONDON and MIDLANDS.
Simple.
efficient. Guaranteed No Break Through

or Re -Radiation. For any TV., intiud:.
ing T.R.F.
Complete Kit, 23.5.0. Ready wired, 24.
TELETRO1
Mk. 1 Coll Sets, 15,-, CoMplete
£2.10.0. Mk. II CascodeCoil. Sets, 17 6..
Complete Kit. ea. All above post free.'
THE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO.'
29, Leigh Rd., Highbury. London, N.S.

iii
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'TELEVISION TUBES
MULLARD

I2in. E6.10.0
I2in. £6.10.0
I2in. E6.10.0

COSSOR

EMITRON

I4in. 0.10.0

17in. £10.0.0

I4in. 47.10.0

I7in. E10.0.0
f7in. E10.0.0

kin. E7.10.0

Ex

Stock
ti

MAZDA. I2in. only L6.10.0. 4 Weeks Delivery.
All Tubes plus 12'6 carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Converter M.1. Midlands area, high gain, own power supply, built in crossover unit E9.9.0

Converter M.2. Midland fringe area, own power supply
Crossover Box. Low loss ...
Finished

49.18.0
12 6

Stove Enamelled Steel Case.

in

terms to the Trade.

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD.
81,

HIGH STREET

MERTON, S.W.19

Telephone

CHERRYWOOD

:

-ARTHURS HAVE IT I -LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.

- -

AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7
Avo Model 8

Electronic Test Unit

Electronic Test Meter -

--

- - L19 10
-- -- 4027 10
23

10

10

10
0
0

104
120

Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.

LEAK Pick-up Arm
,

- - - P.T.

- -

Long Play or Standard Heads With
Diamond Stylus -

-

- - Leaflets on Request

Matching Transformer

2
I

15
3

0

IS
8

0
4

I

IS

0

L28 13

0

also

cascade input
LATEST VALVE MANUALS

MULLARD, 10 6, OSRAM L BRIMAR No. 6, 5 each,
OSRAM Part 2, 10 -. Post 9d. each extra.
TRANSFORMER for 200 230 v., 37j6.
Tern, C.O.D

OR CASH eoth order and subject
,!terat:ons and being unsold

to

aikettal

price

Est.
1919

PeOPS' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House

150-152 Charing Cross Road, London W.C.2
7EMple Bar 5833:4 and 4765

vitO.UPTLY
Our 30 years

JASON AF FM Tuner, complete with valves

and automatic frequency control,

REWOUND

I

2

S

LINE FALL
TRANSFORMERS

0

AC DC Minor
*Cossor Oscilloscopes Model 1052 1035 -

3255

TELEGRAMS- TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON
CABLES-" TELEGRAY. LONDON."

experience o. winding
and wave -winding enables us to provide

the finest service in the Country for all
types of TELEVISION COMPONENTS.
We repair or manufacture all types of
transformers singly or in quantity, 2nd
welcome your enquiries.

H. W. FOR It FNT
(TILANsroitylEit%) LTH.

349 HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD. Sink LEN ,
BIRN1INGHANI.
Teh phone : .S111 24N3

August
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY

*

Telephone

Regd.) B. H. MORRI', & CO, (RADIO, L

OPEN TILL
6 P.M. SATURDAYS

ApAMDBDAISNSGATD0ONR

43023;1

(Dept. P.T.) 201, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Band Three (Commercial)
For the Home Constructor

o"""""""""oww...%%""n""w"wo%",s
THE NEW PREMIER TELEVISOR
t

13 CHANNEL DESIGN
SUITABLE FOR USE WITH ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE

.......ww."........".............".~.....w....w."""nea
4ao.ro,o,mi.cc
Multi -Channel IT
DESIGN 1. variable
70u -72r5 (ZirneTheiT1u3r)tetisnuPopl'iseli
wig ed and tested and is complete with Valves, all connecting leads and fixingr is brackets

THIS DESIGN MAY

BE BUILT FOR

DESIGN 2

BE BUILT FOR

£27. 9. 4

of
ot)

* Constructors who have built Design 2 (5 Channels) may convert their Receive,
this price includes Multi -Channel Tuner, New Vision Inpu'
for L6
to Design
Coil and full instructions.
* All Coils supplied for these two Superhet Receivers are PRE -TUNED, ASSURING
ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.
* Duomag permanent magnet focusing with simple picture centring adjustment.
* Exceptionally good picture " hold " and interlace. * Noise suppression on both
I

both designs.

(plus cost of

Channels I-5. tunable from 40-68 Mc s

THIS DESIGN MAY

Instruction Book 3 6. Post.
Free. Includes details of

£32. 7.11

:

Sound and Vision
T. e Televisor may be constructed in S easy stages : (I) Vision, (21 Time Base, 131 Sound, (4) Power Pack, (SI Final Assembly

Each stage is fully covered in the Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiring instructions.
The Instruction Book also includes lull details for converting existing Premier Magnetic Televisors for use with modern wide angle
1,,5 All components arc individually priced.

7203A. l4'
The G.E.C. 141n. Cathode Ray Tube ty1"

_

the following attractive features:(1) Improved tube life and reliability,
(2) A narrow beam angle triode gun

.1 h..a

in::: -

(a) Uniform tom, over the entire -i
(b) Small spot size. (c) Freedom triiii
(3) A high reflectance aluminium backing to the
fittore,rent screen giving:Price

P.Tax E6. 18.

In ',insure brighten--. (10 High
(r)
,1,1s11,,ht
of ion burn Iron, both positive and negatice Mu,
(a)

E14. IS. 0
I

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD

MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON W.C.2

